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P K E F A C E.

THIS little volume constitutes a further contribu

tion to the Electro-biological series of works which

have now occupied my attention for a long

period. They may be said to have been com

menced many years back
;
and some part of the

labour was even undertaken whilst still a student

of medicine. On attending the Physiological Lec

tures of Professor Mayo, 1 was remarkably struck

with the unsatisfactory account of the functions of

the brain, and I was surprised that so little

appeared to have been done in connecting mental

operations with that organ to which they were due.

I had not only the advantage of studying under

this gentleman of genius, who is so well esteemed

for his knowledge of the nervous system,
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but I had also the good fortune to continue my
studies under Professor Todd, who is also greatly

distinguished for his acquaintance with this branch

of Physiology.

From that period, I determined that I would

endeavour to base some system of mental philosophy

upon the functions and structure of the nervous sys

tem, and endeavour to compare it with the observed

facts in mental science. In my earlier experiments, I

found that a thorough knowledge of Galvanism, in

addition to an acquaintance with other physical

forces, was necessary. Although a pupil of the late

Professor Daniell, yet, nevertheless, I found that

in that science much had
practically to be learned;

and in acquiring that practical knowledge my Vol

taic Battery was developed, ar.d the materials

for the Elements of Electro- Metallurgy worked

out and adapted for the purposes of the arts.

In seeking further information upon physical

forces and their mutual relations, the work on

the Sources of Physic was written.

Proceeding onward with my experiments and

investigations upon the subject, it appeared to me
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troni the results which had been obtained, that

the whole might be useflilly classed together

under the general term of Electro-Biology, which

literally signifies, neither more nor less, than the

relation of electricity to the vital functions. Upon

making enquiries, it seemed to be a universal

opinion amongst those qualified to judge, that a

very small number of copies of the work would

be sold, inasmuch as the public had great distaste

for such investigations. Nevertheless, a lar^eO 7 o

edition was printed, and certainly its rapid and

extensive sale has been a matter of astonishment

to myself, more especially as there is not only a

French translation, but the substance of the work

has been very faithfully given in Chamber* Journal.

The facts and principles have also been so care

fully rendered by the Newspapers and other cheap

publications of large circulation, that there are

very few educated persons who are not more or

less acquainted with the subject.

Many friends, whose opinions I value, have

suggested that the matter has been hardly suffi

ciently elucidated; but, in answer thereto, it is

right to state, that my object has been to place
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the entire system before the Public in so small

a space that any inconsistency or incorrect deduc

tion, in any part of the scheme, may be immedi

ately seen, and dealt with at once. To remedy,

however, the defect of the abstruseness of the

work, and render the subject more attractive, the

treatise on Instinct and Reason was written and

illustrated with numerous engravings.

It has been mentioned to me, on several occa

sions, that I do not take any pains to persuade the

public, and induce them to take up the system 1

have developed, and which confessedly requires in

tense study fully to grasp. To this, I reply, that

in my opinion it is neither consistent with the in

terest, nor with the dignity, of science, in any way
to endeavour to induce any person to adopt any

system; but, having made known its existence, it

should be left to the diligent inquirer, who should,

in his closet, carefully examine every fact for him

self, and hold fast to that opinion which his natural

powers of mind lead him to adopt. Xo true lover

of science can possibly wish that his own investi

gations should do more than exercise their proper

influence upon the sum total of that knowledge
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which the labours of the philosophers of all ages

have developed. Science loses its character when

it is used solely to gratify the personal vanity, or

either to make a name, or to give a fortune to its

follower.

Although the system of Electro-Biology has ex

tended with a rapidity, both at home and abroad,

which even an author s sanguine expectations

could not have led him to anticipate; yet many
difficulties are opposed to its yet more rapid pro

gress. The misapprehensions of other writers

upon the subject, cause them to publish statements

at direct variation with my meaning ;
and after three

works have been already published, each explana

tory of the subject, the reader may judge my inex

pressible astonishment, at reading, a short time

since, that Mr. Smee had asserted, that &quot;

Life was

Voltaism,&quot; followed by a long argument to prove

the incorrectness of the assertion !

Misapprehensions may arise from my own am

biguity of expression, or the reader s insufficient

attention, or from the imperfection of words and

language to convey exact ideas
;
but I regret

to state that one or two instances have occurred
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where 1 there has been reason to fear that my
words have been wilfully misrepresented, and state

ments have been put forward directly at variance

with that which has been explicitly stated. This

course, fortunately however, is so directly con

trary to the practice of the literary men of this
/ J

country, as to require no further comment.

This volume is a deduction from the general

system of Electro-biology; and being a practical

application of the subject may possibly be immedi

ately useful. In submitting it to the Public, I am

not without hope that the process of thought here

detailed, and the artificial system of reasoning

here given, may be of service, more especially as T

dare venture to assert, that under the Relational

system, if rightly used, no form of sophistry or

quibble can be successfully employed; and it lias

the merit of allowing any number of premises to

be used.

With respect to the relational and differential

machines, it may, perhaps, be useful here to repeat,

that they are described solely with the view of il

lustrating the artificial mode of reasoning, by the
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aid of cyphers, which has been based upon the

study of the laws deducible from the natural pro

cess of thought.

From the nature of the subjects on which I

have been engaged, my writings have been much

noticed, and whilst they have been too frequently

the subject of immoderate praise, the}&quot;
have also,

occasionally, received unmeasured abuse. It is

customary only to quoted the good side; but I

have been often amused to observe that opposite

quotations could be selected upon every definite opi

nion. From my experience, whenever anything is

violently abused, it is contrary to some favourite

crochet, or popular prejudice, for which the holders

venture an expiring struggle before it is for ever

lost. Although quiet and repose might dictate to

an author to bend to the follies or prejudices of

the day, yet, to my mind, an author should faith

fully record the results which he has derived from

his own reflection and reason, without regard to the

possibility of receiving abuse, or the desire of ob

taining praise. Under the influence of this opinion,

I have never, in any way modified my views, or

kept back facts, to suit the public taste
;
and ex-
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perience shows me that that course alone is satis

factory to the author, secures in the long run the

respect of the Public, and what is above all,

commands the respect of the writer s own con

science.

The whole work must be regarded as but a brief

outline of the subject. On this account, it has

neither fallen within the scope of the work, nor has

it been in accordance to my own inclination to

compare this system with the systems of others

previously published, and which have been em

ployed to the best of my ability whilst writing it.

The study of these subjects affords to the mind the

highest pleasure; and although the development of

this book has already been a pleasing employment
to myself, yet if it should be found of correspond

ing utility, it will in future years be an additional

source of gratification.

7, FlNSBURY ClliCUS.

March 18th, 1851.
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ETC.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE NATURAL PROCESS OF THOUGHT.

(1) Art docs not enhance the natural perfection of Man.

(2) Reception of Ideas. (3) Limitation of Ideas. (4) Chang

ing Ideas. (5) Memory. (6, 7) Powers of Mind.

(
1 .

)
THE perfection of the operation of the brain,

by which man performs the noblest attributes of

his nature, can no more be enhanced by a know

ledge of its organization, than the working of a

steam engine could be improved, if it could be made

to know the mechanism by which it obtained its

desired result. Nevertheless, it is practically found

that a study of the laws of mental operations is

advantageous, inasmuch as such knowledge inspires

confidence to its possessor, enables him to

check any result which he has obtained by the

natural process of thought, and thus adds a confir

mation to his opinion previously formed.

B
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(2.) Electro-Biology teaches that man receives

impressions from the external world through the

medium of his organs of sensation, transmits those

impressions to the bruin, and there registers them in

certain combinations in such a manner, as to render

the sensorium one vast mechanism, in which every

thing which has been heard, or seen, or felt, or

smelt, or touched, has produced an effect which

modifies the action of any impression which may
be subsequently received.

(3.) It would appear then, that every idea,

or action on the brain, is ultimately resolvable

into an action on a certain combination of

nervous fibres, which is definite and detcrmi-

nable, and, regarding the sum total of the

nervous fibres, is a positive result over a certain

portion only, which lias a distinct and clearly defined

limit. Thus, if we take ten nervous fibrils, and

call them A B C 1) E F (MI I J, and suppose
an action to have occurred on D E E, the com
bination excited to action, will give rise to an idea

which would depend upon their positive excitement,
and the positive character of the idea would be

limited to that combination. Instead of using the

letters D E E, I may illustrate the proposition by

assuming the fore-finger to represent those letters,

when it would be apparent, that if that finger was

placed in hot water, the idea of that particular

action of the hot water would be confined to the

nerves supplying that part.
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(4.) The operations of the mind would be very

simple, if they could be reduced to ideas of so

simple a character
;
but in a state of nature, various

ideas are represented to the mind continually vary

ing : thus whilst I write, the gas-light and tire-light

excite the nerves of my eye, the crackling of the

burning embers excites the nerves of my ear, and I

feel the pen which enables me to communicate my
thoughts. These different ideas are represented

over a varying length of time; and their relations

to each other are the source of our notions of

Time of Motion of Cause. To illustrate my
position by symbols, we may have A B enduring for

some time, and whilst continuing, C I) may come

into play and pass away for E F, and then in their

turn to pass away for G H, when A B may finally

pass away, and CD arise; and at last D E E G

may alone remain. Thus we should have several

distinct ideas represented successively to the mind.

(5.) Ideas once implanted, may appear again to

the mind at some future period, either as they
were at first received or conjoined with other ideas,

when the effect is termed an act of memory or

thought ;
and this is distinguished from a reality

by its being unaccompanied by an action on the

nerves of sensation.

(6.) The mind has the power of combining
a number of ideas to form a general law, or of

B 2
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lysing a general law into the specific instances from

which it lias been induced. Lastly, it may analyse

any specific idea into the combination of nervous

fibrils excited.

(7.) When any new impression is received, the

mind can determine the accordance or discordance

between it and former ideas, or can determine the

similar relation which exists between previously

received ideas.

Such are the few leading powers which the mind

possesses to conduct its operations; and the laws of

their action will be found to comprise every case of

mental operation.



CHAPTER II.

ON WORDS AND LANGUAGE.

(8) Memory. (9) Communication of Ideas. (10) Words (11)

Substantives. (12) Substitution of Cyphers. (13 1C) Na
ture of Substantives. (17 19) Adjectives. (20) Pronouns.

(21) Articles. (22,23) Combined use of Noun, Adjective,

and Article. (24 26) Verbs. (2729) Substantive Verbs.

(30) Adverb. (31) Prepositions. (32) Conjunctions

(33) Resume .

(8.) In the preceding chapter I have stated

that external objects act upon the organs of

sensation; that that action is transmitted to the

sensorium; and that it is probably registered in

a certain combination of nervous elements, to ap

pear again on subsequent occasions, constituting

an act of memory.

(9.) For the purpose of communicating these

ideas from one person to another, or of recording

them for the purpose of bringing the event again

before the mind, we have recourse to various signs,

sounds, or symbols, which represent various images

impressed on the brain.
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(10.) But from the amazing number of images
which may be impressed upon the brain, the use of

words becomes a complex phenomenon, because it

would be impossible to assign a different word to

every single image formed in the organization.

(11.) The first class of words which we employ
comprises those which are termed substantives, and

which, if
carefully studied, will be found to include

or embrace a large range of objects under one

term; thus, when we speak of a man, we speak of
an object which may give

1 rise to a vast amount of

images in the organixation, as it comprehends
white, red, and black men, good and bad men, men
in health and sickness, etc.

(12.) In my last chapter I shewed that all men
tal images were made up of actions on a certain

aggregation or combination of nervous fibres, eacli

of which might be designated by a certain number,
letter, or word. Thus we may use certain letters

of the alphabet to designate certain combinations of

nervous fibres. The letters indicating the combi
nations may be further arranged in a geometric
series, as in the subjoined diagram, and it will

be immediately observed, that in the first line we
have one letter, in the second two, in the third

four, in the fourth eight, all having relation to

each othor,
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I)

(13.) In assigning tlie substantive word to any

action, we select a combination which is common

to, or forms part of a great number of images, thus

if abed form a combination which is always pre

sent when a man is represented to our senses, we

may give to that combination the term man, or in

svrnbolic lan&amp;lt;iua&quot;*e A, which will be found to in-
/ o o /

elude these letters.

(14.) It will thus be seen that generally a sub

stantive is a part of speech given to the action on a

combination of nervous elements, which are affected

in common by a large class of objects, and is,

therefore, in itself a very general term. The words

man, dog, ground, star, may serve as an example of

the noun or substantive. Grammatically a noun

may be defined to be a word used for some action,

real or imaginary, which has occurred in the brain.

It is immaterial whether the images to which we

have given the names of nouns are produced by
actions through the organs of sensation, or whether
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they are mere thoughts, and have no external

existence, as a Avord of the nature of a noun may
be given to any action of the sensorium.

(15.) A mere noun can convey little or no

knowledge when used by itself; for instance, the

word intfn used apart from any other word, either

implied or understood, would, by itself, communi
cate no real knowledge from one person to another,
as it would neither express who the man was,
where lie was, what lie was doing, or, in fact, any
other circumstance concerning him, or even whether
the image to which it referred was used to signify
a thought or a reality.

(1C.) For the purpose of more accurately
defining the noun, we add some word common to

another combination of actions, or
virtually we

add a word, having some of the properties of a
second noun, to it; but the second word so added,
we term the adjective. Tims if we speak of a good
man, we have defined the character of the man, or

limited our observation to a man
u
who is cha

racterized by some quality of goodness. If A
represents a man, B comprises the combinations of
the actions of the brain, which we term goodness;
then if we speak of A with some portion of B
conjoined, we have restricted or limited our observa
tion to the combinations of A, to which some of
B are added.
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(17.) It will be perceived that there is nothing

peculiar or definite in either A or B, which should

entitle it per se to the name of a noun or adjective,

for either might be the noun, and either might be

the adjective, and yet the effect would be very

different. In the one case we should have good

man; in the other, manly goodness. In these

cases, the combination to which we desire to call

attention is the noun, and must be accurately

defined, and the word by which the extent of the

noun is limited, is called the adjective.

(18.) When we use a word aobjectively and

couple it to a noun, the adjective implies that only

a portion of the actions of the brain which led to

the idea from whence the word is derived, are

coupled with the noun; hence, as the amount

varies, we have various degrees of the word used

adjectively, as good, better, best. The information

conveyed by an adjective, is not of that positive

character which is conveyed by a substantive
;
and

when I say a good man, I should express it by

symbols, by using A for man and B ? for some

unspecified amount of goodness. If I said or

wished to express manly goodness, I should use B
for goodness and A ? for manly.

(19.) It follows from the above remarks, that

the adjective is a far less perfect part of speech, and

is unable to be used for the communication of those
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absolute ideas, which may be communicated by the
use of the noun.

(20.) There are other classes of words which re

quire but little comment; thus we employ pronouns
to prevent the repetition of nouns. These words have
no meaning in themselves, unless some noun, either

expressed or implied, has preceded their use, and
both grammatically and

biologically they must be
referred to the class of nouns.

(21.) Various questions have been raised as to

the use and signification of the articles a and the.

It appears to me that, biologically considered, a
is employed to signify any one or some unknown
one. The word the. seems to have the power of

limitation to some particular one or some particular
class. In accurate symbolic language wherever
the is employed, it is necessary that the additional

description should be applied to the noun, to mark
the individual or class to which the word the limits

the application of the word.

(22.) By the combined use of the noun-adjective
and article, we arc thus enabled to give a more or

less correct picture of any real or imaginary object
to a second party; but it appears most especially

necessary that these words should be used in the

same sense by both parties, otherwise no true in

formation is communicated.
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(23.) The mere use of the noun, however, gives
us by itself no real information, because a second

person would require to be informed whether any
word represented a mere thought or image of the

imagination, or a reality; in fact whether it referred

to an object which existed in all its integrity in the

external world, and which produced the action

upon the organs of sensation. A noun might also

signify a mere abstraction of various actions.

(24). The words used to express this important

part of the idea, are termed verbs. But a verb

does more than this, it signifies the relation of the

thought or reality to other thoughts or realities.

In fact, it marks the time of the occurrence of the

thought or of the reality. Electro-biologically, we

may define a verb to be a word used to signify the

changes, on the sensorium of the respective por
tions of one image, and their relation to those of

other images.

(25.) To explain this definition, it is important
to remember that the brain is one laro;e or^an, onO O &quot;

which a series of impressions are being continually

made, both from the action of external agents

upon the organs of sensation, as well as from the

changes going on within our own frame. If a

thought or reality occurs at the moment at which we

are actually receiving the second impression, then we

speak of the time present, and we say It is. Suppose
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A B C D to represent primitive nervous fibrils, and
w x y z to represent other nervous fibrils, if the actions
on B C and x y coincided at the moment when x y
was being excited, we should state that the idea

derived from B C, existed at the present time, or
in the language of the verb is or exists. Now if

we examine the changes which are
continually

occurring in the mental images, we may express
them in two series in the following manner:

1st. A 13 A B A B B C CD A B
2nd. 1 in in n n o o p q r s t

In the above diagram we perceive that the two
series of changes take place unequally. It is from
this double series of ideas that we derive our
notions of time, for those combinations which change
least frequently, are said to occupy the longest
time. For practical purposes, we select one series

of changes as those of a clock, or the changes pro
duced by the revolution of the earth as a standard,
and refer all other changes to those.

(26.) Practically, when we use verbs, we do not
set out accurately the changes which actually take

place, but we employ words to signify time present,
time past, or time to come. All verbs may be

conveniently arranged into two geometric series,

the one signifying time past, the second, time to

come, the two being divided by a line, denoting
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time present ;
or we may unite the three together

into one series signifying all time.

Past. Present. Future.

A P
i

B C
i

i i

D E

I

i I

W S

(27.) But most verbs shew more than the time

of the occurrence of any idea; or rather the re

lation of any one idea to
any&amp;gt;

second idea; for if

examined, they will be found to communicate some

knowledge similar to that imparted by the noun
;

and hence these verbs might be called substantive-

verbs. If I say that John sits, it not only indicates

John, and his existence at the present moment, but

it goes further, it shews his posture. In like manner

if I say, I think it not only indicates time present,

but it shews that the idea is an action of the

brain, which has not necessary external existence.

(28.) Substantive-verbs communicate even a far

greater range of ideas
;

thus if 1 say that John

came from Brighton, the words cauie from, would

not only represent that John was at Brighton and

is now here, but they infer all those changes which

occurred during the act of coming here. Whether

we regard the motion of the carriages, the change

of the view, the number of ticks of a watch, the
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pulsations of tlic heart, the occurrence of thoughts
during the journey, the changes would be almost
infinite in number. All the.se changes it would be
too long and tedious to recount, and yet they are
are all included in the word came.

(29.) A verb has
essentially a reference to some

change, for without it the verbs cannot be used; and
even when we mark the present time, that present
has relation to the past and future.

(30.) The adverb is another part of speech,
which still further gives exactness to our descrip
tions, by limiting the scope of any observations.
It is frequently used merely to assign the value or
extent to an adjective or verb, as in the case of

nearly, cJnejlij, e,rcce&amp;lt;!
in&amp;lt;jhj, very. Other adverbs

perform the same functions to the verb as the

adjective does to the noun
;
as in the words prucUntly,

softly, when in these cases they limit the extent of

the meaning of the verb, by adding to it a certain

amount of the properties of prudence, softness, etc.

(31.) Prepositions are used to shew the mutual
relation or position of separate ideas; as in the

words above, beloic, behind. In these cases they shew
the manner in which the image is received by the
senses.

Electro-biologically, they help in many
cases to signify the particular combination which
is represented to the mind; thus a man placed
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upon a horse, would be represented by a different

combination of nervous elements to that which

would be produced by that of a man below, or

behind, or before a horse. A very different idea

is signified when we say that a man came from

Brighton to London, from that which is commu
nicated when we say, that a man came from London

to Brighton.

(32.) Conjunctions are employed either to com

press two ideas into one, or to separate one portion

from a more extensive idea. In the first case, the

conjunction is called copulative; in the second,

disjunctive; conjunctions are, in fact, equivalent to

the signs of plus and minus.

(33.) Such is a brief resume of the mode of

communicating impressions made on the sensorium,

from one person to another. In the first place, we
use a noun, which is a sort of generic term given to

certain combinations common to many ideas. This

general idea is then limited by the adjective, and still

further by the adverb. The verb is then employed
to signify the time of the occurrence of the idea, or

of the changes which took place with it
;
and these

changes are more particularised by the use of other

adverbs. We, however, introduce other nouns
;

and their relations are more accurately detailed by

prepositions and conjunctions. It is manifest that

the whole system is artificial, and whilst we must
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deplore its insufficiency to communicate exact ideas,

yet we must, at the same time, marvel at the great
and glorious results which it has been the means of

effecting.



CHAPTER III.

RESOLUTION OF A SENTENCE.

(34) Resolution of a Sentence. (35, 36) Arrangement of Nouns.

(37) Notation of Naturalists and Chemists. (3841)
Limited Nouns. (4 2) Geometric Arrangement. (43) Arrange
ment of the Verb. (44) Qualified Verbs. (45) Relation of

Verbs to Substantives. (46) Conjunctions. (47) Notation of

Sentences. (48) Example. (49) Value of the Notation.

(50) Resume. (51) Application.

( 34. )
FROM the observations which I have already

made, we are now in a condition to resolve a sen

tence, or so to set it out, that it may appear on

paper as it would have acted on the brain, had it

been a reality instead of a mere description ;
arid

this resolution would not be difficult were the idea

confined to the same instant of time, but a variation

of time involves a succession of ideas, which it is

difficult to express.

(35.) In the first place, we must arrange the

substantives in their natural relations, and we must

put those substantives which contain the smallest

number of known combinations at the top, then we
c
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may place successively lower all those which contain

a less number of combinations. When, however, we

have two substantives agreeing in all combinations

but the terminal, these two should be placed on the

same line. Upon this plan we should arrange the

substantives, Animals, Brutes, Man, Reds, Whites,
in the following manner:

Animals A

Brutes B Man C

D 10 Reds F Whites

In this case we have three degrees of perfection

in the specification of these words. Animals may
be said to consist of A, Man of A C, Whites of

A C G. Now the word Brute in this arrangement,
has the same amount of definition as that of

MUM, and may be expressed by AB; and Reds

express the same definition as Whites, and may be

re] trescntcd by A &amp;lt; K.

(oG.) J n this ease I have only assumed one letter

for the specific qualities of each noun; but if the

signification of any word can possibly be disputed,

then instead of one letter we must use a series of

letters expressive of the qualities in such a way, that

there can be no dispute upon the exact limit of the

word, for until any two disputants agree precisely

upon the signification of the word, any superstruc
ture based upon it may be rendered of no effect.
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When the meaning of any word is under dispute,

it must be unravelled by other words, till the dis

putants have the same ideas for the same words.

(37.) Naturalists use, in some respects, a similar

mode of describing different animals; as when they
divide them into individuals, species, genera, orders,

classes, etc.
;
and chemists more accurately note

the composition of substances by symbols in an

analogous manner.

(38.) When arranging substantives into their

relative position, we should bear in mind any word

which is appended to them to limit their significa

tion, such as the adjective; for instance, if I speak

of &quot;a
man,&quot;

&quot;a white man,&quot;

&quot; a happy white
man,&quot;

I

have three different degrees of limitation in the

three different cases.

(39.) So also with regard to the adverb joined

to the adjective, the meaning is more particularised,

as
&quot; a very happy white man&quot; bears a different

amount of limitation to that expressed by &quot;a happy
white man.&quot;

(40.) As, moreover, prepositions have so far an

effect upon the meaning of the noun, as to limit, or

particularise its signification, we must also add

their value to the noun in any formal resolution of

a sentence, as different significations would be

c 2
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expressed by
&quot;

to London,&quot;
&quot;

into London/
&quot;

upon

London,&quot;
&quot; above London,&quot;

&quot; below London,&quot;
&quot; around London,&quot;

&quot; about London.&quot;

(41.) \\ hen t\vo nouns are joined together by a

conjunction, they collectively form one idea, as
&quot; John and Thomas.&quot; Sometimes the idea is

limited by their use, as
&quot;

all but Thomas,&quot; where

the meaning is lessened by the conjunction.
In this way the copulative conjunction is equiva
lent to the sign }&amp;gt;lus,

and the disjunctive to the

sign minus.

(42.) Perhaps, upon the whole, nouns having
certain properties in common, had better be divided

into the geometric scries, 2, 4, 8, 1C
;
and thus every

term might be distinguished from every other term.

1&amp;gt;\ this arrangement, every word would signify the

half of a word above it, and would conjoin the

meanings of two words below it. This division

appears to me well deserving the attention of natural -

i&amp;gt;ts, chemists, and other Avriters requiring the use

of a large number of words. In application, partial

difficulties would frequently arise, because prac

tically odd numbers would interfere, but never

theless, by a little management, such a division

might doubtless be usefully effected.

(43.) Having considered the best mode of ar

ranging the nouns, we are naturally led to consider
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their mutual relations, together with the effect of

the verb upon them. Verbs appear to signify a

more complete set of actions than the noun, and in

my
&quot;

Instinct and Reason,&quot; I have shown that ani

mals do not appear to have the power of appreciat

ing their use. Some verbs simply show existence

of an idea, as a thought, or a reality, at the time

present. This hardly requires a sign for its desig

nation; for it might be understood, that when we

say, &quot;John, here,&quot; that he is here. But any idea,

be it a thought, or be it a reality not now existing,

must have either existed at some former period, or

may exist at any future time; and the time either

present, past or future, may be represented with

accuracy in a series as before described.
/

(44.) But the verb, besides describing the time

at which the event occurred, expresses some substan

tive idea, then this addition must be appended to

the noun to which it refers, as &quot;John runs
;&quot;

the

word runs gives two ideas, one that John is in the

act of running or performing the motion of running;
the second, that this action is now taking place,

(45.) In many cases, verbs have relation, to two

substantives, as &quot; John killed Thomas.&quot; In this ex

pression, we understand that at some time past, the

act of killing was done by John on Thomas, the

first individual performed certain actions which

caused a second set of actions to supervene on
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Thomas. The verb here modi ties the ideas which

we derive of both nouns; and the sentence Drives usO

the idea of at least three different states.

First, -John and Thomas both alive.

Second, John in action Thomas being acted

upon.

Thirdly,--John alive Thomas dead.

These series of changes or sequences, stand in

relation as Cause to Effect, and in language may be

rendered, that John caused the death of Thomas.

If we regard the origin of our ideas of Cause and

Effect, we find that the idea of Cause is deduced

from a change of matter acting upon other matter:

the first change is called the Cause 1

;
the second, the

Effect. Thus when we say that the lire causes the

water to boil, we mean that the coal is changing
into carbonic acid, which change acts upon the

water and turns it to steam; the first change being
the Cause; the second, the Effect. They may thus

be regarded as primary and secondary changes.

(40.) The limitation of the verb by the adverb,

may be treated as we limit the signification of the

noun by the adjective; so, also, parts of a sentence

coupled together or dissevered by conjunctions,

may be treated as when used with nouns.

(47.) We are now in a condition to express any
definite sentence by a scries of letters, and give to

&amp;gt; o
it a definite form for the purpose of disputation or
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study. It is absolutely necessary to set out the

meaning of each word, so that its signification may
be accurately defined

;
and hence, in some cases, it

may be requisite to express a word by the combi

nation of ideas which constitutes that word
;
thus if

we use the word John, it may be necessary in some

cases to show that John is of a certain family, and

that he is a citizen, a Londoner, a white, a Euro

pean, a man, an animal, an organized being.

(48.) In the resolution of a sentence we first set

down the designation of the thing or person that

first undergoes a change. This becomes a cause.

The causality may be expressed by other letters,

and designated according as Ave are enabled to com

municate the manner of the cause. AVe next note

the noun which is effected, and the value of the

effect produced ; and, finally, we designate the time

at which the whole series of changes occurred.

(49.) As an example of this mode of notation, we

may set down, &quot;John and Thomas killed William.&quot;

Let J stand for John, T for Thomas, C for cau

sality, D for death, E for effect, W for William,

P for the past ;
which electro-biologically would

point to different distinct ideas having mutual

relations, thus :

J T C WED P

In the first place, John and Thomas underwent
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certain changes, in consequence of which, in the

second place, William underwent certain changes
to death, the whole happening at some time past.

(50.) This mode of notation mav, at first sio-htv O /

appear more complicated than ordinary lano-uao-e:
/ O O

but if carefully studied, it will be found to afford

us an artificial mode of reasoning, which, althoughO 7 7 }

immensely inferior to that which is in actual ope
ration by the elaborate machine furnished us by
nature, yet as far as it goes, may be conducted

by fixed and immutable laws.

(51.) In reality the various changes indicated

by the verb occur at different times. Jn any pro
cess of thought arising therefrom, the whole appears
to the mind at one time. This constitutes a great

difficulty in the notation of a sentence by cyphers,
and can only be effected by several series of n-eo-* &
metrical arrangements. One would be required
for the description of the object changing, another

for the description of the nature of the change, u
third for noting the object effected, a fourth for the

nature of the effect, and, lastly, we should require
one series to denote the time of the whole series,

This last had better be divided into three parts
instead of two, to signify the past, the present,
and the future; though after the first division the

ratio of two may be maintained.
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(52.) By the modifications of this system of

notation, it is not impossible that acts of Parlia

ment, deeds, and other exact documents may even

tually be drawn; for if once the entire words of the

English language were arranged in their mutual

relations, this mode of writing w^ould probably be

the most exact form of language which could be

adopted.



CHAPTER IV.

ON INDUCTION.

(53) Induction. (54) Nature of.
(.&quot;&amp;gt;)

Illustration. (5G) Ar-

rung-cincnt. (f&amp;gt;7) Clashes of Jnduclion. (.58) Absolute In

ductions.
(&quot;&amp;gt;:))

Induction of Probabilities. (G O) Possible

Inductions. ((iU Induction of .&quot;\icuns. (G2) Induction of

Limits. ((j. 5) Hypothetical Induction.

(*)o.) f have now to treat of the method by
which the mind classifies a series of facts, so as to

represent them l&amp;gt;v the shortest possible method.

It is a faculty of great importance to man, inas

much as bv it lie is enabled to communicate a largo

number of facts in a few words.

(54.) The process of induction consists in find-

in&quot;&quot; a definite and constant connection between twoo

or more parts of any images, or sequences of

images. When, for instance, we find that every

individual person dies, whether male or female, we

learn a number of individual facts, or rather, we

ascertain that a number ofhuman beings have ceased

to live, and taken on the various changes of death.
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AYe then ascertain that that which we call Huma

nity is common to all the cases, as one part of the

fact; and that that which we call Death, is common
;

and this constitutes the second part of the fact :

hence is induced that man is mortal, or in other

words, that humanity and death are invariably

conjoined at one time or other.

(55.) To illustrate the nature of induction, we

may take a number of combinations of nervous ele

ments, and call them by letters. If the combina

tion A represents that part of an idea which is

possessed by all men, and W the combination given

by a sense of feeling, then, if we find that where

A is present W is present, we have acquired a

most important information; for if A is present ten

thousand times, there will \Y exist. If JJ represents

that which is common to man, and we iind it

always conjoined with X, denoting rationality,

then we know that all men are rational; so if C

represents that which is common to whites, and Y
denotes happiness, and D represents the peculiari

ties of Englishmen, and Z the characteristics of

freedom, then by this series of inductions we have

acquired most important knowledge.

D C B A w X Y Z

But we observe, that man partakes of the proper

ties of A B, therefore, he is W X, or is possessed
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of feeling and
rationality. AYhites possess the cha

racteristic of A 1&amp;gt; C, and, therefore, manifest

AY X Y, that is to say, they feel, are rational and

happy. Lastly, Englishmen being designated by
A B C D, manifest the properties of AY X Y Z,
or evince feeling, rationality, happiness and free

dom.

(5fi.) The above statements may be also arranged
as two geometric series, which for many causes are

more convenient for study.

A /
I

I

H X

I) E E G tu w

iiii i i n
II 1 J K L M X O in i, o p q P g

By this arrangement in the first series, A
would stand for animal, B for man, I) for whites,
II for English. In the second series, it is manifest

that feeling, rationality, happiness and freedom do

not possess any immediate relation to each other,
and therefore in the absence of any definite know

ledge upon this matter, they may be arbitrarily as

signed the symbols of m, n, p, r in the fourth row.

(57.) It may be useful to consider a few speci-
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mens of inductions arranged in different classes, that

we may the more properly estimate their value to

man. For this purpose, we may consider them

under six heads : Absolute Inductions, Probable

Inductions, Possible Inductions, Inductions of

Means, Inductions of Limits, Hypothetical Induc

tions.

(58.) Of absolute inductions we find good illus

trations in the properties of numbers : thus, if one be

added to one, it makes two
;

if two be multiplied

by two it makes four. These instances are so fami

liar, that we are apt to forget that they are induc

tions
; but, if I state that the square of any num

ber is equal to the sum of as many consecutive

odd numbers beginning with units, as there are

units in that number, as thus, G x 6 = 1 + 3

+ 5 + 7 + 9 + 11, there probably will be but

few of my readers who would be aware of the fact,

and would only believe it after they had satisfied

themselves upon the matter. Other examples of

absolute inductions may be observed in our know

ledge of the properties of geometric figures.

(59.) The next class of inductions which we
have to consider, may be termed Inductions of Pro

babilities, because we induce a law of probability
from a certain number of facts. This induction will

not express to us the absolute fact in any one

particular case. As an example of a probable
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induction, we may instance that of the sex of

children, which for our present purposes we may
assume to lie half male and half female according to

observed experience. In reality the number of

each sex is always equal. From this induction our

knowledge is so far incomplete, that we cannot tell,

when a child is about to be born, Avhether it will

be male or female
; though we can calculate with

tolerable certainty that out of a thousand children,

five hundred will be males, five hundred females
;

but we cannot tell from this knowledge which live

hundred will be males and which females.

(GO ) Of possible- inductions, we may take in

illustration the following assumed fact: amongst
a thousand children one is born with six fingers, and

we have no information as to the precise one

which is the subject of the monstrosity. It is

manifest that with this knowledge, it is possible

that any one may be the subject of the disease.

((&amp;gt;!.)
The Inductions of Means is another kind

of knowledge of considerable utility. This species

of induction consists in ascertaining the sum of the

values of a certain number of objects, when by

dividing it by that number, we obtain the mean
value. If we discover that four men weigh four

hundred weight, then we know the mean weight of

each of the lour men, though we do not know in

any one case; the absolute weight.
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(G2.) The Induction of Means is much increased

in value when we have the limits of variation

between the different individual instances, thus a,

mean of 4 may be obtained between the limits of

7 and 1, G and 2, or 5 and 3.

( 63.) There is yet one other mode of induction,

which investigators frequently employ with advan

tage. Having a single fact carefully examined,

they assume a law from it, and they examine other

facts to see how far they agree or disagree with

that law. This is called a Hypothetical Induction.

This form of induction is most valuable if the in

vestigator never forgets that it is a mere Hypothe
sis

;
but on the contrary, if he bends his other facts

to suit the Hypothesis, then this form of induction

is in the highest degree dangerous.
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ON DEDUCTION.

(64) Deduction. (65) Perfect Deduction. (66, 67) Imperfect

Deduction.

(64.) As by the process of induction we are

enabled to classify a large number of facts under

one general rule
;
so by deduction we are enabled

to apply this induced knowledge to any particular

instance. As an example of a deduction, we may

take, as an illustration, the deduction: &quot;Man is

mortal,&quot; or in electro-biological language, man A

always suffers death Z. From this induction we

rightly deduce that John A + B is liable to death,

because John, contains A the properties of a man

in his organization, or we may express the fact by

symbols, that A + B is conjoined with Z.

(65.) Deductions are of two kinds, perfect and

imperfect. In all cases of perfect deductions, the

inference derived from the law is certain
; thus, if

I have twenty pounds, and add thereto twenty

pounds, I may of certainty deduce that I shall then
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have forty pounds, because I have previously learnt

by induction that twenty and twenty make forty.

(()(!.) Imperfect deductions may be divided into

several departments, for every deduction is imper
fect in which the law which is sought to be applied

is not absolute. From this cause it follows, that a

deduction from a probable induction, or hypothe
tical induction, or an induction of means and limits

when applied to any particular instance, is neces

sarily incomplete and unsatisfactory.

(07.) As an example of an imperfect deduction,
I will assume as a lav/, that amongst great masses

of children, half are boys half are girls. From this

law it follows deductively, that of one thousand

children we should probably have five hundred of

each sex, but it by no means follows that out of

ten children we should have five of each, for it

might happen that the boys and girls are grouped

together in masses of each, and, therefore, the law

would not apply to very small numbers.

n
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ON THE LAWS OF THOUGHT.

(68) Laws of Thought, (G9) Properties of Symbols. (70)
Laws of Symbols. (71) Laws of Ju&amp;lt;h/im .&amp;gt;iit.

(7_&amp;gt;)
Reason.

(08.) In former chapters I have shown how
every word may l&amp;gt;c expressed by a cypher ;

and I

have pointed out the manner in which we can express
all ideas by this mode of notation. These symbols
when rightly arranged as a geometric series, have
certain properties to which the laws of thought
are obedient, and are most important to be studied

and thoroughly understood, and it will be now my
business to endeavour to explain them.

( 09.) Each symbol expresses something in nature
which does not stand alone, but has certain rela

tions to other symbols. If we arrange these sym
bols as a geometrical series, each letter would com

prise the properties of a part of a symbol above it,

and those of two symbols below
it, and differ in

some condition from those beside it : thus let A
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represent animals, B brutes, C man, D blacks, E
whites.

B C
_L I

I I I

|D E F G

In this case A possesses properties common to

the whole symbols ;
B properties common to D E.

These symbols geometrically arranged, may be
called higher, lower and equal ;

the higher com
prise those in which the characteristics are more

general, the lower those in which they are more

specific, and the equal those of similar exactness of

definition.

(70.) The laws of these relations constitute the

entire laws of thought, and all which possibly can
be learnt by the reasoning powers from any given
facts.

1. Symbols denoting ideas, are limited in number,
although that limitation is so enormous that
no man will ever be cognizant of them all.

2. Each symbol denotes a positive action of the
brain

3. A mere negation only expresses that an action
on a symbol is absent,

4. A positive symbol with a negative attached,
limits the signification of the positive symbol,

D 2
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5. Every symbol has something in common Avith

every other symbol.

G. Higher symbols confer their entire poAver upon

till their lower symbols.

7. Lower symbols confer some power upon all

their higher symbols.

8. Equal symbols do not affect each other.

}). A combination of symbols possesses the combined

powers of each separately.

10. A symbol partially affects some of the higher

symbols of its equals.

11. A symbol does not affect the lower symbols of

its equals.

(71.) The act of thinking consists in comparing

the relations of symbols, and that of judgment in

determining Avhether the two sets of symbols agree

or disagree. By judgment we determine Affirma

tion, Negation, Probability and Possibility.

1. Affirmation consists in the absolute agreement

between two sets of symbols; thus, A B and

A B are alike.

2. Negation, on the contrary, consists in a non-

agreement between two sets of symbols; as

A is not A B, A B C is not A B, C is not

A B. Cases of negation resolve themselves

into three classes, first, into that which

comprises those cases in which the two sets

of symbols agree, as far as they go, the second
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set being deficient in amount; secondly, into

that in which the symbols airree up to a
*/ O 1

certain point, but the second lias something
added; and, lastly, into that in which there is

an entire noiiagreerncnt between the symbols.

3. Probability consists in the concurrence of all

the known symbols in one set of symbols
&amp;lt;J J

with those of a second set.

Thus A P&amp;gt; G plus, some unknown, is probably
A 13 C I).

The degree of probability in different cases is

inferred from the extent of the concurrence;
or rather we may say, from the proportion of

the amount of the unknown parts.

4. Possibility consists in the absence of any positive

discordance between the unknown symbols of

two sets.

Thus X \ plus some unknown may be possibly
A B with some unknown, because both sets

may consist of A I&amp;gt; X Y.

5. An answer is absolute when the two sets coin-

pared consist of known symbols.

G. An answer is only probable or possible if a

probable or possible symbol enter into cither

of the two sets compared.

7. An answer is only to the average, if either set

of symbols contains an average statement.

(72.) I have now shortly detailed the laws

of thought adapted to words and language, and
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simplified by the use of symbols. For the purpose

of studying these laws, the student is referred to

the geometric series of symbols appended to this

work
;
and he will readily perceive their importance

and truth. In all disputes and discussions, having

once referred the words employed to their proper

relation in the series, the legitimate deductions can

be immediately learned, and thus a far greater cer

tainty may be irivcn to our mode of reasoning.J J c
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ON THE RELATIONAL AND DIFFERENTIAL MACHINES.

(73) Thought amenable to fixed Principles. (74) Arrange

ment of Words. (75) Application of this Arrangement.

(7(&amp;gt;)
Relational Machine. (77 81) Various Forms of

Construction. (82) Results obtainable by the Relational

Machine. (83) Resultant of Various Expressions.

(84) Power of Extensive Machine. (85) Power of Ma

chine analogous with process of Thought. (8G) But infinitely

inferior to it. (87) Its Use as a Calculating Machine.

(88) Deduction of Probabilities. (89) Differential Machine.

(90) Principles of. (1)1) Mechanism of. (92) Application of. -

(93) Guessing. (91) Comparative uses of Relational and

Differential Machines, (95) Infinite perfection of the works

of God.

(73.) From the laws which have been already

detailed, it is apparent that thought is amenable to

fixed principles. ly taking advantage of a know

ledge of these principles it occurred to me that

mechanical contrivances might be formed which

should obey similar laws, and give those results

which some may have considered only obtainable

by the operation of the mind itself.
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(74.) Iii order to induce u general law from

specific instances, and deduce the application of a

law to a particular case by means of mechanical

contrivances, we must take advantage of the o-co -
o D

metrical arrangement of words formerly described,
and denote each word by a cypher, and lastly then/ J L

-

J

arrange them in such a manner that each cypher

may bear its proper relation to every other cypher.V / J-

(75.) The application of the geometric arrange
ment of cyphers may be best represented by any
contrivance, the parts of which continually divide

by a hinge joint into two portions. Nothing ap

parently can be more simple than this arrangement;

though, practically, for large series, the details are

so troublesome, that it has required much more
labour to bring it into a working form than I had

originally anticipated, owing to the diih culty which
arises from the necessity of a large number of parts

being compelled to move upon the other parts of

the contrivance, which is absolutely necessary to

the construction of the machine.

(70) J have before me, whilst I write, seven or

eight varieties of these contrivances, some of which
have their iixed points at the top of the geometric

series, and some at the other extremity of the same.

Perhaps the construction of the latter may be il

lustrated by a number of lines and letters as in

the annexed diagram for a series of sixteen, thus :
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(77) In this case the fixed point of every line is

at the bottom of the diagram, and each is repre

sented as fixed upon a board. The whole is

now shown as open, but it will be seen that when

closed the act of opening any one of the lowest set

would partially influence its corresponding cypher in

the series above it. This form illustrates the prin

ciple exceedingly well, is simple in its construction,

and by a proper use of readings is applicable in all

cases.

(78.) Upon the whole, however, perhaps the

fixed point had better be placed at the upper part

of the series, and as there are some difficulties in

constructing it to work as a triangle, it may be

arranged to shut up as a parallelogram.

(79.) If the action of the machine is desired to

illustrate by its own mechanism, the principles,

then the movements must be so arranged that the
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spaces of the several series must open in a corre

sponding way, and this may be effected by con

structing it as in the annexed diagram.

1
If, however, the action on the cyphers is only

desired, then the mechanism may be arranged by a

series of liars joined together by hinges at one of

their extremities, and the different cyphers may be

appended in their proper places in such a way that

the mechanism may he concealed. This latter plan,

is perhaps one which is the most applicable for a

geometric series of high power.

(80.) 1 have constructed machines to work by a

to and fro motion, by which a great number of

elements can be packed parallel; but upon the

whole, an action is perhaps better represented by

one bar moving upon the others. Other contriv

ances may be made to work upon the periphery of

a circle, so that the top of the series being placed

nearest the centre, opens to but a small extent for

a larger range of motion between any two bars at

the bottom of the series.

(81.) This kind of motion, requiring whole scries

of movements to move upon other movements, is a
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new requisite in mechanical contrivances; or at any
rate I am unacquainted with its use amongst the

machines which abound in this great metropolis.

(82.) When the vast extent of a machine suffici

ently large to include all words and sequences is

considered, we at once observe the absolute impos

sibility of forming one for practical purposes, inas

much as it would cover an area exceeding probably
all London, and the very attempt to move its re

spective parts upon each other, would inevitably
cause its own destruction. Nevertheless, those

lesser machines containing but a few elements, ex

emplify the principles of their operation, and de

monstrate those laws of induction, deduction and

relation, the right use of which cannot fail to render

our thoughts more accurate, and our language
more precise. The best form for the readings on

the machine may be illustrated as below. When
the machine is shut up it will appear as printed,

and by cutting it diagonally, it will give a reading
when open of either None, Some, All.
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(83.) If we examine the results which can be

obtained from the use of the relational machine,

we observe that an action represented by an open-

in o
1 at any point represents a similar action upon

every other element placed below it in the series,

and also a partial action of every element having

relation to it at the higher part of the series, hence

the value of every expression, and its relation to

other expressions, can be read off.

(84.) The machine, however, can do more than

this
;
for two or more facts, or two or more asser

tions, can be represented by actions in a similar

manner. Like the human bruin, it is competent to

give the resultant of any number of propositions

be they ever so numerous, and show their mutual

bearings upon each other.

(85). If the machine were sufficiently exten

sive to comprise every fact or principle Avhich has

been ascertained, then when any new fact is learnt

it might be appended, and its bearings upon more

general instances, or more particular cases, would

be immediately shewn.

(8G.) It is tints apparent that this mechanism

gives an analogous representation of the natural pro

cess of thought, as perfectly as a human contrivance

can well be expected to afford
;
but when we take

into consideration the knowledge of the laws of
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sequences which man possesses, we perceive how
limited is the knowledge which it is competent to

convey, when compared with that which is obtain

able by the mind through the operation of the brain.

(87-) In examining the relations derivable from

a knowledge of sequences, we must have recourse

to that artificial system of notation described in

the chapter on the resolution of a sentence. We
must record the substantive changing in one

geometric series ; the nature of the change, in a

second; the substantive acted upon, in a third; and

the nature of the changes which it undergoes, in a

fourth. If all the words in each division were

placed in their proper relation, then any action on

the machine indicates every principle which is

inducible, or every fact, which is deducible from the

assertion. In like manner, the resultant of any num
ber of assertions, is immediately shewn in the form

of inductions or deductions. It is not necessary
in practice to have a separate scries for each subject,

for the force of each word can be studied separately,

together with its relations to other Avords, and

their relation to the other subjects can be ascer

tained. Supposing that the machine could be made

sufficiently extensive for all practical purposes, yet

the labour of employing it Avould be so great, that

persons would soon rely upon the abilities which

it has pleased Providence to give to them, and not

seek assistance from extraneous sources.
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(88.) Tlie relational machine can also be em

ployed, to a slight extent, as either an addition,

substraction, or multiplication machine, with all

the advantages attached to the use of the functions

of the geometric series. To all who understand

the use of logarithms, this must be sufficiently

apparent, without troubling my readers with a

further description; more especially, as it is never

likely to be practically employed for such operations.

(SO.) The relational machine may be so con

structed, that when one of the higher symbols is

exemplified upon it by an action to an unknown

extent, as in the general assertion of some, the

deductions in the lower series will exemplify the

uncertainty as to the particular ones which are

effected; thus if we know that some men are short

and some tall, then in the lower readings we shall

find that it is impossible to indicate from that

general principle, which particular ones are short

and which are tali.

(90.) Not only can we take advantage of the

laws of induction and deduction, and exemplify
them by mechanism, but we can also in the same

way, exemplify the laws of judgment by pieces of

mechanism of a different description, which may be

termed the Differential Machines.

(01.) In estimating the differences between any
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two assertions by artificial contrivances, it is neces

sary to have some mechanism to represent each

assertion. For this purpose we may take a wire

or pin, and divide it by spaces, represented by
certain symbols. Opposite to each symbol, which
must represent some word or fact, we must have

the means of noting whether the character of the

subject is absolutely known, or unknown, by usino-

sonic appendage of two different dimensions (A B,

iig. 1). By this contrivance, we can accurately
set out one side of the case. Opposed to this, we
must use a second pin, with appendages competent
to represent by three different sizes, ABC, either

similarity, dissimilarity or unknown
;
then by bring

ing the two series together, an answer as to its

actual, probable, possible, or negative concurrence

may be obtained.

(92.) For instance, if in a definite set of symbols
the value of each is known, each would be repre
sented by a space of one. If, on the other side, the

value of each was similarly represented, then the

two might shut together in the space of two, and
the reading would be &quot;

Yes.&quot; If on either side
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some of the values of the cypher or the word were

unknown, then the two when brought together,

would occupy the space of three, and the reading
would l&amp;gt;c &quot;Probable&quot;; but, if for any one cypher
the value on botli sides was unknown, the space

occupied would be four, and the reading given

would be
&quot;Possibly.&quot; Lastly, if on the two sides,

any two symbols disagreed, that want of accordance

would be represented by a contrivance occupying
the bulk of four on the second side, and when

brought together the amount would be live, for

which the reading of &quot; No &quot; would be given.

(
&amp;gt;

}.) P&amp;gt;y

the deferential machine it would be

possible on one side to arrange all the facts or

principles which should direct a judgment on a

given point, by which means, when specific facts

were registered on the opposite side, the concur

rence, non-concurrence, probability, or possibility

would be immediately shown. Perhaps this might
be beneficially brought into use by those who use

fixed and unchangeable creeds; for if they be ar

ranged correctly then any deviation from them

would be immediately registered. It must be ap

parent that such a machine would not estimate the

quality of the creed, but only show whether any
new creed, or portion of creed, coincided or not with

the former creed. For whether the creed inferred

a belief in the true God, in Mohammed, in ibises,

crocodiles, or saints, in the power of the Virgin, or
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winking pictures of her, or the qualities of relics,

or the virtues of images, or in the parties own in

spiration, the effect would be the same, as these

beliefs being assumed as true, the truth of that

which is compared with them is ascertained accord

ing to them. There are many other cases where

such a contrivance might be beneficially employed;
for whenever passion or powerful feeling is likely

to interfere with a sober and correct judgment, then

the examination of each part separately is likely

to be properly used when the mechanical answering

upon the whole case will be, although immediately

performed by a human contrivance, according to

those principles which regulate the action of the

brain in such circumstances.

(94.) Nothing can show more usefully than this

machine, the futility of guessing at any decision

without any or sufficient information upon which to

form an opinion ;
for if, at random, certain actions

be rendered on both sides of the machine, then the

almost certain impossibility of ever arriving at a

true concordance will be speedily found upon trial.

What is true of this piece of mechanism is true of

the mind, which sufficiently teaches how slow we

should be to pass an opinion without a knowledge
of all the facts which bear upon the question.

*

(95.) l&amp;gt;y using the relational and differential

machines together, we are enabled to obtain the

E
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bearing of any facts, or to arrive at any conclusion

to which the mind by itself is competent, From

any definite number of premises the correct answer

may be obtained, by a process imitating, as far as

possible, the natural process of thought,

(96.) By the natural powers of thought the

mind also possesses a spontaneiety, a power by

which bygone impressions appear, constituting an

act of memory. These the mind treats according

to all the laws impressed on the brain, and moulds

them into one harmonious whole to constitute an act

of imagination. This property, ever active in the

fertile minds of our dramatic and novelist writers,

is never exercised without due regard to the expe

riences which have been afforded of the sequences

of events. The mere conception of an idea would

be useless unless its relation to other ideas and

other events was fully shown, and the exercise of

the faculties of remembering, combining, and com

paring ideas, is amply shown in man, and indicates

a power of adaptation in his cerebral organization

as given by Nature, infinitely superior to any

human contrivance however ingenious. We thus

perceive, that whether we study the mechanical

arrangements of the bones, the optical structure

of the eye, the hydrostatic apparatus for the cir

culation of the blood, the acoustic arrangements

for hearing, the mechanism of muscular motion,

the generation of force, or that physical structure
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which is the instrument of the mind, we arc equally
astonished at the infinite perfection of their design.
This cannot fail to show to man his utter insignifi
cance in nis inventive skill, as displayed in his

mechanical contrivances, when contrasted with the

wonderful example of creative power which his

own beautiful and perfect organization affords, and
must make him deeply feel the infinite goodness
and power of God.



CHAPTER VIII.

ADAPTATION OF PROCESS OF THOUGHT TO ALGEBRAIC

FORMULAE.

(97). Syllogism. (98). Algebraic Formulae.

(97). The laws regulating the natural process

of thought, can not only be exemplified by mecha

nical contrivances, but can also be adapted to

algebraic formula}. In loincal works the notation
o o

which is used is remarkable for its extraordinary

vagueness of character. Thus logicians set out

the syllogism

all men die every Y is X
all men belong to the class of)

cy y is Z
rational beings )

therefore some rational beings ) therefore some Z s

die ,
j

are X s.

Upon this plan logicians exemplify what they call

logical deductions, but the most casual examina

tion will sufficiently explain why no man of sense

ever employs logical ambiguities, for how possibly

according to the ordinary use of symbols and

words can every Y be both X and Z, and yet only

some Z s be X s, for the word is or be denotes
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equality, coincidence, sameness, and does not admit

of limitation. In the logical system the word is

used in two senses.

(98). According to the electro-biological view,
the assertion, All men die, may be rendered A
(assertion) =Y man + X, mortality; that is, the,

words man and mortality are always conjoined.

According to the second assertion, we find that

Y = Z rational beings U something else, which is

unknown, from which we find that Y +
X=&amp;gt;(Z + U)

+X from which we know that man being mortal,
some organised beings are mortal. By conducting
our formulae upon this plan, every proposition can

be solved according to those true principles which

men who are reputed to have common sense, con

duct their operations, for no matter how many
assertions are given, satisfactory conclusions based

upon them can be obtained.

(99). In the comparison of two assertions, ordi

nary modes of applying symbols can be adopted,
for according to the principles which we have deve

loped, when the assertions are unravelled into their

component parts, if every part on both sides is

identical, the assertion is affirmative
;
if at any one

part a difference exists, the assertion differs
;

if in

any one part its nature is unknown, then the coinci

dence is only probable ;
and lastly, if at any one

part the nature on both sides is unknown, then the

coincidence is only possible.



CHAPTER IX.

VALUE OF THE PRONOUN 7.

(
1 00). Natural Process of Thought. (1 1

).
Value of / (102).

Suppression of Opinion. (103). Effect of. (104). Practical

Application.

(100). In the human brain impressions from the

external world arc continually being received,

arc there registered, and remain to produce their

influence on the comparison between new and

bygone knowledge. As far as the mechanism of

the brain exceeds that of any human contrivance,

so is the result of the proper application of the

mind more trustworthy than the artificial contri

vances of reasoning by words, cyphers, or mecha

nical inventions.

(101). From this cause great respect is paid to

any trustworthy person, when he boldly declares

that he himself believes that any opinion which he

promulgates is true. In writings, therefore, no

thing can exceed the value and force of the word

7, either implied or used; and although there are
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not [omul wanting amongst the lower class of lite

rary scribblers, persons who scoff at the Pronoun,
and attempt to ridicule its use by recounting the

number of times per page it occurs; yet its more

abundant employment would have saved the world

from much sophistry, deceit, and falsehood.

(102). Almost all untrue statements are based

upon arguments by words, and the person who

writes never gives his opinion unequivocally. His

arguments in words throw the responsibility of the

conclusion on his readers, from the facts which he

has recorded; and there is nothing to show how

many other facts or parts of facts he lias suppressed.

But if he makes an assertion of his own belief, his

readers have the result of the natural process of

thought, if he be but trustworthy.

(103). By avoiding the use of the word /, a

newspaper editor in America actually conducted

two journals of totally opposite politics at the same

time. In both cases he shewed certain arguments,

and the conclusion legitimately cleducible from

the premises; but he took care not to include the

little word 7, or in other words, to shew the belief

Avhich his own natural process of thought led him

to adopt.

(104). In all professional subjects the opinion of

the professional person should be obtained. If you
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judge from a long report, you have a result of far

less value than if you judge from his own opinion

of the case. In the case of a lawyer, he should dis

tinctly give his opinion upon the whole facts of the

case, so a medical man should be expected to state

a definite opinion from all the materials which lie

can collect upon the subject. In giving this opi

nion, a result is obtained which has been derived

from the mind, the immediate work of God. In

setting out an argument by words or symbols, a

result is obtained by a process of mechanism

devised by man.



CHAPTER X.

ON EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY.

(105) Trials. (100) Theoretical Perfection of. (107) Vcidict

generally only one of probability. (108) Example. (109)

Remarks. ( 110) Use of the Jury. (Ill) Civil Cases.

(112) The use of Words. -(113) Defendant. (1 14) Contra

dictory Testimony. (115) Imperfection of Trials.

(105.) Trials are employed to determine the

truth of an accusation against a certain person or

persons, that is, whether he or they at a certain

place did something which constituted a cause

which produced an effect, the whole occurrence

having taken place between certain times. This

constitutes the charge, for instance, &quot;John, at No. 1,

Peaceful Cottage, beat James, last Monday, at

10 o clock.&quot; For the purpose of ascertaining whe

ther the offence was really committed, a number of

witnesses are called, and the evidence which they

each received, through the medium of their senses,

is recorded. If the images received upon the sen-

soriuin of the witnesses, according to their state

ments, correspond entirely with the images which
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such a charge should have produced, the guilt of

the party is said to be proved by the concurrence.

(1U(&amp;gt;.)
In carrying this process to the very

utmost possible perfection to which the system is

capable, every word should be so described that no

possibility of wrong interpretation could occur.

Then and only till then can the statements of the

witnesses, when they express that which they re

ceive upon the brain by symbols or words, be relied

upon, and no error be likely to occur from am

biguity. When the sets of words or symbols

derived from the witnesses, are compared with the

words or svmbols constituting the charge, and
/ O

arc found to exactly concur, then a mere piece

of mechanism Avould be sufficient to show the

guilt of the party.

(107.) Jhit we rarely can procure the evidence

of witnesses to prove charges in serious offences.

The eye of man is shunned at such periods, and

thus no one sees the deed, and the entire evidence

is scarcely ever procured. In these cases, the guilt

of the party must of necessity be one of probability

or possibility as there cannot be an absolute con-
*/

currence between the symbols of the evidence and

the symbols of the charge. Nevertheless, upon
that possibility the law has wisely ordained that

criminals should be convicted, and expiate their

crimes by the highest punishment.
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(108.) Suppose, for instance,
&quot; John is charged

with killing Thomas with a knife, at 1, Miniver

Place, at 2 o clock on
Monday.&quot;

In this case, evi

dence might be adduced that John Avas there at

that time, and that John s knife actually killed

Thomas. Now, in this instance, the mode of the

act of killing would not be proved but from the

concurrence in all other particulars, and the total

want of disagreement. John is probably guilty, and

the jury would doubtless return such a verdict.

( 109. )
This verdict, however, is only one of high

probability, and we must not forget that James, of

Avhoin no evidence Avas given, and against whom no

charge was made, might have taken the knife from

John s pocket, killed Thomas, and then put the

knife back again, totally unknown to John. There

can be no question but that in the annals of English

jurisprudence, notAvithstanding all its care, innocent

persons have fallen victims from probable or pos

sible guilt having been confounded Avith actual

guilt.

(110.) The LIAVS of affirmation, negation, possi

bility and probability, might be turned Avith good
account to prevent this serious mischief. The

accusation might be clearly set out; the evidence

of the Avitnesses might be taken before the jury,

Avho are manifestly the proper persons to assign a

right Avord or symbol to the impression Avhich the
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witnesses received of the event in question. Hav

ing arranged these symbols, one by one, opposite

the corresponding symbols of the accusation, a

mere engine would describe the possible, probable

or actual guilt of the person accused.

(111.) Although I have assumed a criminal case

for the purpose of my argument, yet the same

reasoning would hold i^ood in every civil case.
&amp;lt;

~
J

One man sustains a damage at the hands of a

second; the charge is set out, the witnesses give

their testimony, and the question of identity be

tween the charge and testimony is one which may
be determined by mechanical contrivances when

the words in the two instances are accurately set

out.

(112.) In every case the intervention of the

jury is necessary to assign a word to express that

which the witness describes, because it would

be impossible to obtain witnesses who shall be

enabled to declare the particular nervous fibres

which were excited when the event occurred.

Moreover, the examination of every word with

such minuteness, would be too tedious, though it

might admit of minute investigation. The meaning
of every important word should be fully unravelled

in every instance.

(113.) AYhen the defendant answers a charge,
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lie should, if it be unfounded, admit every circum

stance which is true, and deny only the circum

stances which are false.
l&amp;gt;y

this proceeding, the

attention of the jury is likely to be concentrated

upon the immediate point in dispute, and thus be

enabled carefully to estimate the value of the tes

timony adduced,
l&amp;gt;y

this course, the accused

destroys the apparent effect of that high proba

bility which is likely to be produced by an ex

tensive concurrence between the charge and the

evidence.

(114.) In most cases of testimony the assertions

of all the witnesses do not agree. Some give evi

dence of one kind, some of the opposite, so that the

evidence upon the same point is contradictory. In

these cases, the laws of induction and deduction are

applied by the jury, to judge of the value of the

testimony, and that which affords most probability,

or that which most coincides with former know,

ledge, is received.

(115.) We thus perceive how imperfect, at best-

are our conclusions, even when based upon the

most approved evidence. We cannot fail to ob

serve, that however carefully a jury may investi

gate a case, however unbiassed and unprejudiced

they may be, yet, nevertheless, their verdict, in

a majority of cases, can only be considered as
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proving the probability or possibility of the guilt

of anv person. In every instance the result is ob

tained by the artificial means afforded by words

and language, and we should never forget that

wherever words are employed, there errors may

creep in.



CHAPTER XL

ON LOGIC OR THE ART OF QUIBBLING.

(JIG). Logic applicable to Quibbling. (1 17, US). Quibbles

by Puns. (119). By Qualified Nouns. (120). By Variations

iu Number. (121). By the Question involving Two Answers.

(122.) By Constitution of Words. (1 23). By the Verb.

(124). By General Principles, with Exceptions. (125). By
Two Words for the same Thing-. (126). By Cause and

Effect, (127). By using Words contrary to well-known Prin

ciples. (128). By Action conjoined with the use of Words.

(129). By Variations of Emphasis. (130.) By Exalting a

Probability. (131). By Circular Reasoning. (1 32). By a

Question involving a False Premiss. (133). By reasoning

upon that which may be known. (134). By changing the

Word for the same thing. (13.3), By a Variation of Punc

tuation. (136). By begging the Question. (137, 142). Other

forms of Quibbling. (142). Conclusion.

(116). Logic lias now been the means for so

many ages employed by mankind for quibbling,

deceiving, and leading to wrong conclusions, that

we cannot do better than restrain its application
to the same derogatory purposes, and instead of

shewing how, by extraordinary acumen and a high
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exercise of mental power, it may serve to a good

ol)jeet, we shall at once describe the usual methods

by which it serves for a contrary purpose.

(117). For proving what is false from any given

premiss, logic is extremely convenient, as the sys

tem does not note with sufficient accuracy the

signification of various words, and their mutual

relations, unless, indeed, we except any very gross

ambiguity in the middle term. A pun consists

of good reasoning upon words having one sound

or spelling, but two senses.
P&amp;gt;y

the natural pro

cess of thought, unless the individual is, indeed,

exceedingly obtuse, the mind, as soon as the con

clusion is brought before it, perceives the joke, and

the auditor laughs at the deception. Example,

&quot;John, as you are light you can illuminate this pas

sage.&quot;

(US). Puns, however, are such glaring cases of

using apparently the same word in different senses,

that a deception could very seldom be practisedL /

by them, yet in a less degree errors may certainly

arise in that manner.

(119). One great and frequent deception which

can he effected under the logical system, is by

using a noun in one term, and a qualified noun

in a second. But to be successful, the qualifi

cation must not be apparent, it must be under-
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stood. If I say
&quot;

I had a bird for dinner,&quot; then the

qualification &quot;cooked&quot; is understood. The further

removed this qualification can be placed from the

noun in any argument, and the smaller it is in

amount, the more successful is the quibble likely to

be. A humorous story is quoted by Professor l)e

Morgan, which is a good example of a transparent

quibble of this character.
&quot; A servant who was

roasting a stork for his master, was prevailed upon

by his sweetheart to cut off a leg for her to eat.

AVhen the bird came upon table, the master desired

to know what was become of the other leg. The

man answered, that storks had never more than

one leg. The master, very angry, but determined

to strike his servant dumb before he punished him,

took him the next day into the fields, where they

saw storks standing, each on one leg, as storks do.

The servant turned triumphantly to his master, on

which the latter shouted, and the birds put down

their other legs and flew away .&quot;

&quot;

Ah, sir,&quot;
said the

servant,
&quot;

you did not shout to the stork at dinner

yesterday ;
if you had done so, he would have shewn

his other leg too.&quot;

(120). Another common mode of deception for

those who admire that course, is to link two sets of

things together, and thus it has happened that

when a statement lias been made true in all parti

culars but on some trifling point, a total denial has

been given to the whole, and then the auditor was

F
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allowed to infer that the whole was not true.

Example.: &quot;Are there not persons involved.&quot;

Answer: No&quot; It was afterwards discovered

that there was one person.

(121). The converse method is frequently em

ployed by unscrupulous counsel in their cross-

examination of witnesses, to make a fact appear to

the jury contrary to what it really is. For this

purpose they ask a question as to a qualified noun,

the answer to the noun being negative, the qualifi

cation positive, or vice versti. For this mode of

quibbling, the qualification should be as much con

cealed as possible. The object of this quibble is so

to put a question that a direct answer either way

is both partially true and partially false, thus:

&quot; Did you go there soon?
&quot; Now either Yes or

No would be partially true and partially false,

because &quot;

I went there, but not soon.&quot;

. The value of logic to deceive or give a

wrong inference, by extending or limiting the sense

of a word, cannot be overrated. It is so perfect,

that probably no well-instructed logician would fail

to evolve an argument, and give a totally different

conclusion from that which is correct. On all

these occasions the error should be thrown over as

many words as possible, that it would become a

matter of much labour to discover its exact lo

cality.
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(123). The Verb is a word upon which the quib

ble may be turned. In the first place, the substan

tive character contained in the verb may be altered a

little by attenuation or amplification, with precisely

the same results as though the quibble had been

made by the Noun. The quibble may be made by

extending or limiting the signification of the time

so little that it is scarcely noticeable, and yet the

meaning may be greatly altered. At times even

the effect which the Verb has upon the meaning
of the Nouns to which it appertains, may be in

like manner altered. Whenever we can add or

subtract ever so little from the true signification,

the meaning may be entirely changed.

(121). A common form of quibble amongst dis

honest men is to give an answer inferring a premiss

which renders a supposed fact impossible; for in

stance, when Dr. Wiseman was accused of taking

an oath to persecute the very Protestants who to

lerated him, he answered to the effect that Cardinals

were not required to take the oath
;
and to this day

nobody knows whether he took the oath or not.

The quibble consists in the value of the proposition
&quot; Cardinals are not required to take the oath,&quot;

for it is possible that the general principle may be

limited by an exceptional case, understood but not

expressed.

(125). There is a mode of practising mendacity
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which would not be immediately apparent to ho

nourable men, who would shun such a course as

derogatory to human nature, and would, therefore,

never suspect its being practised. It consists in

using two words to signify the same person or

thin&quot;
1

, one beins; used in one case, the second in theO o

other, and then the assertion which is made of one is

denied of the other. When Wiseman was reviled

for the influence which some priest exerted on the

mind of an old man to cut off the entire fortune from

his own children to bestow it on Dr. Wiseman, he

replied that the statement was false, for that his

name was not mentioned in the will. The son re

joined
&quot;

No, but the name of the Vicar Apostolic

was,&quot;
the Vicar Apostolic and Dr. Wiseman being

at one time the same person. In the same reply

of Wiseman, one of the most celebrated quibbles

which history can afford, was also manifested, for

he stated that the son was living upon the property,

and enjoying it, instead of its having been be

queathed away ;
but judge the astonishment of the

public, when the son declared that he had but a life-

interest, and that the kindest of fathers, when

above eighty years of age, had been induced to give

the whole to the papal church. We can hardly

wonder why it is almost universally felt that pa

pists are not believable on oath, when such terrible

examples of moral turpitude as the strained signifi

cation of a word for the purpose of suppressing the

truth, and conveying an untruth would appear to
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be considered by them as extremely clever and

laudable.

(126). A telling mode of quibbling is much used

by quacks. In this case the quibble is thrown upon

causality. They enter into an elaborate argument
to prove truly that something undergoes a change,

and thus may become a cause
; they repeat the

argument upon the something which changes and

becomes an effect
;
but the cause and effect have

no manner or kind of relation, the cause being the

cause of another effect, and the effect the result of

another cause.

(127). There is a form of quibbling which is

powerful in scurrilous writings; for instance, we

may give a man credit for the love of some virtu

ous action, in doing something which is manifestly

not virtuous, and hence, from the result, infer the

contrary to that which is expressed. As if we said

that A 1), no doubt from a love of honesty, religion

and high principle, keeps the money left to the

orphan and fatherless, applies the wealth bequeathed
to the friends for his own purposes, seizes upon all

which he can obtain by law, and not by equity,

and makes a merit of giving to charities money
which morally belongs to others. The mind is

first led to anticipate honesty and high principle ;

but in the end it discovers moral delinquencies,

which it shudders to contemplate, and the villany
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of the action is inferred by premises not given but

intrinsically belomiino- to it.
/ o o

(128). A quibble is sometimes practised by some

action, having a definite signification, being used in

addition to the words spoken; thus, if a person
asks a pew-opener to shew him into a seat, and at

the same time rattles the money in his pocket, the

pew-opener would
certainly infer that he was to

receive some reward for the performance of his

duties; but if the visitor on gaining a seat, took his

hand out again without bestowing the gratuity,
doubtless the official would be so much astonished,
that his devotions for that service would be mate

rially interfered with.

(129). The meaning of a word may be totally
altered by mere change of emphasis, and hence this

plan is often used for quibbling. The words from
the Bible,

&quot;

Saddle me an ass, and they saddled

him,&quot; may be totally varied in their signification

by a change of emphasis on the word //////..

(130.) A
fallacy which is frequently employed,

is, to allow a question of high probability to be in

ferred as a certainty, and
conversely, a question of

certainty to be inferred as only one of high proba
bility; as if we said, that John was found o-u ilty of^ /

murder, therefore his innocence is impossible. So,

also, a possible supposition may be extended into a
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reality, mil many men are ruined by investing

money in concerns which are only possibly good.

A mean in the same way may be used without

reference to the variation of the limits; thus a man

might be drowned in a river whose mean depth

was only one inch, because occasionally it may be

six feet deep. In these and many other similar

ways do men too often deceive and sometimes ruin

their fellow-men.

(131.) In conversation, persons frequently take

two sets of words, each having the same meaning,

arid argue that one is true because the other is,

when, in reality, neither is true. Thus &quot;John is

a tall man, because he is a person of considerable

height. P&amp;gt;y

this mode of quibbling the mind is

thrown off from the manner in which information

was got of his height, and the probable value of

that assertion. This is called Circular Quibbling.

(132.) People are often thrown off their guard

by being asked a reason for that which is not true,

and by which they are led to infer that a falsity

is true. Example,
&quot; How can Lead be turned to

Gold.&quot; To answer the question centuries were

spent in attempting the conversion. The question

involves the understood premiss, that lead is con

vertible into gold.

(133.) Conversely, persons arc deceived by
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reasoning upon tliat which can be reduced to a

matter of fact. Lady Morgan states, that the cele

brated Denon and ChampoJliori, told her that they
saw, in Cuiic characters,

&quot; There is but one God,
and Mahomet is his

Prophet,&quot; engraved on the
chair of St. Peter. The Cardinal, to whose fertile

ingenuity, and varied talents I am so much in

debted for cases illustrative of many kinds of dis

reputable quibble, answers the assertion bv lono-

learned arguments, coupled with personal
abuse. The quibble consists in drawing off at

tention from the only true mode of settling the

question, which Lady Morgan has already pointed
out, namely, by showing the chair.

(LU.) One of the most certain of all forms of

quibbling is to describe the same tiling by a totally

different word. In this way the greater part of

Paganism lias been handed down, under the much-
abused name of

Christianity, by and for the benefit

of a wily priesthood. This greatest scourge of the

human race has been thus enabled for centuries

not only to promulgate blasphemous fables, and

carry on their selfish practices, but even to make
their poor deluded followers believe that they are

the only true Christians. \Vhen we find that a

weak and priest-ridden peer is wheedled into

acquiescence in the sacrifice of a niece, by frustrat

ing the objects of the Most High in sending her
into the world, to gratify the greedy avarice of a
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degenerate Church and venal priesthood, we can

only rejoice that the iniquitous act sullies not the

purity of the true Christian faith, but only fur

ther opens the eyes of the public to demonstrate

the horrors of Pagan imposture and superstition.

After twenty millions have been spent in emanci

pating the African heathen, it is strange that ladies

in a Christian country should be permitted to be

consigned to dungeons, and in some cases cruelly

tortured, to gratify the avarice and prurience of a

heartless priest. It would be well if the Earl would,

by embracing the doctrines of Christ, put an end

to the hereditary curse which overhangs his title,

of exclusively fostering the Plague-Spot of Hu
manity.

(135.) By a variation in punctuation a complete
subversion of the meaning of words may be pro
duced. At various times I have met with curious

exemplifications of the possible mode of quibbling,

by a variation in the punctuation, and once a per
son actually told me that he never punctuated his

letters, that he might make them read in various

ways if that course should be required.

(136.) Sometimes quibbles turn upon assumin^
a conclusion as proved, which is termed be^ino-
the question ;

and at other times the mind is dis

tracted by a second person answering away from
the main point, which is an evasion of the question.
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By skilful quibblers both these modes may be ren

dered sufficiently effective to deceive others.

(137). There is a form of quibble much prac
tised by senators and other great men. They give
a right conclusion, but conceal, increase, or alter,

the whole or a part of the premises from which the

conclusion has been drawn. 1 admit the necessity
of keeping back facts at certain times, but fearing
the danger of any kind of quibble, it appears to

me, that a man in power should have the option
of submitting or concealing the facts, rather than

that lie should be compelled to resort to any form
of untruth whatsoever, even for the benefit of

the state.

(138). J5y introducing hypothetical facts a-

mongst direct assertions, an inference may be

given to the mind of a second party that such fact

exists, or that there are good reasons to believe

the possibility of the fact, Example : lie is a

good lawyer, a clever man, a person of great in

dustry and
ability, and will bo admirably adapted

for your purpose // he /.v /tonext.
]&amp;gt;y

this quibble
the man s honesty is questioned.

(139). There is a quibble used by controversial

writers, as they frequently contrive to throw the

quibble upon the value of an authority; thus, the

author must be wrong because Hunter says differ-
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ently. This assertion involves tlie false premiss,

that everything which Hunter says is right.

(140). It not unfrequently happens that persons

quibble by denying the desire to do a particular

aet while they arc actually engaged upon it : thus

I do not wish to be guilty of the bad taste of

praising my own piece of sculpture ;
but yet, when

I examine the charming proportion of its parts,

and the beauty of its finish, truth compels me to

declare that there never was any piece of work

equal to it.

(141). The multitudinous quibble is generally

practised by our transatlantic brethren in the for

mation of companies. They state a general fact in

a prospectus, and then support it by various state

ments in newspapers, letters, etc
,
so that they get

a combination of statements all tending to one

conclusion. The popish priests use similar means

to entrap victims into those dens of iniquity, called

&quot;Religious Houses;&quot; and it is practically found

that very few persons have mental power suffi

cient to withstand the combined and reiterated

assertions of a number of people all varying in

their statement, but yet tending to the same end.

(142). A rather refined quibble is occasionally

practised by taking advantage of some abnormal

state of the second party, when he is not likely to
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see tilings in their true light. It is said, that by

taking advantage of a fatigued state of body after

the gaieties and late hours of a London season,

the niece of the Earl of Shrewsbury was nearly
entombed in a convent, and despoiled of her fortune

of 80,000. The talented papal quibblers also take

advantage of depressed states from illness, anxiety,

the loss of relations, the better to act upon those

whom they have marked for their purposes. I

cannot learn, either at the Bank or elsewhere, that

any other sect or denomination but the Papists use

these quibbles as a regular system.

(14o). I have now shewn how man can deceive

his fellow creatures by the use of that artificial

system of words and language, the power to use

which has alone been bestowed by Providence upon
human beings. To debase this excellent gift, is not

only directly contrary to God s word and to human

laws; but experience shews that the perpetrator of

the offence invariably himself suffers from any at

tempt to deceive his fellows, and that it may be re

garded as one of the highest crimes of social life. As

a rule, man will not hesitate to quibble by words,

when he would hesitate to tell a direct falsehood. To

improve our system, let every quibble be considered

as a falsehood, and the perpetrator treated accor

dingly. No matter how voluminous an argument

may be no matter how the truth or falsehood may
be involved, a man may always be put upon his
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veracity in any statement he may make, by asking

him,
u Do you of your conscience believe your as

sertion to be correct and calculated to lead to a

right inference?&quot; By this question you throw the

difficulty from the work of man in his mechan

ism of words, to that work of God from which

emanates the mind. In obedience to this recom

mendation, I do declare, that this work, and my
treatises on which it is founded, contain, to the best

of my belief, correct and true deductions from all

the facts which T have been able to collect upon
the structure and the mode of arrangement of the

nervous system on the one hand, and the observed

functions on the other; and I feel assured that

the whole system is one fairly based upon the ob

servation of nature.
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glasses, capable of magnifying from 1500 to 100,000 times, plane and con

cave mirrors, detached condensing lens, aquatic box, brass forceps, &c.,

and six objects mounted in balsam, the whole packed in neat mahogany
cabinet . 21

Ditto, ditto, of higher magnifying power, and fitted with achromatic condenser,

silver specula, polarizing apparatus, &c from 35 to
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Messrs. Home, Thorntluvaite, and Wood, beg to call particular attention to their Achro
matic Microscopes, which are constructed on the best principles, and can confidently
be recommended for all purposes of microscopic research, which now forms such an

important feature in the study of animal and vegetable physiology, &c.

,: Magic and Phantasmagoria Lanterns, Slides, &c., from 16s. to 5 5s., and upwards ; if fy
r for exhibiting Astronomical Diagrams, Views, &c., from jCl 10s. to 21 and upwards, iir;

Oxy-Hydrogen Microscopes, Chromatropes, &c.

DISSOLVING VIEWS *.

(As shown at the Roycil Polytechnic Institution.)

$5 Complete Apparatus, with Lenses 3 inches diameter, illuminated with Argand &amp;gt;.

Oil Lamps, capable of showing a disk 9 feet in diameter . . . . 10 10 KS

^ Views for ditto from 7s. Od. to 10
&quot;g

*j Dissolving View Apparatus, illuminated with the Oxy-Hydrogen or Lime
Light, capable of showing pictures 20 feet diameter, consisting of a pair

1^5 of mahogany lanterns, with brass fronts, and dissolving apparatus, 2 pair JR

^ of 4 inch lenses or condensors, 2 oxy-hydrogen jets and lime burners, ^
&amp;lt;M flexible tube connections, 2 large India rubber bags and pressure boards,

lead bottle, tube, and purifier, for making hydrogen gas, iron retort, &c.,
p&quot;

for oxygen gas, folding mahogany tripod stand, &C., complete . . . 42

Ditto, Ditto, with 6 inch condensers G:) S
fe Ditto, Ditto, 9 inch ditto . 85 ^

Views for Ditto, from 25s. to 80s. each, and upwards.
**3 Oxy- Hydrogen Microscope, with objects fitted to the above . . .from 15 15 Jrj

pj
1

Ditto, Ditto, complete with the gas apparatus, &c. . . . Ii5
2,

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPES.
a IS-inches long, with rack and pinion, on slant! 8 8 H
% Ditto, ditto, in German silver , . . . 14 14
M 30-inch ditto 12 12
2 Ditto, with vertical rack 14 14 H
H Ditto, with vertical and horizontal rack 21 ~

^ Ditto, with finder and micrometer 23 10 ^
fc 42-inch, with rack and pinion 30 00^
g Ditto, with vertical rack 32
* 42-inch, with vertical and horizontal rack-work movement, finder, and r

micrometer 3&amp;gt;

r^ Ditto, with extra large object glass 40 Z*

1-g Ditto, with equatorial stands extra ISO g
5 Telescopes, from 5 to 7 feet, with all the recent improvements, from 100 to 300 o
&quot;

The whole of the above Astronomical Telescopes are furnished with two-day powers, and
J&quot;

two or more astronomical powers, and are packed in cases.
Si w

REFLECTING TELESCOPE S, &c.
&quot;^

S One-foot Gregorian Reflecting Telescope, on stand, packed in mahogany case,

speculum 9J inches diameter . . . . . . . . . G (5 &quot;^

_
One-foot and a-half ditto, speculum 3 inches diameter 11 11 S,

^zj-
Two-feet ditto, speculum 4 inches diameter . . . . . . 16 Hi^ Ditto ditto, with rack-work motion 25 3

g Three-feet ditto, with speculum 5 inches diameter, and rack-work motion . 42
&amp;lt;?

52 Ditto ditto, with speculum (i inches diameter, on tripod stand, and rack-work jS.

tin motion CS
Four -feet ditto ditto, with speculum 7 inches diameter ..... 105 ?

: Seven-feet Newtonian Telescope, with speculum G inches diameter . . 105

g Ditto ditto, with speculum 7 inches diameter . . . . . . . 12(&amp;gt; g
** Nine-feet ditto, with speculum 9 inches diameter 2H&amp;gt;

~

Transit Instruments fiom 20 to 180

Micrometers, &c., &c.

QUADRANTS, SEXTANTS, &c.

Ebony Quadrants 2 5 to 3 3
Ditto ditto with Tangent . crew 3 10
Ditto ditto with Telescopes .... from 440 G^ G



Ebony Sextants, best
&quot;

J
Metal Sextants, on the most improved principle . . . 770
Ditto, of the best possible construction, divided to ljs.ec. &amp;lt; r

30 sec., with apparatus, &c., in case . . . from 12 12 IS IS (

Artificial Horizons ,
551

Cabin and Binnacle Compasses
5 -

r
&amp;gt;

&quot;

,

s Azimuth Compasses
- Universal and R ing Dials . . . . . . from 150 5^0^

Pocket Compasses, of every description.

H
o THEODOLITES.
C Common Theodolite &amp;gt;

?^ 4-inch do. do. with Telescope Jf
12 .

&amp;lt;a Ditto, divided on silver ]

&quot;S 5-inch ditto
] \

5
S1

Ditto, best construction, with Tangent Screw motion -
1 S.

Ditto, with two Telescopes
^

G-inch best Theodolite, divided to 20 seconds, with one Telescope . . -

n 7-inch ditto ditto, with two Telescopes . . 42
-^

^ LEVELS, COMPASSES, 8&amp;lt;c.

o Portable Levelling Instrument, with Telescope and Compass . . . . 8 f

&amp;gt; 11-inch Troughton s Level ]

Ditto, with Tripod Staff J

^ 20-inch Troughton s Level ]

w Ditto, with Tripod Staff ]

% 20-inch Y Levels, with Telescope
- (l (

^
2 Dumpy Level, without legs or compass r
Z 14-inch Dumpy Level, with legs and compass

15 ( D
1-5

H Common Spirit Levels ^-, Is., 5s., Gs., and 10
g

^ Spirit Levels, with best Ground Bubbles.

2 Miners Magnetic Compasses, in mahogany eases, with folding sights, from 1 15

1 Prismatic Compasses . from 2 12 G to ;? 13 G #
Protractors 2 G to 7 7 3

pT Perambulator
;| ^

p Ditto, brass mounted -
[*

to

5 Ditto ditto and metal wheel
H Station Staffs

, ft

from
? 1?

&;, Surveying Crosses or Squares
from 12s. to 1 6**

*
Cylindrical ditto i.oui ISs. to 1 12 gS Circumferentors from 2 12s G ( l. to

Plane Tables from 5 10s. to 12

r Measuring Chains frc&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;gt; 10 M

&amp;lt;., Plotting, Marquois, Guntei s Scales, and other Rules. ,w

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS.
5 In Fish Skin Cases, in sets from (l 7s. Gd. to 2 2

,

~J Magazine Sets, in mahogany casts 10s. (Id. to IS 18 (

^ Proportional Compasses 1 13s. Od. to 5 5 Co

N. 1J. Every other description of Instrument used in Practical Surveying.

| BAROMETERS, &c. ^
f Best Wheel Barometers from 3 3 to 10 10

=1 Upright ditto ,,110 7 / 0,
;

Marine ditto ,
-&amp;lt;

Standard Barometers of the best construction ...
.,

&quot;

,

Improved Simpisometer
&quot;

Day and Night Self-Registering Thermometers
Sixe s ditto, ditto from 1

-j
.

Thermometers of all descriptions ; . . . .
: ,

.

Hygrometer (Daniell s)
-

^
Ditto (Mason s)

Pluviometers
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EDUCATIONAL MODELS.
,4. .-. &amp;lt;!.

A Set of the Mechanical Towers, consisting of various systems of pulleys,
different kinds of levers, the wheel and axle, the inclined plane, wedge,
model of the screw, a compound engine, and other apparatus complete lor

a
.

illustrating and demonstrating the laws of motion, gravity, and cquili-3
_

brium of forces, &c., on an extensive scale, in brass ;&quot;,() ~y
~ Ditto, ditto, on a smaller scale, suitable for schools, &c. ... 21

^ Ditto, ditto, chiefly constructed of mahogany and hardwood, 3 3s., 5 5s., arid ~8

^
Sets of Geometrical Solids from !b., if with planes and sections for cone and

g sphere, from 15s. Sectional and other Models of Steam En&quot;ines

Hydraulic Tresses, and various other Machines, &c., &c.

GLOBES,
tj Constructed on the newest and best principles, from 6 to 20 inches diameter,

,5&amp;gt;
containing all the recent discoveries.

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;
Black stained wood frames for the table, particularly applicable for schools

If the above Globes are required on chair-high frames, with compass boxe*, th
price will be from 2 2s. to 4 4s. extra, according to the size.

g Orreries, Tlunatariums, Tellurians, c., &c., to order from &quot;MO OH
o

j-i

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. &quot;r~

^ No. ]. Home and Co. s complete Apparatus for Daguerreotype and Calotypc
Trocesses, for obtaining pictures from 8J by (ii downwards, with every re- o
quisite for views, portraits, miniatures, &c., incfuding best adjusting camera,

&amp;gt;

^r
with compound achromatic lens, double backs for plates and paper, camera

^ stand, improved bromine and iodine apparatus, plate boxes, polishing
frame, mercury box, buffs, washing apparatus, spirit lamp, gilding stand&quot;

_a:
all the requisite chemicals in stoppered bottles, &c., the whole packed in t ,

e two cases, with locks and keys jC
J

70 to 100 ^
: No. 2. Daguerreotype Apparatus complete, for pictures, Si by Ci, C by 5, 5 by

4, with double achromatic lens, expanding camera, iodizing and bromine
^ apparatus, mercury box, plate boxes, polishing blocks, buffs, gilding stand,
^ spirit lamp, and all the requisite chemicals, &c -10 o r

-o

g No. 3. Ditto, ditto, for pictures 5 by 4, 4 by 3, and 2| by 3j . 30
~

^ No. 4. Ditto, ditto, ditto, 4 by 3, 2.a by 3|, and 2i by 2 . . 18 18s. and 20 :

|&amp;lt;

No. 5. Ditto, ditto, ditto, 3J by 2|, and 2J by 2 . . . 10 10s. and 12 12 0&quot;

J3
No. 6. Daguerreotype Apparatus complete, with single achromatic lenses, from ^

! ,
6 Gs. to 22 S

A, Lalotype Apparatus complete, for obtaining pictures on paper, including a Cun-
dell s camera of best construction, the requisite chemicals in stoppered -~

bottles, scales and weights, reversing frame and glass, glass measure,
earthenware trays, glass plates, paper, &c., packed in case, with lock and

.

ke
,y

10 10s. and 15 15
Ditto, ditto, with fewer apparatus, &c 3 3s., 5 5s., and 8 8
Calotype, or Talbotype Apparatus, of the best description, including a folding

achromatic camera, and every other requisite for obtaining full-sized

pictures, packed in two portable cases, and particularly adapted for travellers 25



. s. &amp;lt;l

Cameras with single achromatic or double achromatic lenses, from \ If. Oil. to

20 Os. Oil., according to the diameter of and kind of lens employed.
Home and Co. s improved Compound Achromatic Lenses, mounted in brass

fronts, with a delicate rackwork adjustment, and brass ring for adaptation

to the carrera.

No. 1. For Pictures Si by C.J, combined focus 12 in., diameter of lenses 4 in. 2.5 00
o No. 2. Ditto (i by 5, Ditto Sin., Ditto 3} in. l.~&amp;gt; 1.5 (

&quot;2 No. 3. Ditto Si by G}, Ditto 12 in., Dilto 3J in. 1212

iS No. -1. Ditto 4 by 3, Dilto C in., Ditto 2} in. (
^

No. 5. Ditto f! by 5, Ditto 8 in., Ditto 2J in. 7 7

t&quot; No (i. Ditto 4 by 3, Ditto C in., Ditto 2 in. 4 1

S No. 7. Ditto 3Jby 2:], Ditto in., Ditto I* in. 3 13 6

5j Messrs. II., T., and \V. have much pleasure in recommending the above combinations,

^ as producing remarkably sharp and brilliant pictures, iree from aberration, and in

the shortest space of time.

E1
Single Achromatic Lenses, unmounted,

1 1 inch diameter, 4 inch focus, and upwards ...... 000
^ u Dilto 5 Ditto ...... t

- 1? Ditto (i Ditto ...... 10 C
&quot;

2 Ditto S Ditto .... Ms. and 1 10

3 Ditto 12 Ditto .....
,

^ 3

cT Parallel Mirrors, mounted in frame, to attach to the front of the camera, for

taking pictures in a correct position for 3-plate lenses . . . . 3 3 (

&amp;gt; Ditto i-p!ate ditto ........... 4

Piano-Convex, Crossed, Meniscus, and every other description of Lens required in I lio-

tographic Experiments.
fj&quot;

Silvered Plates, of the best English manufacture, of all sizes.

Plate lioxes, for holding the prepared Plates, in walnut- wood, mahogany, or

japanned metal.

Pans of hard glazed Porcelain, for containing iodine or accelerating mixtures,

with ground plate glass covers, for any size plates, up to 4 in. by 3 in. . ea.

j~ Ditto, ditto, in mahogany or walnut cases, \sith three frames for holding the

020
various sized plates

12

Ditto, ditto, with levelling screws, &c.

Iodine Boxes, lined with glass
from (i

Iodizing or Bromine Troughs, with set of frames, consisting of deep glass pan,

enclosed in mahogany case, air-tight glass cover, niirror, &-c., for plates,

4 by 3 downwards f l 4s. and 1 10 (

Ditto, for Plates, (i by .5 downwards each 1 10s. and

Ditto, ditto, Si by Gi ditto ,,
* 10s. and 4 4

IMPROVED IODIZING AND BROMINE APPARATUS,

Consisting of two stout glass pans, enclosed in mahogany or walnut-wood case,

with spring bottoms and air-tight glass covers. Two mirrors are placed on

one side, for viewing the plate while being prepared, and, on the other two,

apertures for the admission of light. The great advantage of this form of

apparatus for preparing plates, consists in the facility and certainty with

which the sensitive coatings are applied :

No. 1, for Plates from Si by Gi downwards
No. 2, for Plates from 6 by 5 downwards .... 3 10s. and &amp;lt;

No. 3, for Plates from 4 by 3 downwards 2 10

Plate Cleaners from 2s. to (

Velvet Buffs, for polishing plain from Is. 9d. to 2

, Ditto, improved, with handle ;js. to 010
Metal Frames for holding the plates, while polishing in lathe or hand :

For plates, Si by 2 2 J

Ditto 31 bv - 3

Ditto 4 by 3 !)

Mercury Boxes of the most improved kinds .... from 13s. to $

Ditto, of larger size from 2 2,-. to 4

Double folding Tripod Stand, with ball and socket movement, &c., 2 2s. and 6
^

Ditto, ditto, plain, not jointed j

Home and Co. s improved Portable Universal Stand - -

Ditto, ditto.with jointed top and legs n Q r
Earthenware Washing Tray and Stand
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. s.

Ditto, ditto, small size 01
Washing Trays, in copper and glass ....... from 2

Glass Spirit Lamps . ...... 2s., 3s., 4s., and 5

Ditto Graduated Measures 2s., 2s. Gd
, and 3

Ditto Mortars and 1 estles from 2

j Ditto Stirring Rods 003^
,5 Ditto Funnels 6 gj
a Brass Spirit Lamps from li G &quot;

,0 Brass Stand, for fixing by chloride or hyposulphite of gold . . . . 3 (i

Improved ditto, with adjusting screws 4s. fid. and 10 (&amp;gt; ^Ei
S Ditto, ditto, best construction, with adjusting screws and springs . . . 1 1 o
,~ Brass Spirit Lamps, with levelling screws Q 5 (&amp;gt; ^
**} Head Rests to attach to chair for steadying the head whilst taking portraits . 7 C ^
^ Improved ditto, on heavy iron foot, so as to be independent of the chair . .330^
s Finely carded Cotton Wool per oz. 3

*

I
5

Ditto&quot; ditto per Ib. 4 2
Retorts and Retort Stands, Receivers, Flasks. &c

*

Copper and Tin Stills, with worm and tub complete, for drawing distilled water, ^
n 1 Is., 1 r)S ., and 2 2 ^
^ Claudet s Brass Frames, for retaining prepared plates . each 10d., Is., and 1 2 p

Improved ditto of japanned tin, with covers each 020^
g Prepared Goldbeater s Skin, for fastening pictures in frames, cases, &c., per doz. 3 ^
o Pliers for holding plate over spirit lamp for drying off, &c 020 s-1

^ Silver plated Washing Apparatus, for taking any size picture up to 4 by 3, from 015 .j-
1

Dark Lanterns, with yellow glass slide 12
^&quot;

J Redman s Prepared Colours for colouring daguerreotype pictures, in cases H
^ containing 12 different tints in bottles, gold and silver shells, prepared

brushes, &c., complete llOtz!
^ One Quart Filterer, with brass cock complete 10 ?
\z Half gallon Stone Barrel, with brass cock 6 1-3

Instrument to count seconds, with alarum 3 W

% Ditto ditto without alarum 1 ,

r
&amp;gt;

Portable Rectangular Frame, for preparing sensitive paper . . . .020^
3 Ditto ditto best make 5 a

Camel s Hair Brushes, for photographic purposes . Cd., Is., Is. (id., and 2 *3

c4* Ditto ditto for colouring daguerreotypes . . . each, from 3 G

^ Pressure Frames and Glass, for obtaining positive photographs, or copying
engravings, lace, leaves, &c. . . . 5s., 7s. Cd., 10s. Cd., and 1

10&quot;^
1-1 Earthenware Trays, for washing and setting pictures . . Is. Cd. and 2

&amp;gt;s Tin Vessels for heating photogenic drawings 3s. and 5 **
^ Monier s pure White Paper per quire 1 6 o

1

S Whatman s Turkey Mill (selected) . . . 1 C g
g Turner s ditto 1 C -

Sandford s superior ditto, prepared expressly for Photographic purposes, folio .040^
^ Ditto ditto, quarto

&quot; 020
White wove Blotting Paper per quire 1 C

5&quot;
Scales and Weights, common 3 6 *{

~ Ditto ditto, best make, with glass pans 0180s

1 MOROCCO CASES AND FRAMES.
^ 05

Morocco Cases, lined with silk velvet, and gilt mats, with square cushion, oval

and other mats for pictures, 4 by 3| 5 6 S
~

Ditto, 4 by 3 5 -&quot;&quot;

H Ditto, 3| by 1{ 3 tH

| Ditto, 2i by 2 2

^s Morocco Frames, with suspension ring mats and glasses, for plates, 4| by 3| . 3 C
gw

Ditto ditto, 4 by 3 3 a

Ditlo ditto, Si by 2;}
023&quot;

Ditto ditto, 2^ by 2 013
Skeleton Frames, to contain Daguerreotype Pictures.

Common ditlo, with black line border, on paper, for plates, 2.\ by 2 . Sd. to 1

Ditto ditlo, 31 by 22 . !)d. to 1

Ditto ditto, 4 by 3 Is. to 1 4

Ditto, enamelled glass, with black line border for plates, 1\ by 2 . lOd. to 1

Common ditto, painted on glass, with black line border for plates, 3 \ by 2:}
Is. to 1 3
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d. ,1. (I.

Ditto ditto, 4 by 3 Is. 3d. to 1 (&amp;gt;

Best ditto, with ornamental gilt borders, of various forms and patterns, for

plates, 2-i by 2 Is. 4d. to ]

Ditto ditto, 31 by 2|
Is. (id. to 1 !

Ditto ditto, 4 by 3 Is- -
:

&amp;lt;l- to 2 (i

The price of the abort- /Yaw?, if taken b&amp;gt;/
Hie dozen, would be considerably lower. ^

^ Gilt Mats, square, oval, dome top, and cushion shape, 2i by 2 . . per doz. (1 a*

&quot;s Ditto ditto, 3| by 2]
ditto 12

|&amp;lt;

^ Ditto ditto, 1 by 3 ltto l 4

Ornamental lacquered Brass Frames 2s., ?s. Gd., and ^
&quot;

Papier Mache Miniature Frames, with oval or square sights . . from 3 o
|

Superior chased Gold Lockets and Brooches, with pl.iin and engine-turned

backs, for containing daguerreotype pictures .... irom 15 ^
^ Bracelets, Snuff Boxes, &c., for ditto ditto.

|g

&quot;3 5

PURE CHEMICALS. |
^ pRr.r.uir.D rou PHOTOGRAPHIC PURPOSES.

&quot;

Iodine, Commercial variable
J&amp;gt;^

Ditto, Pure P jr ollnce d
!

tto

pf Ditto, Bromide Solution llm
&quot;!

t;o
SL

3 Ditto, Chloride Saturated oMo ditto ~
^ Ditto, ditto, Diluted l

!

tto &quot; ^
J

*
Ditto, Tincture l ltto

^ Bromine, Pure d
.

m
- Ditto, Chloride tlltto

JJ

H Liqueur Hongroisc, or Hungarian Solution .1
^ Redman s Sensitive Solution per bottle, 2s. Od and (

Woolcott s American Accelerator per bulb ( 8 H
P Distilled Mercury P er olinec &amp;lt;

&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Hyposulphite Soda (

r
f

Jj g
o Ditto ditto 1

crlb.
.; ^

W chloride Gold, Crystals (pure) per dram 012
H

Ditto ditto . .&quot;
l
er S ral &quot;

?
*

^
K Ditto, Solution per ounce 05

Oxide Gold .
per dram 18 3

o Redman s improved Solution of Gold, for permanently fixing daguerreotype

images per bottle 1 6 rf

:*, The new Salt of Gold, for ditto
, , l! ^*

Nitric Acid, pure 1&amp;gt;

ounce, 3d.-per Ib. (2 6
g

5 Prepared Tripoli P er ou
!

ice G
f

Ditto Rouge
l

!&quot;

r Ditto liincry !

tto &quot;

^ K
^ Ditto Rotten Stone c

!

tto -w
J

Ditto Lamp Black dltto
J &amp;gt;

g&quot; Pyroligneous Ether or Xaptl .a P el
l
nnt ls - Gd- and

j

&quot;

2
(

&quot;5 Protosnlphate Iron
J

~ ^
^ Chloride of Lime, pure

(
&amp;gt;

g.

, Bingham s Bromide of Lime P boltle 1 6

Ditto Chloro ditto
tlltto

,

Acetic Acid, crystallisable ........ per ounce

1 Gallic Acid, pure ... .........
^ Succinic Acid, ditto ............

!t

~i Iodide Potassium, commercial ..........
ft &amp;lt;s

| Ditto ditto, pure
~ Bromide ditto, commercial........ r

S Ditto ditto, pure ............ n o n
Cyanide ditto ditto ..........

- nit
Is itrate Silver, pure crystallised .......... n in
Oxide Silver ...........

;
:

Solution of Ammonia ....... per ounce, 3d. and

Oil of Lavender ......... per ounce

Olive Oil .............
Herschel s Solution of Ferro Tartrate of Silver .... ditto

Distilled Water .......... per gallon 1



MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLI) J1Y

IIORNE, TIIOIINTIIWAITE, & WOOD,
Chemical anil Philosophical Instrument Makers to St. Bartholomew s, nnd chief London and

Provincial Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c.

APPARATUS FOR ADMINISTERING MEDICAL GALVANISM
OF THE MOST RECENT AND IMPROVED DESCRIPTION.

^ HORNE and Co. s Klectro-Galvanic Machines, for administering Medical Galvanism,
manufactured only at 123, Newgate Street, London.

~* THE great superiority of these machines, which were first invented by HORNE, TIIOKN-
g THWAITE, and WOOD, over others previously made, consists in the current of electricity
5j passing uniformly in one direction, which is of great importance for medical purposes.

^ They will be found of the greatest advantage in Liver and Nervous complaints, Rheuma-
g tism, Sciatica, Tic Doloureux, Paralysis, and a variety of diseases arising from an imper-
5^

feet action of the secretions.

t
S Xo. 1. Home and Co. s Electro-Galvanic Apparatus, fitted with the water regu-

&amp;lt;t lator, invented by the Rev. F. Lockey, by which the intensity of the current

^ can be regulated to the greatest nicety. Complete, in portable mahogany
case, with medical directors and directions for use 8 8

* Xo. 2. Home and Co. s Electro-Galvanic Apparatus, of larger size and greater
p&quot; power, with medical directors, conducting wires, and regulator for adjusting

the intensity of the current, packed in mahogany case, with directions for

k use 550
Xo. 3. Home and Co. s complete Electro-Galvanic Apparatus, for medical pur

poses, of great power, but furnished with contrivances, whereby the quantity
H
- and intensity of the galvanic current can be regulated to the greatest

nicety, so as to allow its administration, in its mildest form, to the most
nervous individuals, or in its greatest intensity, for the resuscitation of

g apparently drowned persons, and other cases of suspended animation.
Complete, with vaginal, and various other medical directors for different

parts of the body, the whole packed in mahogany case, about twelve
inches square, with lock and key ..... 8 8s. and 15 15

Dr. Radford s vaginal conductor . . . . . . . . .012
^ Sponge directors . per pair 5 u cw Directors, for applying galvanism to the eye . . . . . . . 2 6 3

j~ Ditto, Ty lee s improved 010
jO Ditto ditto ear 02
|
- Ditto ditto teeth 02
^ Amalgamated Zinc Plates, for renewing the batteries of Xo. 1 of the foregoing

machines per pair^ Ditto, ditto, for Xos. 2 and 3 per pair 1

HORNE Sc C9 ? URINARY CABINETS,
J&quot;

CONTAINING THE REQUIRED APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS.^ For the analysis of urine 55
tf Ditto, ditto, smaller ............ 3 ,J

5 Home and Co. s Improved Urinary Cabinet for the pocket . . . . I 15

containing the following articles, packed in leather case : -*1

Urinorneter and leather case, for taking the specific gravity of urine
Graduated jar, for holding the urinometer

Thermometer, with ivory scale, for taking the temperature of urine

&quot;g

Glass spirit lamp and cap
.j; Two capped bottles, to contain nitric acid for testing urea, &c. Jf

^ Pipette, three test tubes, for detecting the presence of albumen, &c.
Watch glass and test papers for ascertaining the presence of free acid or alkali.

URINOMETERS. H
Rj Urinometers, in paper cases o 4 fi R

Ditto, and Glass, in pull-off case for pocket 09
Ditto ditto in hinged leather case . . . . . . . . 10
Ditto ditto with thermometer 015
Ditto ditto ditto and Acid Bottle 11
Silver Urinometers, in case 20
Brass ditto 1 1

Small Thermometers for ditto 05
Litmus and Turmeric Papers, Id. per sheet, or 2d. per book.



WOKKS PUBLISHED AND SOLD BY

HORNE, THORNTHWAITE, AND WOOD,
Optical, Chemical, and Philosophical Instrument Makers,

123, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON.
a f?

&quot;i Second Edition. Price 2.9. Gil.

I1ORXK THORNTHWAITE, AND WOOD S
&amp;gt;

H ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUED
&quot;if of Chemicals and Apparatus required for the Elucidation of the Chief Branches of Natural

,&amp;lt;

I PhHoso ,v ofmnrcffiiiV
~

Kl rtro MT i sm E -ctro-Metallnrev, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics, II ydrau hes.Optics, Mat hi- k
m .ticTf Survey n-

,
and Astronomical instruments, &c., containing upwards ot -

FIVE HUXURKD KXOKAV1XGS OX WOOD. S

Third Edition. Price 2.v.

A GUIDE TO PHOTOGRAPHY;
Containin- simple and concise Directions for obtaining Pictures by the Chemical Agency of ^

CO Li&quot;ht including the most improved processes ot the

^ D V G U E K K E 6 T Y P .K A N D C A L O T Y T E .

BY W. II. THORNTHWAITE,
AUTHOR OF &quot;

I HOTOORAIMIIC MANIPULATIONS,&quot; ETC.

Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts. .^

liii the same Author . Price Is.
&amp;gt;_,

^
A GUIDE TO THE ANALYSES OF URINE IN IIKALTII AND DISEASE. 3

w Illustrated with a Copper-plate Engraving of the Microscopic Appearances of various W
Urinary Deposits. y

Second Edition. Price 2s. H
H A GUIDE TO THE CORRECT ADMINISTRATION OF

MEDICAL GALVANISM;
O Containin&quot; full and simple Directions, with Medical Treatment necessary in those Diseases to a
H which this powerful Agent is applicable. 55

bY J. II. IIOKXE,
P Surgeon to the Cutaneous Dispensary, Princes Street, Leicester Square.

C-3
&quot;~ **

Price lOv Cxi
p~&amp;gt;

5

A THE \TISE ON OPTICAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS; ^
-*

1

Includine the various modifications of the Camera Obsci.rn, Camera Lucida Varley s Plane ^
1?pnector Lorimier s Transparent Planes, Varley s Graphic Telescope, and Microscope, frc. g

Illustrated with 00 Copper-plate Engravings. J3

,_!

Price Plain, 1.9. Mounted on Hollers and Furnished, 2,v. Rd.

^UNDERWOOD S COMPANION TO THE BAROMETER;;
S* or, Table for Calculating the state of Weather likely to result from its various changes.

Second Edition. Price 10s. Ctd., cloth.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY;
^ Or the \rt of Working in Gold, Silver, Copper, and other Metals, by the Agency of

gj
Galvanic Electricity. ^

11Y AL1-UK1) SMKK, F.R.S.,

1 Surgeon to the Bank o( England, Central Ophthalmic Hospital, Aldersgate Dispensary, &c. vT-

&1

fill the same Author. Price 10.9. Gd. in cloth.

THE SOURCES OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE;
Heimr an Introduction to the Study of Physiology through Physics, comprising the connexion .-

^
of the several Departments of Physical Scicni-e, their dependence on the same Laws, and the

relation of the Material to the Substance.
.

THE POTATO PLANT; its Uses and Properties. Pnce 10s. 6V.

/}// the same Author. Price Ws. Gd., in cloth.

ELEMENTS OF EL E CT R O -B I O L O G Y ;

ir Thp Voltaic structure of Man ; of Electro Pathology, especially of the Nervous System;
and of Electro Therapeutics.

W. S. Johnson, Nass:iu Stc^m Tress,&quot; 60, St. Marlin s Lane.



An ALPHABETICAL CATALOGUE of

NEW WORKS
IN

GENERAL & MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE,
PUBLISHED BY

MKSSUS. LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, AND LONGMANS,
PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

Agriculture and Rural
Affairs.

Arts, Manufactures,
and Architecture.

Botany and Gardening.

Callcott s Scripture Herbal - -&quot; 5
Conversations on Botany - - 6
Fvaiis s Su rar-Plauter s Manual - 9

Hoare On Cultivation of the Vine - 12
Hooker s British Flora - - - 12

&quot; Guide to Kew Gardens - 12
&quot; Introduction to Botany - 16

Lindley s Introduction to Botany 16
London s Hortus Britannicus - 18

Amateur Gardener - 17
&quot; Self-Instruction - - 17

Trees and Shrubs - - 17
&quot;

Gardening - - - 17
&quot; Plants - - - 17

Rivera s Rose Amateur s Guide - 25
Schleiden s Botany, by Lankestur 25

Chronology.

ainting
inter s Manual -

of Architecture ]

ilnated Books -
:

md I.egendaryArt 1

: Townsend s State Trials
i Twining s Philosophy of Painting
i Twiss on the Pope s tetters -

j
Zumpt s Latin Grammar

Geography and
Atlases.

Butler s Geography and Atlases -

Ennan s Travels through Siberia - 9
Hall s Large Library Atlas - - 10

&quot;

Railway Map of England - 1(1

Johnston s General Gazetteer - 15
M Culloch s Geographical Dictionary 19

Murray s Encyclop. of Geography - 22

Sharp s British Gazetteer - - 2



CLASSIFIED INDEX continued.

Pages.
Maitland s Church in the Catacombs li)

Pascal s Works, by 1 earec -

Pyeroft s English Reading - - 24

H ich s Comp. to Latin Dictionary 24

Riddle s Latin Dictionaries - - 25

Kowton s Debater
Si-award s Narrative of his ShipwrecV26

Sunday Book -

Dale s Domestic Liturgy
Discipline
Earl s Daughter (The)

-

Ecclesiastes, illuminated
l lmc- s Thought Hook -

Englishman s Greek Concordance

EnglishmanVIleh.&Chald. Concord.

Natural History in

General.

Callow s Popular Conchology - 5

Doublcdav s liutterllies and Moths
Ephemera and Noting On the Salmon -

Gosse s Nat. lll~t. of Jamaica - il

Grav and Mitchell s Birds - - 111

Knbv and Spence sEntomologj - l(i

Lee s Taxidermy - - 16

Elements of Natural History Hi

Maunder s Natural History
- - 2(1

Tin-ton s Shells ofthellritisli Islands . 11

W itcrton s Essayson Natural Hi-t. 31

Youatt s Th.. Dog - - - - 32
&quot; The Hor-e - - - 32

Hook s Lectures on Passion Week
Home s Introduction to Scriptun

Howson s Suuiiav Evening -

auuson s

j ^ ^. f.^.^is -

&quot; Legends of the Madontl
Jeremy Taylor s Works -

Laneton Parsonage
Letters to My Unknown Friends

on Happiness
Maitland s ( hurch in the Catacon

Margaret Pi

fi Kay On the Social Condition, Sic.,

o f Europe ... - 15
li Laing s Notes of a Traveller - - Hi

7 M Culloch s Geog. Statist. &c. Diet. 19
7 &quot; Dictionary of Commerce 19

2f, &quot; SlatisticsofGt. Britain lil

23 i On Funding & Taxation 1!)

H
, Marcel s Political Economy - - 19

S
, Tooke s Histories of Prices - 30 & 31

The Sciences
in General and Mathe

matics.

So 111

;ilhi

lirandc s Dictionary of Science, &c.
Conversations on Mineralogy
Cresy s Civil Kn K ineerins
De la Eleche sfJ.-olosy ol ( . ornwall.&c

DC la l!i-e s Electricity

Gower s Scientific Phenomena -

Herschel s Outlines of Astronomy
Huml.oldfs Aspects of Nature -

Novels and Works of
Fiction.

M

Mount St. Lawrence
Sir Kotfcr de Covcrley -

Sketches [The
Southey s The Doctor &c.
Twelve&quot; Years Ago: a Tale

One-Volume
Encyclopaedias and

Dictionaries.

Blaine B Rural Sport
Urande s Science, Literal

Copland s Dictionary otMed
Cresy s Civil Engineering
Gwilt s Architedurc
Johnson s Farmer s r.ncydop
Johnston s Geographical Diet

Miiacles of Our Saviour - - 14

Moore On the Use of the Body - 21

Soul and Body - 21
&quot; sMan and bis Motives - 21

Morells Philosophy of Religion - 21

Moshe m s Ecclesiastical History- 22

Mount St. Lawrence - 22 nunfs Researches on Light - - II

Re -tinl Places of the .lust 22 M^i^/oV [he Gi^loVica/Sun-ey 20
Newman s J. II.) Discourses - 22

Moscley s Practical Mechanics - 22
&quot; Engineering*Architecture 22

Owen s Lectures, .11 Comp Anatomy 23

Pcschel s Elements of Physics - 24

Philhps s l os,ils ofCornvvall, Kc. 24
1 estament - Mineralogy , bv Miller - 21

Sermon on the Mount (The) - - 2.1 port i, H.k s Geology of Londonderry 21

&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot; ~i;n

U
im~ of I He - -

2lj Smf^s V^lcchV. ^^^^^ !&quot;
- - 27

Smith s (G.) Perilous Times- 2. steam Emiinc THie l

- - - 3
Smith s :G. ReiigionofAnc. Britain^ T a t,. On Strength of Materials - 29

DodrineoftheCiieruhim 27

(Svdnev Seimons -

&quot; Moral Philo-ophv 27

.I. St. Paul -

Solomon s Song, illuminated - 2:!

Southey ^ Life of .-ley
- -

-&quot;.

Tavler sLady Marv 2il

Margaret; or, the Pearl - 29

I Isaac) Loyola
- 2il

Thumb Bible (The)

Rural Sports.

Loudo

Poetry and the Drama.
3

Aikin s (Dr.) British Poets -

liaillie s (Joanna) Poetical Works 3

l- loivers and their kindred I hou.;hts22
Fruits from (iarden anil l- ii Id - 22

Goldsmith s 1 oems, illustrated - V

Grav s Klegy, illuminated -

Hev s Moral of Flowers - - - 12

Veterinary Medicine,
Sec.

Sylvan Musings
L. E. Li s Poetical \V(

Linwood s Anthologia
Mac.iuhu s Lays of A

s Poetical Work
ical Works

I. alia Hookh -

Irish Melodies -

Songs and Ballad

Shakspearc,!.;

:

-
:i -

!

Religious and Moral
Works.

Amv Herbert
Bloomfleld s Greek Testament - -1

otati

md School do.

Lexicon to do. -

Book of Ruth (illuminated)
- -

Callcott s Scripture Hfrh.il - -

Conyhearc and Hovison s St. Paul

Sentiments & Si

Southev s Poetical Works - - 2h
&quot; British Poets - - - 28

Swain s English Melodies - - 211

Taylor s Virgin Widow - 20

Thomson s Seasons, illustrated - 3(1

&quot; edited by Dr. A.T. Thomson 30

W.itts s Lyrics of the Heart -

Winged Thoughts

Political Economy and
Statistics.

Voyages and
Travels.

Chesney s Euphrates and Tigris - 5

Ermaii V Travelsthrounh Siberia - i)

Forbes s Dahomey - 9

Forester and Hiddulpli s Nor-vay - 9

Head s Tour in Rome - - 11

llumholdt s Aspects of Nature - 13

Lain- sNoti sof a Traveller - l(i

Power s New Zealand Sketches - 24

Itiehardson s Overland Journey - 25

Kovings in the Pacific - - 25

Seaward s Narrative - - - 2C,

Snow s Arctic Voyage - - -28
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Catalogue

NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS,
PUBLISHED BY

MESSKS. LONGMAN, BROWN, GKMEN, AND LONGMANS,

PATERNOSTER HOW, LONDOX.

MISS ACTON S MODERN COOKERY-BOOK.
Modern Cookery in all its Brunches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice. For the use of

Private Families. In a Series of Receipts, all of which have been strictly tested, and are given

with the most minute exactness. By ELIZA ACTON. New Edition : with Directions for Carv

ing, and other Additions. Fcp. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 7s. Cd. cloth.

AIKIN -SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From lien Jonson to Beattic. With Biographical and Critical Prefaces by Dr. AIKI.V. New

Edition, with Supplement, by LUCY AIKIN ; consisting of additional Selections from more

recent Poets. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

ALLEN ON THE ROYAL PREROGATIVE.-AN INQUIRY
into the RISE and GROWTH of the ROYAL PREROGATIVE. By the late JOHN ALLEN,

Master of Dulwich College. New Edition, with the Author s last Corrections: preceded by

M. Berenger s Happort on the Work read before tiie Institute of France
;
an Article on

the same from the EDINBURGH REVIKW; and a Biographical Notice of the Author. To

which is added, An Inquiry into the Life and Character of King Eadwig, from the Author s

MS. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

THE ARTISAN CLUB.-A TREATISE ON THE STEAM
ENGINE, in its Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways. By the

Artisan Club. Edited by JOHN BOUKXK, C.E. New Edition. With 30 Steel Plates and 349

Wood Engravings. 4to. 27s. cluth.

JOANNA BAILLIE S DRAMATIC AND POETICAL WORKS.
Now first collected; complete in One Volume; and comprising the Plays of the Passions,

Miscellaneous Dramas, Metrical Legends, Fugitive Pieces (including several now first pub

lished), and Ahalya Baee. Uniform with the New Edition of James Montgomery s Poetical

Works; with Portrait engraved in line by II. Robinson, and Vignette. Square crown 8vo.

21s. cloth ;
or 42s. handsomely bound in morocco by Hayday.

BANEIELD AND WELD.-THE STATISTICAL COMPANION,
Corrected to 1850; exhibiting the most interesting Facts in Moral and Intellectual, Vital,

Economical, and Political Statistics, at home and abroad. Compiled from Official and other

authentic Sources, by T. C. BANKIULD, Statistical Clerk to the Council of Education
;
and

R. C. \\KLH Assistant-Secretary to the Royal Society. New Edition (1850), corrected and ex

tended. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BAYLDON S ART OE VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES,
And Tenant s Right of Entering and Quitting Farms, explained by several Specimens of

Valuations; with Remarks on the Cultivation pursued on Soils in different Situations.

Adapted to the Use of Landlords, Land-Agents, Appraisers, Farmers, and Tenants. New-

Edition
;
corrected and revised by John Donaldson. 8vo. 10s. Gd. cloth.



NEW WOIIKS AND NEW EDITIONS

BLACK. -A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,
Based on Chemical and Economical Principles: with Formula; for Public Brewers, and

Instructions for Private Families. By WILLIAM BLACK, Practical Brewer. New Edition,

\\ith considerable Additions. 8vo. 10s. &amp;lt;Ul. cloth.

BLAINE.-AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS;
Or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Hunting-, Shooting, Fishing-,

Racing, and other Field Sports and Athletic Amusements of the present day. By DELABERE

P. BLAIXE, Ksc]. Author of &quot; Canine Pathology,&quot; &e. Illustrated by nearly 600 Engravings on

Wood, by H. Branston, from Drawings by Alken, T. Landseer, Dickes, &c. A New and

thoroughly revised Edition, corrected to 1831. In One Large Volume, 8vo. [In the press.

BLAIR S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,
From the Creation to the present time : with Additions and Corrections from the most authen

tic Writers
; including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the Exode

to the Temple. I nder the revision of Sir HKXRY ELLIS, K.H., late Principal Librarian of

the British Museum. Imperial Svo. 31s. Gd. half-bound in morocco.

BLOOMFIELD.-TI1E GREEK TESTAMENT:
With copious English Notes, Critical. Philological, and Explanatory. Especially formed for

the use of advanced Students and Candidates for Holy Orders. By Rev. S. T. BLOOM FIELD,

D.U. F.S.A. New Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, rf.2, cloth.

THE REV. DR. S. T. BLOOMFIELD S ADDITIONAL ANNO-
TATIONS, CRITICAL, PHILOLOGICAL, and EXPLANATORY, on the NEW TES

TAMENT: being a Supplemental Volume to his Edition of The Vi-eek Trstaturnt with

English Xtitci, in 2 vols. Svo. In ( )ne large Volume, of 400 pages, printed in double columns,

uniformly with Dr. Bloomtield s larger Edition of the Greek Testament with English Notes ;

and so arranged as to be divisible into Two Parts, each of which may be bound up with the

Volume to which it refers. Svo. 15s. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.-COLLEGE & SCHOOL GREEK TESTAMENT :

With shorter English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, formed for use in

Colleges and the Public Schools. By the Rev. S. T. BLOOMFIKLP, D.I) F.S.A. New Edition,

greatly enlarged and improved. Fcp. Svo. 10s. Gd. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.-GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON TO THE
NEW TESTAMENT: especially adapted to the use of Colleges, and the Higher Classes in

Public Schools ;
but also intended as a convenient Manual for Biblical Students in general

By Dr. S. T. BLOOMFI KI.D. New Edition, enlarged and improved. Fcp. Svo. 10s. Gd. cloth.

BOURNE. -A CATECHISM OF THE STEAM ENGINE,
Illustrative of the Scientific Principles upon which its Operation depends, and the Practical

Details of its Structure, in its applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways:

with various Su-gestions of Improvement. By JOHN BOURNE, C.E., Editor of the Artisan

Club s
&quot; Treatise on the Steam Engine.&quot; 3d Edition, corrected. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

BRANDE. -A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE,
\N1) ART; comprising- the History, Description, and Scientific Principles of every Branch

of Human Knowledge; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in General Use.

Edited by W. T. BRANDK, F.R.S.L. & E. ; assisted by Dr. J. CAUVIN.. A New and thoroughly

reused Edition, corrected to 1851. In One Large Volume, Svo. with Wood Engravings.

[In the press.

BUDGE.-TIIE PRACTICAL MINER S GUIDE.
Comprising a Set of Trigonometrical Tables adapted

to all the purposes of Oblique or Diagonal,

Vertical Horizontal, and Traverse Dialling; with their application to the Dial, Exerc.se of

Drifts, Lodes, Slides, Levelling, Inaccessible Distances, Heights, &c. By J. BUDGE. New

Edition, considerably enlarged. Svo. with Portrait of the Author, 12s. cloth.



PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. LONGMAN, BHOWN, AND CO.

BULL. THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN,
in HEALTH ami DISEASE. By T. HULL, M.I). Member of the Royal College of Physicians ;

formerly Physician-Accoucheur to the Finsbury Midwifery Institution, and Lecturer on Mid

wifery aiid on the Diseases of Women and Children. New Edition, carefully revised and

enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BULL. HINTS TO MOTHERS,
For the Management of their Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room :

with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion with those subjects, &c. ;
and Hints upon

Nursing. By THOMAS BULL, M.I). New Edition, carefully revised and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo.

5s. cloth.

BUNSEN. EGYPT S PLACE IN UNIVERSAL HISTORY:
An Historical Investigation, in Five Books. By CHRISTIAN C. J. BUNSEN, D.Ph. & U.C.L.

Translated from the German, by C. H. COTTKELL, Esq. M.A. Vol. I. containing the First

Hook, or sources and Primeval Facts of Egyptian History: with an Egyptian Grammar
and Dictionary, and a complete List of Hieroglyphical Signs; an Appendix of Authorities,

embracing the complete Text of Manetho and Eratosthenes, yEgyptiaca from Pliny, Strabo,

&c.
;
and Plates representing the Egyptian Divinities. 8vo. with numerous illustrations,

28s. cloth.

BISHOP BUTLER S SKETCH OE MODERN AND ANCIENT
GEOGRAPHY, for the use of Schools. An entirely New Edition (1851), carefully revised

throughout, with such Alterations introduced as continually progressive Discoveries and the

latest Information have rendered necessary. Edited by the Author s Son, the Rev. THOMAS
BUTLER, Rector of Langar. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

BISHOP BUTLER S GENERAL ATLAS OE MODERN AND
ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY; comprising Fifty-one full-coloured Maps ;

with complete Indices.

New Edition (1851), nearly all re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved ;
with corrections

fror.i the most authentic sources in both the Ancient and Modern Maps, many of which are

entirely new. Edited by the Author s Son, the Rev. T. BUTLKR. Royal 4to. 24s. half-bound.

J
The Modern Atlas. 28 full-coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

Separately } The Ancient Atlas. 23 full- coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

THE CABINET LAWYER :

A Popular Digest of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal ; with a Dictionary of Law

Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp
Duties, Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties

; Post-Office Regulations, and Prison Disci

pline. 15th Edition (1851), enlarged, and corrected throughout, with the Legal Decisions and

Statutes to Michaelmas Term, 13 and 14 Victoria. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. Cd. cloth.

CALLCOTT. A SCRIPTURE HERBAL.
With upwards of 120 Wood Engravings. By Lady CALLCOTT. Square crown 8vo. 25s. cloth.

CATLOW.-POPULAR CONCIIOLOGY ;

Or, the Shell Cabinet arranged: being an Introduction to the Modern System of Conchology :

with a sketch of the Natural History of the Animals, an account of the Formation of the Shells,

and a complete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera. By AGNES CATLOW. Fcp. 8vo.

with 312 Woodcuts, 10s. Cd. cloth.

CIIESNEY.-TIIE EXPEDITION EOR THE SURVEY OE
THE RIVERS EUPHRATES and TIGRIS, carried on by order of the British Government,
in the Years 1835, 183G, and 1837. By Lieut. -Col. CMESNEY, R.A., F.R.S., Commander of

the Expedition. Vols. I. and II. in royal 8vo. with a coloured Index Map and numerous

Plates and Woodcuts, 63s. cloth. Also, an ATLAS of Thirteen Charts of tiie Expedition,

price jt l. lls. Cd. in case.

** The entire work will consist of Four Volumes, royal 8vo. embellished with Ninety-seven

Plates, besides numerous Woodcut Illustrations, from Drawings chiefly made by Officers

employed in the Surveys.



NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

JOHN GOAD S MEMORANDUM.-! CONTEMPORARY AC-
COUNT of the SUFFERINGS of the REBELS sentenced to TRANSPORTATION by JUDGE
JEFFERIES ; being, A Memorandum oftlie Wonderful Providences of God to a poor unworthy

Creature, during the time of the Duke of Monmouth s Rebellion, and to the Revolution in

1088. By JOHN COAD, one the Sufferers. Square fcp. 8vo. 4s. Gd. cloth.

CONYBEARE AND IIOWSON.-TIIE LIFE AND EPISTLES
( ,f SAINT I AUL; comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Paraphrastic

Translation of his Epistles inserted in Chronological Order. Edited by the Rev. W. J.

CoNYiiKAiu-:, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. llowsox,

M.A. late Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. Copiously illustrated by mr; e-

rous Engravings on Steel and Wood of the Principal Places visited by the Apostle, from

Original Drawings made on the sprt by W. 11. Bartlett ;
and by Maps, Charts, Woodcuts of

Co is &c. Viil. I. Part I.
;
with Thirteen Engravings on Steel, Seven Maps and Plans,

and numerous Woodcurs. Ho. 17s. boards.

** In course of publication in Twenty Parts, price 2s. each
;
of which Twelve are now ready.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
New Edition, improved. Fcp. Svo. 22 Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth ;

with the plates coloured, 12s. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON MINERALOGY.
With Plates, engraved by Mr. and Mrs. Lowry, from Original Drawings. New Edition,

enlarged. 2 vols. fcp. svo. 14s. cloth.

COOK. -THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES:
With a Commentary, and Practical and Devotional Suggestions, for the Use of Readers and

Students of the English Bible. By the Rev. F. C. COOK, M.A. one of Her Majesty s Inspec

tors of Church Schools. Post Svo. Ss. (id. cloth.

COOPER-PRACTICAL AND FAMILIAR SERMONS,
Designed for Paivhia! and Domestic Instruction. By the Rev. EUWAIID Cool KH. New Edi

tion. 7 vols. 12mo. st\. 18s. boards.

COPLAND.-A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE;
comprising General Patholo-y, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,

and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of

Life; with numerous approved Formulae of the Medicines recommended. By JAM us COPLAND,

M.I). Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte s Lying-in Hospital, &c. &c. Vols. 1. and II.

8vo. .i3, cloth ;
and Parts X. to XIV. 4s (id. each, sewed.

THE CHILDREN S OWN SUNDAY-BOOK.
By Miss .Iri.iA COKNKH, Author of &quot;Questions on the History of Europe,&quot; &c. With Two

Illustrations engraved on Steel. Square fcp. Svo. 5s. cioth.

CRESY.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By EDWARD CRKSY, F.S.A. C.E. In One very

large Volume, illustrated by upwards of Three Thousand Engravings on Wood, explanatory

of the Principles, Machinery, and Constructions which come under the Direction of the

Civil Engineer, svo. 3. 13s. Cd. cloth.

THE CRICKET-FIELD; OR, THE SCIENCE AND HISTORY
of the GAME. Illustrated with Diagrams, and enlivened with Anecdotes. By the Author

of &quot;

Principles of Scientific Batting,&quot; &quot;Recollections of College Days,&quot; &c. With Two

Engravings on Steel
;
umfonn with Hurry Hleui-er x Hunting-Field. Fcp. Svo.

[Nearly ready.



PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. LONCiMAN, BHOWN, AM) CO.

DISCIPLINE.
By the Authoress of &quot;Letters to my Unknown Friends,&quot; &quot;Twelve Years Ago,&quot; &quot;Some

Passages from Modern History,&quot; and &quot;Letters on Happiness.&quot; Second Edition, enlarged.
18mo. 2s. Od. cloth.

DIXON.-THE GEOLOGY AND FOSSILS OF THE TERTIARY
and CRETACEOUS FORMATION S of SUSSEX. IJy the late FREDERICK Dixox, Esq. F.G.S.

The Fossils engraved from Drawings by Messrs. Sowerby, Dinkel, and Erxleben. In One
large Volume, with 4i Plates and many Wood Engravings, lloyal 4to. 63s. cloth

;
India

Proofs, 5s. 5s.

*** In this work are embodied the results of many years Geological and PahTontological
observations by the Author, together with some remarks on the Archaeology of Sussex. It

also includes Descriptions -Of the fossil Reptilia, by Prof. Owen, F.R.S.; of the Echino-

derma, by Prof. Edward Forbes, F.R.S.
;
of the Crustacea, by Prof. Thomas Hell, Sec. R.S.

;

of the Corals, by William Lonsdule, Esq. F.G.S.
;
and of the fossil Shells, by J. De Carle

Sowcrby, Esq. F.L.S.

CROCKER S ELEMENTS OF LAND SURVEYING.
New Edition, corrected throughout, and considerably improved and modernized, by T. G.

BTXT, Land Surveyor. To which are added, TABLES OF SIX-FIGURK LOGARITHMS,
&c., superintended by R. FARLEY, ofthe Nautical Almanac Establishment. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

*** Mr. Farley s Tables of Six-Figure Logarithms may be had separately, price 4s. Od.

DALE.-TIIE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND FAMILY CHAP-
LAIN

,
in two Parts: The First Part being Church Services adapted for domestic use,

with Prayers for every day of the week, selected exclusively from the Book of Common
Prayer; Part 11. comprising an appropriate Sermon for every Sunday in the year. By
the Rev. THOMAS DALE, M.A., Canon Residentiary of St. Paul s Cathedral. 2d Edition.

Post 4to. 21s. cloth : or, bound by Hayday, 31s. 6d. calf lettered ;
,2. 10s. morocco.

r THE FAMILY CIIAIM.AIX, price 12s. cloth.

Separately { TlUi 1)oM1 .;srlc LITURGY, price 10s. Od. cloth.

DANDOLO.-TIIE ITALIAN VOLUNTEERS AND LOMBARD
lilFLE BRIGADE in the YEARS 1848-49. Translated from the Italian of Emilio Dandolo.

Edited by the Rev. T. L. WOLLKY. [Xearly ready.

DELABECI1E.-T11E GEOLOGICAL OBSERVER.
By Sir IIi&amp;lt;r KY T. DELAHICCHK, F.R S., Director-General of the Geological Survey of the

United Kingdom. In One large Volume, with many Wood Engravings. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

DELABECIIE. - REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORN-
WALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. By HEXRY T. DELVHKCIIK, F.R.S. ,

Di

rector-General of tlie Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Published by Order of

the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Pates,
j

14s. cloth.

DE LA RIVE S WORK ON ELECTRICITY. -A TREATISE
on ELECTRICITY; its Theory and Practical Application. By A. Du LA RIVE, of the

Academy of Geneva. Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings. 2 vols. 8vo.

[A twty ready.

DENNISTOUN.- MEMOIRS OF THE DUKES OFURBINO;
Illustrating the Arms, Arts, and Literature of Italy, from MCCCCXL. to MDCXXX. By
JAMES DEXXISTOUX, of Dennistoun. With numerous Portraits, Plates, Fac-similes, and

Engravings on Wood. 3 vols. crown 8vo. 1. Ss. cloth.
&quot; The otijtct cif these volumes is to combine a general picture of the progress of Italian literature and art under
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DOUBLEDAY AND IIEWITSON S BUTTERFLIES. - THE
GENERA of DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA

; comprising their Generic Characters-a Notice
of the Habits and Transformations and a Catalogue of the Species ofeacli Genus. My
EDWARD DOUBI.KDAY, Esq. F.L.S.fce., late Assistant in the Zoological Department of the
Hritish Museum. Continued by J. O. WKSTWOOD, Esq. Illustrated with 75 Coloured Plates,
by W. C. HK\\ ITSON, Esq. Author (if

&quot; Hritish Oology.&quot; Imperial 4to. uniform with Gray
and Mitchell s

&quot; Genera of Mirds.&quot;

*** In course of publication in Monthly Parts, 5s. each
;
ofwhich 41 have appeared. The

publication, which had been suspended in consequence of the death of Mr. Doubleday, is

now resumed, and will be continued regularly until the completion of the work in about
Fifty Parts.

DRESDEN GALLERY -TILE MOST CELEBRATE I) PICTURES
of the ROYAL CALLKKY at DRESDEN, drawn on Stone, from the Originals, by Franz
Ilanfstaengl : with Descriptive and Hiograpliical Notices, in French and German. Nos. I.

to l.VHI. imperial folio, each containing 3 Plates, with Letter-press, price 20s. to Subscribers ;

to Non Subscribers, 30s. Single Plates, 12s. each.

V To be completed in 2 more numbers, price 20s. each, to Subscribers. Nos. LI. to LX.
contain each Four Plates and Letterpress.

DUNLOP.-TIIE HISTORY OE FICTION:
Heing a Critical Account of the most celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest
Greek Romances to the Novels of the Present Age. My JOHN Duxi.oi , Esq. New Edition,
complete in One Volume. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

EASTLAKE. MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF OIL
PAINTING. By CHARLES LOCK EASTLAKE, Esq. P.R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A.

; Secretary to the

Royal Commission for i pimo .ini: the Fine Arts in connexion with the rebuilding of the Houses
of Parliament, &c. Svo. IGs. cloth.

** Vol. II. On the Italian Practice of Oil Painting, \9preparingforpublication.

ELMES S THOUGHT ROOK, OR IIOR/E VACIVyE.
Hone Vacivie

; or, a Thought Hook of the Wise Spirits of all Ages and all Countries, for all

Men and all Hfiirs. Collected, arranged, and edited by JAMKS ELM us, Author of &quot; Me
moirs of Sir Christopher \Vren,&quot; c. Fcp. iGmo. (printed by C. Whittingham, Chiswick),
4s. Gd. bound in cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE
j

NEW TKSTAMENT: beinir an Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek and the

English Texts
; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-English

and English-Greek. New Edition, with a new Index. Royal 8vo. 42s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN S HEBREW AND CHALDEE CON-
CORDANC!-: of the OLD TESTAMENT; being an Attempt at a Verbal Connection between
the Original and the English Translations : with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names and
their occurrences, &c. 2 vols. royal Hvo. .*3. 13s. fid. cloth; large paper, 4. 14s. 6d.

EPHEMERA.-THE BOOK OF THE SALMON:
In Two Parts. Part I. The Theory, Principles, and Practice of Fly-Fishing for Salmon : with
Lists of good Salmon Flies for every good River in the. Empire; Part II. The Natural History
of the Salmon, all Its known Habits described, and the best way of artificially Mreeding It

explained. Usefully illustrated with numerous Coloured Engravings of Salmon Flies and
Salmon Fry. My EPHKMKKA, Author of&quot; A Hand-Hook of Angling;&quot; assisted by ANDHKW
YOUNG, of Invershin, Manager of the Duke of Sutherland s Salmon Fisheries. F cp. 8vo.

with coloured Mates, 14s. cloth.

EPHEMERA. -A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING;
Teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Mottom-fishm , Salmon-fishing; with the Natural History of

River Fish, and the best modes of Catching them. My KPIIEMKKA, of &quot; Hell s Life in

London.&quot; New Edition, enlarged. Fcp 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 9s. cloth.
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ERMAN.-TRAVELS IN SIBERIA:
including Excursions northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and southwards to the

Chinese Frontier. I5y Anon H ERMAN. Translated by \V. D. COOLEY, Esq. Author of

&quot;The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery ;&quot;
2 vols. 8vo. with Map, 31s. Cd. cloth.

EVANS.-TIIE SUGAR PLANTER S MANUAL :

Being a Treatise on the Art of obtaining Sugar from the Sugar Cane. By W. J. EVANS, M.D.
8vo. 9s. cloth.

FORBES.-DAHOMEY AND THE DAI10MANS :

Being the Journals of Two Missions to the King of Dahomey, and Residence at his Capital,

in the Years 1849 and 1850. By FREDERICK E. FORBES, Commander, R.N., F.R.G.S.; Au
thor of &quot; Five Years in China,&quot; and

&quot; Six Months in the African Blockade.&quot; With 10 Plates,

printed in Colours, and 3 Wood Engravings. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

FORESTER AND BIDDULPH S NORWAY.
Norway in 1848 and 1849 : containing Rambles among the Fjelds and Fjords of the Central and

Western Districts
;
and including Remarks on its Political, Military, Ecclesiastical, and Social

Organisation. By THOMAS FORESTER, Esq. With Extracts from the Journals of Lieutenant

M. S. BIDDULPH, Royal Artillery. With a new Map, Woodcuts, and Ten coloured Plates

from Drawings made on the spot. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

FOSS.-THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND :

with Sketches of tlieir Lives, and Miscellaneous Notices connected with the Courts at West
minster from the time of the Conquest. By EDWARD Foss, F.S.A. of the Inner Temple.
Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

FOSTER A HANDBOOK OF MODERN EUROPEAN LITE-
11ATURK: British, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish and Rus

sian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish. With a full Biographical and Chronological Index.

By Mrs. FOSTER. Fcp. 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

V* The object of this book is, not so much to give elaborate criticisms on the various writers

in the language to whose literature it is intended as a guide, as to direct the student to the

best writers in each, and to inform him on what subjects they have written.

GIBBON S HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. A new Edition, complete in One Volume. With an Account of the Author s

Life and Writings, by ALEXANDER CHALMERS, Esq. F.A.S. 8vo. with Portrait, 18s. cloth.

*** An Edition, in 8 vols. 8vo. 60s. boards.

GILBART.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BANKING.
By JAMES WILLIAM GILBART, F.R S. General Manager of the London and Westminster
Bank. 5th Edition, with Portrait of the Author, and View of the &quot; London and Westminster

Bank,&quot; Lothbury. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

GOLDSMITH. -- THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER
GOLDSMITH. Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etching
Club. With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edited by BOLTON CORNEY,
Esq. Square crown 8vo. uniform with Thomson s Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club,
21s. cloth; or, bound in morocco by Hayday, \. 16s.

GOSSE.-NATURAL HISTORY OF THE ISLAND OF JAMAICA.
By P. H. GOSSE, Author of &quot;The Birds of Jamaica,&quot;

&quot;

Popular British Ornithology,&quot; &c.
Post 8vo. with coloured Plates. [Xearly read;/,

GOWER. THE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA OF DOMESTIC
LIFE, familiarly explained. By CHARLES FOOTE GOWER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with

Wood Engravings, 5s. cloth.

c
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GRAHAM.-ENGLISH ; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION :

explained in a Scries of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. GKAHAM. New Kdition,
revised and improved. Fop. Svo. Gs. cloth.

GRANT-LETTERS PROM TILE MOUNTAINS.
Being the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1773 and 1803. By Mrs GRANT,
of Lag&amp;lt;ran. New Kdition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her son, J. I . GRANT,
Ks&amp;lt;j.

2 vols. post Svo. 21s. cloth.

GRANT. MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE OF TILE
late Mrs. Grant, of Liggan, Author of &quot; Letters from the Mountains,&quot;

&quot; Memoirs of an
American Lady,&quot; &c. Edited by her Son, J. I . GKANT, Ksq. New Kdition. 3 vols. post 3vo.
with Portrait, 31s. fid. cloth.

GRAY.-TARLES AND FORMULA FOR THE COMPUTATION
of LIFE CONTINGENCIES; with copious Examples of Annuity, Assurance, and Friendly
Society Calculations. By I KTKK (iiiAY, F.R.A.S. Associate of the Institute of Actuaries of
Great Britain and Ireland. Koyal Svo. 15s. cloth.

GRAY AND MITCHELL S ORNITHOLOGY. TITK GENERA
Of BIRDS

; comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and
an extensive List of Species, referred to their several Genera. By G&amp;gt;:oit(iK KOIJKKT GKAV,
Acad. Imp. Grorir. Florent. Soc. Corresp., Senior Assistant of tlie Natural History Depart
ment in the British Museum. Illustrated with lifil) I hitrs ( 17.&quot;&amp;gt; plain and 1S5 coloured), drawn
on stone, by DAVID WILLIAM MITCHKI.L, B.A., F.L.S., Secretary to the Zoological Society
of London, &c. 3 vols. imperial 4to. ,31. lUs. half-bound morocco, gilt tops.

GWILT.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE;
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By .Iosi:i&amp;gt;n GWII.T. Illustrated with more than

One Thousand Kngravinirs on Wood, from Desiirus by J. S. GWILT. Second Kdition
(18.&quot;&amp;gt;1),

with a Supplemental View of the Symmetry anil Stability of Gothic Architecture
; comprising

upwards of Kighty additional Woodcuts. Svo. 52s. fid. cloth

SUPPLEMENT TO (WILT S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCIII-
TKCTURK. Comprising a View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architecture;
Addenda to the Glossary; and an Index to the entire Work. By JOSKIMI GWILT. Illus

trated by upwards of Eighty Wood Kngravings by R. Branston. Svo. (is. cloth.

SIDNEY HALL S MW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS
OF FIFTY-TURK K MAI S (si/.e 20jn. by 1C, in.), with the Divisions and Boundaries care

fully coloured
;
and an Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the Maps, with their

Latitude and Longitude. An entirely New Kdition, corrected throughout from the best and

most recent Authorities; with all the Railways laid down, and many of the. Maps re-drawn

and re-engraved. Colombier 4to. .t 5. 5s. half-bound in russia.

SIDNEY HALL S RAILWAY MAP OF ENGLAND AND
WALES. Square fcp. Svo. 2s. fid. cloth.

** The Map of England and Wales, contained in &quot;

Sidney Hall s Large Railway Atlas&quot; (size

20 in. by 1C, in.) corrected and re-engraved, with all the Lines of Railway laid down, may be

had separately, price 2s. fid., coloured and mounted on folding canvas in a case for the ;

pocket.

IIAMILTON.-CRITICAL ESSAYS ON PHILOSOPHY, LITE-
RATURE, and ACADEMICAL REFORM, contributed to The Edinburgh Review by Sir

William Hamilton, Bart. With additional Notes an 1 Appendices. [In the pre-s.

HARRISON.-ON THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND PRESENT
STRUCTURK of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By the Rev. M. HAKKISON, M.A. late

Fellow of Queen s College, Oxford. Post Svo. 8s. 6d. cloth.
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HARRY HIEOVER.-THE HUNTING-FIELD.
By UAUHY HIEOVKK, Author of &quot; Stable-Talk and Table-Talk; or, Spectacles for Young

Sportsmen.&quot; With Two I lates One representing The Right Sort; the other, The Wrung Sort.

Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY IIIEOVER.-PRACTICAL HORSEMANSHIP.
By HAIIUY IliKovicit, Author of &quot;Stable Talk and Table Talk; or, Spectacles for Young

Sportsmen.&quot; W tli 2 Plates One representing Going like- ll or/aiien ; the other, Going like

Muffs, i cp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY IIIEOVER.-TIIE STUD, FOR PRACTICAL PUR-
POSKS AXI) PRACTICAL MEN : being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse for use more than

for show. By HA URY Hi i;oviiit, Author of
&quot; Stable Talk and Table Talk.&quot; With Two Plates

One representing A pretty gooil xort. for most purposes; the other, littyt/it-r a bad sort for

any purpose. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY IIIEOVER.-TIIE POCKET AND THE STUD;
Or, Practical Hints on the Management of the Stable. Hy HAHRY HiKOVEa, Author of

&quot; Stable-Talk and Table-Talk ; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen.&quot; Second Edition
; with

Portrait of the Author on his favourite Horse Ilarlc jiiin. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY IIIEOVER.- STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK;
or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN . By HARRY HIBOVER. New Edition.

2 vois. 8vo. witli Portrait, 24s. cloth.

J1AWKER.-INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut. -Col. P. HAWKEH. New Edition,

corrected, enlarged, and improved; with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard and

Branston, from Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

HAYDN.-TIIE BOOK OF DIGNITIES; OR, ROLLS OF THE
OFFICIAL IM-;US&amp;lt; INAGKS of the BRITISH EM PIKE, from the EARLIEST PERIODS to the

PRI .SKXTTIME: comprising the Administrations of Great Britain; the Offices of State, and

all the Public Departments ;
the Ecclesiastical Dignitaries; the Functionaries of the Law; the

Commanders of the Army and Navy; and the Hereditary Honours and other Distinctions

conferred upon Families and Public Men. Being a New Edition, improved and continued, of

BKATSON S POLITICAL INDEX. By JOSEPH HAYDN, Compiler of &quot;The Dictionary of

Dates,&quot; and other Works. In One very large Volume, 8vo. [In the Spring.

IIEAD.-TIIE METAMORPHOSES OF APULEIUS :

A Romance of the Second Century. Translated from the Latin by Sir GEORGE HEAD, Author

of&quot; A Tour of Many Days in Rome
;&quot;

Translator of &quot; Historical Memoirs of Cardinal Pacca.&quot;

Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

HEAD -HISTORICAL MEMOIRS OF CARDINAL PACCA,
Prime Minister to Pius VI 1. Written by Himself. Translated from the Italian, by Sir GEORGE

HEAD, Author of &quot; Rome : a Tour of Many Days.&quot; 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SIR GEORGE HEAD. ROME :

A Tour of Many Days. By Sir GEORGE HKAD. 3 vols. 8vo. 3Gs. cloth.

SIR JOHN IIERSCHEL.-OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY.
By Sir JOHN F. \V. H KKSCHKL. Bart. &c. &c. &c. New Edition

;
with Plates and Wood En-

aTaviiiars. Svo. 18s. cloth.



MRS. HEY. THE MORAL OF FLOWERS
;

Or, Thoughts gathered from the Field and the Garden. By Mrs. HEY. Being a New Edition
of &quot;The Moral of Flowers

;&quot;
and consisting of Poetical Thoughts on Garden and Field

Flowers, accompanied by Drawings beautifully coloured after Nature. Square crown 8vo.
uniform in size with Thomson s Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club, 21s. cloth.

MRS. IIEY.-SYLVAN MUSINGS
;

Or, the Spirit of the Woods. By Mrs. HEY. Being a New Edition of the &quot;Spirit of the
Woods

;&quot;
and consisting of Poetical Thoughts on Forest Trees, accompanied by Drawings of

Blossoms and Foliage, beautifully coloured after Nature. Square crown Svo. uniform in size
with Thornton s Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club, 21s. cloth.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY :

With a Glance at Bad Habits. By Ayca-yos.
&quot; Manners make the man.&quot; New Edition,

revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

IIOARE.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION
OF THK GRAPH VINE ON OPKN WALLS. By CLEMENT HOAKE. New Edition. Svo.
7s. Gd. cloth.

LORD HOLLAND S FOREIGN REMINISCENCES. FOREIGN
RHMINISCENCES. By HENRY RICHARD LORD HOLLAND. Comprising Anecdotes, and an
Account of such Persons and Political Intrigues in Foreign Countries as have fallen \rithin
his Lordship s observation. Edited by his Son, HEXRY EDWARD LORD HOLLAND; with
Fac-simile. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

HOOK. THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD S MINISTRY:
A Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By WALTER FARHUHAR
HOOK, D.D. Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.
New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

HOOKER. KEW GARDENS;
Or, a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir WILLIAM JACKSON
HOOKER, K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. &L.S. &c. &c. Director. New Edition. ICmo. with numerous
Wood Engravings, 6d. sewed.

HOOKER AND ARNOTT. THE BRITISH FLORA;
Comprising the Ph.Tnogamotis or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. The Sixth Edition (1850),
with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous

Plants, the Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. HOOKER, F.R.A.
and L.S. &c., and G. A. WALKKH-ARXOTT, LL.I). F.L.S. and R.S. Ed.; Regius Professor
of Botany in the University of Glasgow. In One very thick Volume, 12mo. with 12 Piates, I4s.

cloth; or with the Plates coloured, price 21s.

HORNE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY
and KNOWLEDGE of the HOLY SCRIPTURES. By THOMA&amp;gt; HAUTWKLL HORNE, B.D.
of St. John s College, Cambridge; Rector of the united Parishes of St. Edmund the King
and Martyr, and St. Nicholas Aeons, Lombard Street

; Prebendary of St. Paul s. New
Edition, revised and corrected. 5 vols. Svo. with numerous Maps and Facsimiles of Biblical

Manuscripts, C3s. cloth; or 5, bound in calf.

HORNE. A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY of the BIBLE. By THOMAS HARTWKLL HORNE, B.D. of St. John s College,
Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his &quot; Introduction to the Critical Study and Know
ledge of the Holy Scriptures.&quot; New Edition, corrected and enlarged. 12mo. with Maps and
other Engravings, 9s. boards.

HOWITT. THE CHILDREN S YEAR.
By MARY HOWITT. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original
Designs by ANNA MARY HOWITT. Square 16mo. 5s. cloth.
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HOWITT.-TIIE BOY S COUNTRY BOOK:
Beino-the real Life of a Country Hoy, written by himself; exhibiting all the Amusements,

Pleasures, and I ursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by WILLIAM HOWITT. New

Kdition. Fep. 8vo. with 40 Woodcuts, Cs. cloth.

HOWITT.-TIIE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By WILLIAM Howrrr. New Kdition, corrected and revised ;

with Engravings on wood, by

Bewick and Williams : uniform with Vixits to KcMurkMe Places. Medium 8vo. 21s. cU

HOWITT.-VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages iu English History and

Poetry. By WILLIAM HOWITT. X.:w Edition ;
with 40 Engravings on Wood. A

21s. cloth.

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM, with a
,

Stroll along the BORDER. With upwards of 40 Engravings on Wood. Med

21s. cloth.

HOWSON. SUNDAY EVENING :

Twelre Short Sermons for Family Reading. 1. The Presence of Christ ;
2. Inward and O

ward Life- 3 The Threefold Warning ;
4. Our Father s Business; 5. Spiritual Murder ;

G.

Dutv of Amiability ; 7. Honesty and Candour ;
8. St. i-eter and Cornelius ;

9. The A

Traveller; 10. St. Andiew; 11. The Grave of Lazarus; 12. The Resurrection of the Body.

By the Rev. J. S. HOWSON, M A. Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool, and

Chaplain to the Duke of Sutherland. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. Cd. cloth.

HOWSON AND CONYBEARE.-TIIE LIFE AND EPISTLES
of SUNT P\UL. By the Rev. J. S. Howsox, M.A., and the Rev. W. J. CONYBKAKK, M.A.

2 vols. 4to. very copiously illustrated by W. II. Barttlett.

HUDSON-TUB EXECUTOR S GUIDE.
By J. C HUDSON, Esq. late of the Legacy Duty Office, London ;

Author of&quot; Plain Directions

fo r Making Wills,&quot; and &quot;The Parent s Hand-book.&quot; New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

HUDSON-PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS
In Conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Will. 4 an&amp;lt;l 1 Viet.

c 26 To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the distribution ot 1 er-

sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy ;
with two Forms of Wills, and much useful information,

&c. By J. C. HUDSON, Esq. New Edition, corrected. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. (Jd. cloth.

** These Two works may be had in One Volume, 7s. cloth.

IIUMBOLDT.-ASPECTS OF NATURE
In Different Lands and Different Climates; with Scientific Elucidations.

Ii&amp;gt;
ALEXANDKH\ON

HI-MBOLDT. Translated, with the Author s sanction and co-operation, and at his exp

desire, by Mrs. SAHIXK. New Edition. I6ino. 6s. cloth : or in 2 vols. 3s

Half-a-Ci-own each, sewed.

1 BARON HUMBOLDT S COSMOS ;

Or a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author s sanction

and co-operation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel EDWAHD SABINE, R.A.

For Sec R S. New Edition. Vols. I. and II. lOmo. Half-a-Crown eaeh,sewed; 3s. 6d. each,

cloth: or in post 8vo. 12s. each, cloth. -Vol. ! II. Part 1. post 8vo. 6s. cloth : or in 1(5

sewed ; 3s. 6d. cloth.

HUMPHREYS-SENTIMENTS & SIMILES OF SIIAKSPEARE:

A Classified Selection of Similes, Definitions, Descriptions, and other remarkable Passages in

Shakspeare s Plays and Poems With an elaborately illuminated border in the characteristic

style of the Elizabethan Period, and other Embellishments. Bound in very massive carve,

and pierced covers containing in deep relief a medallion Head of Shakspeare Ihe 1

nations and Ornaments designed and executed by Hemy Noel Humphreys, Illuminator o

&quot; A Record of the Black Prince,&quot; &c. Square post 8vo.
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HUMPHREYS.-! RECORD OF THE BLACK PRINCE;
Being a Selection of such Passages in bis Life as have been most quaintly and strikingly nar
rated by the Chroniclers of the Period. Embellished with highly-wrought Miniatures and
Bordering,

selected from various Illuminated MSS. referring to Events connected with
English History. By HENRY XOEL HUMPHREYS. Post 8vo. in a richly carved and pierced
binding, 21s.

HUMPHREYS-TILE BOOK OF RUTH.
From the Holy Scriptures. Embellished with brilliant coloured Borders, selected from some

1 the linest Illuminated MS*, in the British Museum, the Bibliotheqne Xationale Paris the
ic Museum, &c.

;
and with highly-finished Miniatures. The Illuminations executed bys KY .NOKL HUMPHREYS. .Square fcp. 8vo. in deeply embossed leather covers, 21s.

HUMPHREYS. -MAXIMS AXD PRECEPTS OF THESAMOUR: being a Selection of the most beautiful Christian Precepts contained in theFour Gospels. Illustrated by a series of Illuminations of original character, founded on
the Passages-&quot; Behold the Fowls of the Air,&quot; &,-., &quot;Consider the Lilies of the Field &quot; &e
The Illuminations executed by HKXKV XOKL HUMPHREYS. Square fcp. 8vo 21 S richlybound in stamped calf; or 30s. in morocco by llayday.

HUMPH REYS.-THE MIRACLES OF OUR SAVIOUR.
With rich and appropriate Borders of original Design, a series of Illuminated Figures of the
Apostles from the Old Masters, Six Illuminated Miniatures, and other Embellishments The
Illuminations executed by HKNRY NOEL HUMPHREYS. Square fcp. 8vo. in massive carved
covers, 21s.

j
or bound in morocco by llayday, 80s.

HUMPIIREYS.-PARABLES OF OUR LORI).
Kiddy illuminated with appropriate Borders printed in Colours and in l!] ;lck and Gold

sign from one of the early German Engravers. The Illuminations executed byIISNHY NOEL HUMPHREYS. Square fcp. 8vo. 21s. in a massive carved binding; or 30sbound in morocco by llayday.

HUMPHREYS AND JOXES.-THE ILLUMIXATED ROOKS
OF THE MIDDM* A(iES: A series of Fac-similes from the most beautiful MS-: o f the
Middle Ages, printed in Gold, Silver, and Colours by OWEN JONES

; selected and described
by HKNRY NOEL HUMPHREYS. Kle-antly bound in antique calf. Koval folio 10 10s
imperial folio (large paper), ..]&amp;lt;;. his.

HUNT-RESEARCHES OX LIGHT:
An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes
produced by the Influence of the Solar Kays: embracing all the k, HUM, Photographic Pro
cesses, and new Discoveries in the Art By KOUKKT HUNT, Keeper of Mining RecordsMuseum ot IV.iclica! Geology. 8vo. with Hate and Woodcuts, 10s. (id. cloth.

MRS. JAMESOX S LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS
as represented in th- Fine Arts. Containing St. Benedict and the Early Benedictines in
Italy, France, Spain, and Flanders; the Benedictines in England and &quot;in Germany the
Reformed Benedictines; early Royal Saints connected with the Benedictine Order- the
Augustines; Orders derived from the Augustine Rule; the Mendicant Orders- the Jesuits-
and the Order of the Violation of St. Mary. Forming the SECOND SERIFS of tarred ,n,d
Legendary A,-/. \Vith Eleven Etchings by the Author, and 84 Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo
28s. cloth.

MRS. JAM ESOX S SACRED AXD LEGENDARY ART
;

Or, Legends of the Saints and .Martyrs. FIRST SERIES. Containing Legends of the Angelsand Archangels ; the Evangelists and Apostles ; the Greek and Latin Fathers
; the Magda

lene
;
the Patron Saints; the Virgin Patronesses

;
the Martyrs ; the Bishops ;

the Hermits
;and the Warrior-Saints of Christendom. Second Edition (1S50), printed in One Volume for

the convenience of Students and Travellers; with numerous Woodcuts, and Sixteen
Etchings by the Author. Square crown 8vo. 28s. cloth.
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MRS. JAMESON S LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA,
As represented in the Fine Arts. Formingthc Tumi) and /oiii-litduif; SERIES of Surn-tl find

Legendary Art. By Mrs. JAMESON, Author of &quot; Characteristics of Women,&quot; &c. With

Etchings by the Author, and Engravings on Wood. Square crown 8vo. [In the press.

JARDINE.-A TREATISE OF EQUIVOCATION;
Wherein is largely discussed the question Whether a Catholieke or any other Person before a

Magistrate, being demanded upon his Oath whether a L reiste were in sucli a place, may (not

withstanding his perfect knowledge to the contrary), without I erjury, and securely in con

science, answer No : with this secret meaning reserved in his Mynde That he was not there,

so that any man is bounde to detect it. Kdited from the Original Manuscript in the Bodleian

Library, by DAVID JAKDIXE, of the Middle Temple, Esq., Hamster at Law; Author of the

&quot; Narrative of the Gunpowder Treason,&quot; prefixed to his edition of the &quot; Criminal Trials.&quot;

[//( the press.

JEFFREY. - CONTRIBUTIONS TO TILE EDINBURGH
HEVIKW. By FRANCIS JEFFREY, late One of the Judges of the Court of Session in Scotland.

Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR S ENTIRE WORKS:
With the Life by Bishop HKBEK Revised and corrected by the Uev. CHARLES PAGK

EDEN, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. Vols. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. and VIII. 8vo. 10s. (id.

each.

** In course of publication, in Ten Volumes, price Ilalf-a-Guinea each. Vol. I. (the last

in order of publication) will contain Bishop Ueber s Life of Jeremy Taylor, extended by the

Editor. Vol. IX. is in the press.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR. -READINGS EOR EVERY DAY
in LENT : compiled from the Writings of BISIIOL- JEREM Y TAYLOR. By the Author of Amy
Herbert,&quot; &quot;The Child s First History of Rome,&quot; &c. Fcp. 8vo, 5s. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE FARMER S ENCYCLOPEDIA,
And Dictionary of Rural Affairs: embracing all the recent Discoveries in Agricultural Che

mistry; adapted to the comprehension of unscientific readers. By CUTHBKKT W. JOHNSON,

Esq. F.R.S. Barrister-at-Law ;
Editor of the &quot; Farmer s Almanack,&quot; &c. 8vo. with Wood

Engravings, .2. 10s. cloth.

JOIINSON.-THE WISDOM OF THE RAMBLER, ADVEN-
TURER, and IDLER: comprising a Selection of 110 of the best Essays. By SAMUEL

JOHNSON, LL.D. Fcp. Svo. 7s. cloth.

JOIINSTON.-A NEW DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: forming a complete General Gazetteer of

the World. By ALEXANDER KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E. F.R.G.S. F.G.S. ; Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordinary to Her Majesty ;
Author of &quot; The I hysical Atlas of Natural Pheno

mena.&quot; &quot;in One very large Volume of 1,410 pages ; comprising nearly Fifty Thousand Names

of Places. Svo. 3Gs. cloth ;
or strongly half-bound in russia, with flexible back, price 41s.

KAY.-THE SOCIAL CONDITION AND EDUCATION OF \

the PEOPLE in ENGLAND and EUR !PE : shewing the Results of the Primary Schools and

of the Division of Landed Property in Foreign Countries By JOSEPH KAY, Esq. ALA. of

Trinity College, Cambridge : Barrister-at-Law ;
and late Travelling Bachelor of the University

of Cambridge. 2 thick vols. post Svo. 21s. cloth.

KEMBLE.-THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND :

a History of the English Commonwealth till the period of the Norman Conquest. By JOHN-

MITCHELL KEMBLE, M.A., F.C.P.S., &c. 2 vols. Svo. 28s. cloth.

KINDERSLEY.-TIIE VERY JOYOUS, PLEASANT, AND
REFRESHING HISTORY of the Feats, Exploits, Triumphs, and Achievements of the Good

Knight, without Fear and without Reproach, the gentle LORD DK BAYARD. Set forth in

English by EDWARD COCKBURN KINDERSLEY, Esq. With Ornamental Headings, and

Frontispiece by E. H. Wehnert. Square post Svo. 9s. Cd. cloth.
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KIRBY&SPENCE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an account of noxious and useful

Inserts, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,

Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. KIIU;Y, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barham
; and W.

SiMixcic, Esq. F.R.S. & L.S. New Kdition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Plates, Sis. fid. cloth.

LAI Xf}. OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOCIAL AND POLI-
T1CAL STATIC of the EUROPEAN PEOPLE in 1848 and 1849 : being the Second Series of
&quot; Notes of a Traveller.&quot; l!y SAMTKI, LAI.VG, Ksi|. Author of &quot; A Journal of a Residence in

Norway,&quot;
&quot; A Tour in Sweden,&quot; the Translation of &quot; The Heimskringla,&quot; and of &quot; Notes of

a Traveller on the Social and Political State of France, Prussia, &c.&quot; 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LATIIAM.-ON DISEASES OF THE HEART.
Lectures on Subjects connected with Clinical Medicine; comprising: Diseases of the Heart.

By P. M. LATH AM, .M. I)., 1 hvMcrin Extraordinary to the Queen ;
and late Physciian to St.

Bartholomew s Hospital. New Kdition. 2 vols. 12mo. His. Cloth.

IJ;E.-ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY;
Or, First Principles of Zoology. For the use of Schools and Young Persons. Comprising
the Principles oi Classification interspersed with amusing and instructive original Accounts

of the most remar!,;iblc Animals. By .Mrs. R. LICK. New Kdition, revised and enlarged,
with numerous addit onal Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. (id. cloth.

LEE-TAXIDERMY;
Or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and Mounting Objects of Natural History. For the

use of Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. R. LICE. New Kdition, improved ;
with an account

of a Visit to Walton Hall, and Mr. Waterton s Method of Preserving Animals. Fcp. Svo.

with \V(indciit:-, 7;-. cloth.

L. E. L.- THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH
LAN DON; comprising the 1 M PKOVISATR1CK, the VKN ETIAN BH ACE L KT, the C.OLDKN
VIOLET, the TROT B U)&amp;lt; H R, and other Poetical Remains. New Edition, uniform with

Moore s Hongs, liiillttilx, end Surri d Kongs ; with 2 Vignettes by Richard Doyle. 2 vols.

lOmo. l(&amp;gt;s. cloth ; morocco, 21s.

*** Also, an Volition, in 4 vols. fcp. Svo. with Illustrations by Howard, &c. 28s. cloth;

or -t l. 4s. bound in morocco.

LETTERS ON HAPPINESS, ADDRESSED TO A FRIEND.
By the Authoress of &quot;Letters to My Unknown Friends,&quot; &quot;Twelve Years Ago, a Tale,&quot;

&quot; Some Passages from Modrn History,&quot; and
&quot;

Discipline.&quot; Fcp. Svo. fis. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
15y A LAKY, Authoress of&quot; Letters on Happiness,&quot; &quot;Twelve Years Ae:o,&quot;

&quot;

Discipline,&quot; and
&quot; -ome Passages from Modern History.&quot; 3d Kdition. Fcp. Svo. Cs. cloth.

LINDLEY.-INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
Hy J. LIXDLI:Y, Ph.D. F.R.S. L.S. &c. Professor of Uotany in University College, London.

New Edition, with Corrections and copious Additions. 2 vols. Svo. with Six Plates and

numerous Woodcuts, 24s. cloth.

LINWOOD. ANTIIOLOGIA OXONIENSIS,
Sive Florilegium e lusibus poeticis diversoruin Oxonicnsium Gra;cis et Latinis decerptum,
Curante GULIELMO LINWOOR, M.A. ^Edis Christi Aluinmo. Svo. 14s. cloth.

LORIMER. LETTERS TO A YOUNG MASTER MARINER
On some Subjects connected with his Calling. ]5y the late CHARLES LOUIMER. New Edi

tion. Fcp. Svo. 5s. Gd. cloth.
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LOUDON.-TIIE AMATEUR GARDENER S CALENDAR:
Being a Monthly Guide as to what should be avoided, as well as what should be done, in a
Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite; Directions for Laying
Out and Planting Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies; and a
short Account, in each Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to

Gardens. By Mrs. Lounox. iGino. with Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-THE LADY S COUNTRY COMPANION;
Or, How to Knjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. LOUDON, Author of &quot;

Gardening for

Ladies,&quot; &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with Plate and Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON S SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS,
Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers; in Arithmetic, Book-keeping, Geometry,
Mensuration, Practical Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying, Levelling, Planning and

Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection and Perspective ;
with Examples

shewing their applications to Horticulture and Agricultural Purposes. With a Portrait of

Mr. London, and a Memoir by Mrs. London. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING ;

Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land

scape Gardening : including all the latest improvements ;
a General History of Gardening in

all Countries
; and a Statistical View of its Present State : with Suggestions for its Future

Progress in the British Isles. Illustrated with many hundred Engravings on Wood by
Branston. An entirely New Edition (1850), corrected throughout and considerably improved
by Mrs. LOUDON. In One laige Volume, 8vo. 50s. cloth.

LOUDON S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS:
being the Arboretum ct Fruticetuiii llritunnicum abridged: containing the Hardy Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly Described ;

with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts; and with Engravings of nearly all

the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters. 8vo. with

2,000 Engravings on Wood, 1. 10s. cloth.

LOUDON S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement,

and Management of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and

Vegetable productions of Agriculture: including all the latest Improvements, a general History

of Agriculture in all Countries, a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for

its future progress in the British Isles. New Edition ;
with upwards of 1,100 Engravings on

Wood. In One large Volume, 8vo. 2. 10s. cloth.

LOUDON S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS:

lementary details, as may enae a egnner, wo s a mere ngs reaer, o scover e

ame of every Plant which he may find in flower, and acquire all the information respecting

t which is useful and interesting. The Specific Characters by an Eminent Botanist; the

Drawings by J. D. C. Sowerby. New Edition with Supplement, and new General Index.

8vo. with nearly 10,000 Wood Engravings, 3. 13s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND
VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE ; containing numerous Designs, from the Villa

to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, Farmeries, and other Agricultural

Buildings ; Country Inns, Public Houses, and Parochial Schools; with the requisite Fittings-

up, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Garden Scenery: each

Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. New Edition, edited by Mrs.

LOUDON. 8vo. with more than 2,000 Engravings on Wood, 1. 3s. cloth.

n
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LOUDON S HORTUS BRITANNICUS;
Or, Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. An
entirely New Edition (1850), corrected throughout : with a Supplement, including all the New
Plants down to March, 1850

; and a New General Index to the whole Work. Edited by Mrs.
LOUDON ; assisted by W. H. BAXTER, Esq., and DAVID WOOSTKR. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

SUPPLEMENT TO LOUDON S IIORTUS BRITANNICUS;
Including all the Plants introduced into Britain, all the newly-discovered British Species,
and all the kinds originated in British Gardens, up to March 1850. With a New General
Index to the whole Work, including the Supplement. Prepared by W. H. BAXTER, Esq.;
assisted by 1). WOOSTKR, under the direction of Mrs. LOUDON. Svo. 14s. cloth.

LOW-ELEMENTS OP PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
Comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and the

Economy of the Farm. By I). Low, Esq. K.R.S.K. New Edition, with Alterations and Addi
tions, and an entirely new set of above 200 Woodcuts. Svo. 21s. cloth.

LOW.-ON LANDED PROPERTY,
And the ECONOMY of ESTATES; comprehending the Relation of Landlord and Tenant,
and the Principles and Forms of Leases; Farm-Buildings, Enclosures, Drains, Embank
ments, and other Rural Works; Minerals; and Woods. By DAVID Low, Esq. F.R.S.E.
Svo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-THE HISTORY OE ENGLAND FROM THE
ACCESSION OF JAMES II. By THOMAS BAISIXGTOX MACAL-LAY. New Edition.
Vols. I. and II. Svo. 32s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CON
TRIBUTED to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. By THOMAS BABINQTON MACAULAY.
New Edition, complete in One Volume

; with Portrait by E. U. Eddis, engraved in line by
W.Greatbach, and Vignette. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth; 30s. calf extra by Hayday.--()r
in 3 vols. Svo. 36s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
With &quot;

Ivry&quot; and &quot;The Armada.&quot; By THOMAS BABINOTOX MACAULAY. New Edition.
16mo. 4s. 6d. cloth

;
or 10s. 6d. bound in morocco by Mayday.

MR. MACAULAY S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, drawn on Wood by George
Scharf, Jim. and engraved by Samuel Williams. New Edition. Fcp. 4to. 21s. boards

;

or 42s. bound in morocco by Mayday.

MACDONALD.-VILLA VEROCCIIIO ;

Or, the YOUTH of LEONARDO DA VINCI : a Tale. By the late DIANA LOUISA MAC-
DONALD. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

&quot;An exceedingly agreeahle volume, full of feeling and interest.&quot; EXAMINER.
&quot;In this most pleasing of historiettes we have an episode from the life of one who carved nut for himself the

highest place among the great master-minds of his ago... The scenery of the locality [the Val d Arno and Kirenze],the manners of the day, the characters of the great men of that age, and the affections of the hest of the world s racewhich go far to console us for our sad lot here below, are sketched with a facility, a correctness, and a delicacy, that
fail not of carrying the reader, without a moment s stop, from the first to the last sentence of this little volume!&quot;

BRITANNIA.

MACKINTOSH-SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH S MISCELLA-
NEOUS WORKS; including his Contributions to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. A New
Edition (1851), complete in One Volume

;
with Portrait engraved inline by W. Greatbach,

and Vignette. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth
;
or 30s. calf extra by Hayday.
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M CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETI-
CAL, AND HISTORICAL, OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION. Illus

trated with Maps and Plans. By J. R. M CULLOCH, Esq. New Edition, (1850), corrected,

enlarged, and improved ;
with a Supplement. 8vo. 50s. cloth ; or 55s. half- bound in russia.

** The SUPPLEMENT to the last Edition, published in 1849, may be had separately, price
4s. Gd. sewed.

M CULLOCII.-A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-
TICAL, AM) HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects
in the WORLD. By J. R. M CuLLOCH, Esq. Illustrated with 6 large Maps. New Edition

(1850-1851), corrected, and in part re-written; with a Supplement. 2 thick vols. 8vo. 63s.

cloth.

M CULLOCIL AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE AND STATIS-
TICAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE; exhibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Population,

Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. 11. M CULLOCH, Esq. New Edition,

corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved. 2 thick vols. Svo. 42s. cloth.

M CULLOCH. -A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL INFLUENCE of TAXATION and the FUNDING SYSTEM. By J. R.

M CULLOCH, Esq. Svo. 10s. cloth.

MAITLAND.-THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS :

A Description of the Primitive Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sepulchral Remains. By
CHARLES MAITLAND. New Edition, corrected. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings,
14s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Illustrated by Experiments.

By JANE MARCET. New Edition, enlarged and improved. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 14s. cloth.

MARCET.- CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By JANE MARCET. New
Edition, enlarged and corrected. Fcp. Svo. with 23 Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By JANE MARCET. New
Edition revised and enlarged. Fcp. Svo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIO-
LOGY; comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture.

By JANE MARCET. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with 4 Plates, 9s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By JANE MARCET. New Edition, revised and corrected. With a coloured Map, shewing
the comparative altitude of Mountains. Fcp. Svo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

MARRYAT.-MASTERMAN READY;
Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B.

Author of &quot; Peter Simple,&quot; &c. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. with Wood Engravings, 22s. 6d. cloth.

MiRRYAT. THE MISSION:
Or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of

&quot; Masterman Ready,&quot; &c. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth.
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MARRYAT.-THE PRIVATEER S-MAN ONE HUNDRED
YEARS AGO. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of &quot; Masterman Ready,&quot; &c. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. My Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of &quot; Masterman Ready,&quot;
&c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 2 Illustrations, 7s. 6d. cloth.

MAUNDER.-TIIE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;
Consisting- of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of all Age,
and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History; forming a new and complete Dictionary
of Universal Biography. By SAMUKL MAUNDER. A New and carefully-revised Edition
(1851) ; corrected throughout, and brought down to the Present Time, by the introduction of
numerous additional Lives. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-TIIE TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and a
Series of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists; their Rise, Progress, and
Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective inhabitants, their

Religion, Manners, and Customs, &c. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.

cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-TIIE SCIENTIFIC & LITERARY TREASURY;
A new and popular Encyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-Lettres

; including all Branches of
Science, and every Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole written in a familiar
style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acquiring information on the
subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of convenient Reference to the
more instructed. By S. MAUNDER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-TIIE TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY;
Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature : in which the Zoological Characteristics that

distinguish the different Classes, Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of interest

ing Information illustrative of the Habits, Instincts and General Economy of the Animal
Kingdom. To which are added, a Syllabus of Practical Taxidermy, and a Glossarial
Appendix. Embellished with 900 accurate Engravings on Wood, from Drawings made
expressly for this work. My SAMUEL MAUNDER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth,
bound in roan. 12s.

MAUNDER -THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE,
And LIBRARY of REFERENCE. Comprising an English Grammar; Tables of English
Verbal Distinctions

; Proverbs, Terms, and Phrases, in Latin, Spanish, French, and Italian,
translated; New and Enlarged English Dictionary ; Directions for Pronunciation; New
Universal Gazetteer; Tables of Population and Statistics; List of Cities, Boroughs, and
Market Towns in the United Kingdom; Regulations of the General Post Office; List of Foreign
Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral Productions; Compendious Classical Dictionary ; Scripture
Proper Names accented, and Christian Names of Men and Women : with Latin Maxims
translated; List of Abbreviations

; Chronology and History; compendious Law Dictionary;
Abstract of Tax Acts; Interest and other Tables; Forms of Epistolary Address

; Tables of
Precedency ; Synopsis of the British Peerage ; and Tables of Number, Money, Weights, and
Measures. By SAMUKL MAUNDKR. 18th Edition, revised throughout, and greatly enlarged.
Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth

; bound in roan, 12s.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT
BRITAIN&quot;, and of the Museum of Economic Geology in London. Published by order of the
Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty s Treasury. Royal 8vo. with Woodcuts and 9 large
Plates (seven coloured), 21s. cloth; and Vol. II. in Two thick Parts, with 63 Plates (three
coloured), and numerous Woodcuts, 42s. cloth, or, separately, 21s. each Part.- Also,

BRITISH ORGANIC REMAINS; consisting of Plates of Figures engraved on Steel, with
descriptive Letterpress, and forming a portion of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey
Decades I. to III. royal 8vo. 2s. Gd. each; or, royal 4to. 4s. 6d. each, sewed.
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MERIVALE. -A HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNDER
THE EMPIRE. By the Rev. CHAHLES MKRIVALE, late Fellow and Tutor of St. John s

College, Cambridge. Vols. I. and 11. 8vo. 28s.

JAMES MONTGOMERY S POETICAL WORKS.
With some additional Poems, and the Author s Autobiographical Prefaces. A New Edition,

complete in One Volume, uniform with Southey s &quot;The Doctor &c.&quot; and &quot;Commonplace

Hook;&quot; with Portrait and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. 10s. fid. cloth
; morocco, 21s. -Or,

in 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and Seven other Plates, 20s. cloth
; morocco, 3Gs.

MOORE. HEALTH, DISEASE, AND REMEDY,
Familiarly and practically considered in a few of their relations to the Blood. By GEORO
MOORE, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians. Post 8vo. 7s. Cd. cloth.

MOORE-MAN AND HIS MOTIVES.
By GKORQE MOORE, M.U., Member of the Royal College of Physicians. New Edition.

Post 8vo. 8s. cloth.

MOORE. THE POWER OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY,
Considered in relation to Health and Morals. By GEORGE MOORE, M.D. Member of the

Royal College of Physicians. New Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MOORE.-T1IE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE
MIND. By GEORGE MOORE, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians. New
Edition. Post 8vo. 9s. cloth.

THOMAS MOORE S POETICAL WORKS;
Containing the Author s recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in One Volume, uniform

with Lord Byron s and Southey s Poems. With a Portrait by George Richmond, engraved
in line, and a View of Sloperton Cottage. Medium 8vo. 21s. cloth ; morocco by Hayday, 42s.

Or, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, 1. 10s. cloth ; morocco, jt 4. 10s.

MOORE-SONGS, BALLADS, AND SACRED SONGS.
By THOMAS MOORE, Author of &quot; Lalla llookh,&quot; &quot;Irish Melodies,&quot; &c. First collected

Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay s Lays &amp;lt;if
Ancient Rome ; with

Vignette by R. Doyle. I6mo. 5s. cloth
; 12s. 6d. smooth morocco, by Hayday.

MOORE S IRISH MELODIES.
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay s Lays nf Ancient

Rome. With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore s

Poetical Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, It.A. IGmo. 5s. cloth ; 12s. Cd. smooth

morocco, by Hayday. Or, in fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth
;
bound in morocco, 13s. Cd.

MOORE S IRISH MELODIES.
Illustrated by D. MACLISE, R.A. Imperial 8vo. with 161 Steel Plates, ^3. 3s. boards ; or

^ 4. 14s. Cd. bound in morocco by Hayday. Proof Impressions (only 200 copies printed, of

which a very few now remain), f&amp;gt;. Cs. boards.

MOORE S LALLA ROOKII : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay s Lays of Ancient Rome.

With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore s Poetical

Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, R.A. 16mo. 5s. cloth
;

12s. 6d. smooth morocco,

by Hayday. Or, in fcp. 8vo. with Four Engravings from Paintings by Westall, 10s. Gd. cloth ;

bound in morocco, 14s.

MOORE S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
With 13 Plates from Designs by Corbould, Meadows, and Stephanofif, engraved under the

superintendence of Mr. Charles Heath. Royal 8vo. 21s. cloth ; morocco, 35s; or, with India

Proof Plates, 42s. cloth.

MORELL.-TIIE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
By J. D. Morell, M.A. Author of an Historical and Critical View of the Speculative Philo

sophy of Europe in the Nineteenth Century. 8vo. 12s. cloth.
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MOSELEY. -THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF ENGI
NEERING AND ARCHITKCTURE. By the Kev. H. MOSELEY, M.A. F.R.S Professor of
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King g College, London. 8vo. with Woodcuts and
Diagrams, 24s. cloth.

MOSELEY.-ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
By the Rev. II. MOSELEY, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in Kind s
College, London. New Kdition. Fcp. Svo. with numerous Woodcuts, 8s. cloth.

MOSIIEIM S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by JAMKS MURDOCH, D D New
Kdition, revised, and continued to the Present Time, by the Rev. HENRY SOAMES 1U A
4 vols. Svo. 4Ss. cloth.

MOUNT SAINT LAWRENCE.
Hy the Autlior of&quot; Mary the Star of the Sea.&quot; 2 vols. post Svo. 12s. cloth.

MURE.-A CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE LANGUAGE AND
T.KATl KIC or ANCIENT GREECE. By WILLIAM MURE, M.P., of Caldwell. 3 vols

Svo. lids, cloth.

MURRAY. -ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY:
Uprising a complete Description of the Earth: exhibiting its Relation to the Heavenly

Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry, Com-
litical Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. By HUGH MURRAY,F.R.S.E. : assisted by other Writers of eminence. Second Edition. Svo. with 82 Mans and

upwards of 1,000 other Woodcuts, .3, cloth.

NEALE -THE EARTHLY RESTING PLACES OF THE JUST
By the Rev. ERSKINK NEALE, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk; Author of &quot; The Closing
Scene,&quot; &c. \\tth Wood Kngraviugs. Fcp. Svo. 7s. cloth.

NKALE.-THE CLOSING SCENE;
Or, Christianity and Intideli y contrasted in the Last Hours of Remarkable Persons By the

SKINK NKALE, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suflblk
; Author of The Earthly Restin--

places of the Jnst,&quot; &c. New Editions of the First and Second Series. 2 vols. fcp. Svo m
cloth ; or separately, Os. each.

NEWMAN-DISCOURSES ADDRESSED TO MIXED CON-
GREGATIONS. By JOHN- HENRY NEWMAN, Priest of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri
second Edition. Svo. 12s. cloth.

OWEN JOXES.-WINGED THOUGHTS:
A Series of Poems. By MARY ANNE BACON. With Illustrations of Birds, designed by
:. L. Bateman, and executed in Illuminated Printing- by Owen Jones. Uniform with Flowt-m

nail their Kindred Thiiititlitu and Fruits from the Garden and the Field. Imperial Svo 31s 6d
elegantly hound in calf.

0\VEX JONES. - FLOWERS AND THEIR KINDRED
A Series of Stanzas. By MARY ANNE BACON, Authoress of &quot;Winged

Thoughts.&quot; With beautiful Illustrations of Flowers, designed and printed in
Colours&quot;byOwen Jones. Uniform with Fruits from the Garden and the Field. Imperial Svo 31s Cd

elegantly bound in calf.

OWEN JONES.-FRUITS FROM THE GARDEN AND THE
KLL). A Series of Stanzas. By MARY ANNE BACON, Authoress of &quot;

Winged Thoughts.&quot;With beautiful Illustrations of Fruit, designed and printed in Colours by Owen Jones.&quot; Uni
form with F lowers and their Kindred Thoughts. Imperial Svo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound in
calf.

OWEN JONES S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF GRAY S
ELEGY. GRAY S ELEGY, WRITTEN IN A COUNTRY CHURCHYARD. Illuminated, in the
Missal Style, by OWEN JONES, Architect. Imperial Svo. 31s. Gd. elegantly bound.
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OWEN JONES S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF THE SERMON
ON THE MOUNT. THK SERMON ON THE MOUNT. Printed in Gold and Colours in the
Missal Style; with Ornamental Borders by OWEN JONES, and an Illuminated Frontispiece
by W. BOXALL. New Edition. Square fcp. 8vo. in rich silk covers, 21s.

; or bound in morocco
by Hayday, 25s.

OWEN JONES S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF THE MAR-
RIAGE SERVICE. THE FORM OF SOLEMNISATION OF MATRIMONY. From The Book &amp;gt;

of Common Prayer. Illuminated, in the Missal Style, by OWEN JONES. Square 18mo 21s
elegantly bound in white calf.

OWEN JONES S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF THE
PREACH ER. The Words of the Preacher, Son of David, Kin;? of Jerusalem. From the Holy
Scriptures. Being the Twelve Chapters of the Hook of Ecclesiastes, elegantly Illuminated, in
the Missal Style, by OWEN JONES. Imperial 8vo. in very massive carved covers 4&amp;lt;&amp;gt;s or
handsomely bound in calf, 31s. Cd.

OWEN JONES S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF SOLOMON S
SONG. THE SONG OF SONGS, WHICH is SOLOMON S. From the Holy Scriptures. Uein-
the Six Chapters of the Book of the Son- of Solomon, richly Illuminated, in the Missal

Style&quot;, ;

by OWEN JONES. Elegantly bound in relievo leather. Imperial 16mo. 21s.

OWEN JONES S TRANSLATION OF D AGINCOURT S HIS- !

TORY OF ART. THE HISTORY OF ART, BY ITS MONUMENTS, from its Decline fn the
jFourth Century to its Restoration in the Sixteenth. Translated from the French of SFROUX
iD AaiNCotjRT, by OWEN JONES, Architect. In 3,335 Subjects, engraved on 328 Plates i

Vol. I. Architecture, 73 Plates
; Vol. II. Sculpture, 51 Plates; Vol. III. Paintin- o0i Plates

3 vols. royal folio, 5. 5s. sewed.

OWEN. - LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College
of Surgeons in 1843. By RICHARD OWEN, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. New
Edition, corrected. 8vo. with very numerous Wood Engravings. [Nearly ready.

I

OWEN.-LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College of

i

Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. By RICHARD OWEN, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College.
In 2 vols. Vol. I. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

PALEY S EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY :

And Horas Paulina;. A New Edition, with Notes, an Analysis, and a Selection of Papers from !

the Senate-House and College Examination Papers. Designed for the Use of Students in the
University. By ROBERT POTTS, M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

PASCAL S ENTIRE WORKS, TRANSLATED BY PEARCE.
The COMPLETE WORKS of BLAISE PASCAL : With M. Villemain s Essay on Pascal con
sidered as a Writer and Moralist prefixed to the Provincial Letters; and the Miscellaneous
Writings, Thoughts on Religion, and Evidences of Christianity re-arranged, with large
Additions, from the French Edition of Mons. P. Faugere. Newly Translated from the French,
with Memoir, Introductions to the various Works, Editorial Notes, and Appendices, byGEORGE PEARCE, Esq. 3 vols. post 8vo. with Portrait, 25s. 6d. cloth.

** The Three Volumes may be hud separately, as follows:

Vol. I.-PASCAL S PROVINCIAL LETTERS: with M. Villemain s Essay on Pascal pre
fixed, and a new Memoir. Post 8vo. Portrait, 8s. 6d.

Vol. II.-PASCAL S THOUGHTS on RELIGION and EVIDENCES of CHRISTIANITY,
with Additions, from Original MSS. : from M. Faugere s Edition. Post Svo. 8s. 6d.

Vol. III. PASCAL S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, Correspondence, Detached Thoughts,
&c. : from M. Faugere s Edition. Post Svo. 8s. 6d.
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PEREIRA.-A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIET:
With Observations on the Dictetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestive
Organs ;

and an Account of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and other
Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, &c. By JON. PEREIRA,
M.I). F.R.S. & L.S. Author of &quot;Elements of Materia Medica.&quot; Svo. ICs. cloth.

PESCIIEL.-ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS.
By C. F. PESCHEL, Principal of the Royal Military College, Dresden. Translated from the
,erman, with Notes, by E. WEST. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

(

Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcp. Svo. 7s. Gd. cloth
ly

|

Part 2. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity, and Electro-
Dynamics). 2 vols. fcp. 8vo 13s. Cd. cloth.

PIIJLLIPS.-AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO MINE
RALOGY

; comprising a Notice of the Characters, Properties, and Chemical Constitution of
Minerals: with Accounts of the Places and Circumstances in which they are found ByWH.LT AM PHII.LH-.S. F.L.S.M.G.S. &c. A New Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved,
by II. J. BROOKE, F.R.S.

; and \V. II. MILLKR, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mineralogy in
the University of Cambridge. Post 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings. [In the press.

PHILLIPS-FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
PALEOZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET; observed in
the course of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that District. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S.
F.G.S. &r. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with
GO Plates, comprising very numerous figures, 9s. cloth.

PORTLOCK.- REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTY
of L( )ND(.)NDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermana-h, examined and described under
the Authority of the Master-General and Board of Ordnance. By J. E. POKTLOCK F R S
&c. Svo. with 48 Plates, 24s. cloth.

POWER-SKETCHES IN NEW ZEALAND,
with Pen and Pencil. By W. TYRONE POWER, D.A.C.G. From a Journal kept in that
Country, from July 1810 to June 1848. With 8 Plates and 2 Wr

oodcuts, from Drawings made
on the spot. Post Svo. 12s. cloth.

PULMAN.-THE VADE-MECUM OF FLY-FISHING FOR
TROUT: being a complete Practical Treatise on that Branch of the Art of Angling; with plain
and copious Instructions for the Manufacture ofArtificial Flies. ByG. P. R. PULMAN, Author
of &quot;The Book of the Axe.&quot; Third Edition, re-written and greatly enlarged ;

with several
Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. (is. cloth.

PYCROFT.-A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING,
Adapted to every Taste and Capacity: with Literary Anecdotes. By the Rev. JAMES
PYCKOKT, B.A. Author of &quot;The Collegian s Guide, &c.&quot; New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

DR. REECE S MEDICAL GUIDE
;

For the Use of the Clergy, Heads of Families, Schools, and Junior Medical Practitioners;

comprising a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise on the distinguishing
Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident to the Human
Frame. With the latest Discoveries in the different departments of the Healing Art, Materia

Medica, &c. Seventeenth Edition (1850), with considerable Additions
;
revised and corrected

by the Author s Son, Dr. HUNRY REECE, M.R.C.S. &c. Svo. 12s. cloth.

RICH. -THE ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LATIN
DICTIONARY AND GREEK LEXICON: forming a Glossary of all the Words repiesenting
Visible Objects connected with the Arts, Manufactures, and Every-day Life of the Ancients.

With Representations of nearly Two Thousand Objects from the Antique. By ANTHONY
RICH, Jun. B.A. late of Caius College, Cambridge. Post Svo. with about 2,000 Woodcuts,
21s. cloth.
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RICHARDSON.-NARRATIVE OF AN OVERLAND JOURNEY
in SEARCH of the DISCOVERY SHIPS under SIR JOHN FRANKLIN, in the YKAR.S 1847,

1848, and is 19. By Sir JOHN RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S., &c., Inspector of Hospitals. Pub-
lislied by Authority of the Admiralty. 2 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Plans. [In the press.

RIDDLE.-A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL LATIN-ENGLISH
LEXICON, founded on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Ur. William Freund. IJy the Rcir

.

J. K. RIDDLE, M.A. of St. Edmund s Hall, Oxford. Uniform with Yonge x Ein/lisft Greek
Lexicon. New Edition. Post 4to. 2. 10s. cloth.

RIDDLE.-A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-
LATIN&quot; DICTIONARY, for the use of Colleges and Schools. By the Rev. J. E. RIDDLE, .M.A.
of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. New Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

Separately V&quot;
ne English-Latin Dictionary, 10s. Gd. cloth.

i The Latin-English Dictionary, 21s. cloth.

RIDDLE.-A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
For the Waistcoat-pocket. A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin
Classical Words. Hy the Rev. J. E. RIUDLE, M.A. New Edition. Royal 32mo. 4s. bound.

RIVERS.-THE ROSE AMATEUR S GUIDE
;

Containing ample Descriptions of alt the fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly classed in

their respective Families; their History and mode of Culture. By T. RIVERS, Jun. New
Edition, corrected and improved. Fcp. 8vo. Gs. cloth.

ROBINSON S LEXICON TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT.
A GKEK.lv and ENGLISH LEXICON of the NEW TESTAMENT. By EDWARD ROBINSON,
I). I)., LL.D., Professor or Biblical Literature in the Union Theological Seminary, New Yor.x

Author ot &quot; Biblical Researches in Palestine,&quot; &c. A New Edition (1850), revised, and in

great part re-written. In One large Volume, 8vo. 18s. cloth.

ROGERS.-ESSAYS SELECTED FROM CONTRIBUTIONS
To the EDINBURGH REVIEW. Hy HENRY ROGERS. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

RONALDS.-TIIE FLY-FISIIER S ENTOMOLOGY.
Illustrated by coloured Representations of the Natural and Artificial Insect; and accom
panied by a few Observations and Instructions relative to Trout and Grayling Fishing. By
ALFRED RONALDS. 4th Edition, corrected; with Twenty Copperplates. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

ROYINGS IN THE PACIFIC, FROM ]837 TO 1849;
With a GLANCE at CALIFORNIA. By A MERCHANT LONG RESIDENT AT TAHITI. With
Four Illustrations printed in colours. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

ROWTON. THE DEBATER
;

Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion ; with

ample References to the best Sources of Information on each particular Topic. By FREDERIC
ROWTON, Author of &quot; The Female Poets of Great Britain.&quot; New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SCHLEIDEN. PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC BOTANY;
Or, Botany as an Inductive Science. By Dr. M. J. SCHLEIDEN, Extraordinary Professor of

Botany in the University of Jena. Translated by EDWIN LANKESTER, M.D. F.R.S. F.L.S.

Lecturer on Botany at the St. George s School of Medicine, London, bvo. with Plates and

Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

SCOFFERN.-TIIE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR,
In the Colonies and at Home, chemically considered. By JOHN SCOFFERN, M.B. Lond. late

Professor of Chemistry at the Aldersgate College of Medicine. 8vo. with Illustrations (one

coloured) 10s. 6d. cloth.
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SEAWARD.-SIR EDWARD SEAWARD S NARRATIVE OF
lll.S SHIPWRECK, and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea : with

a detail of many extraordinary and highly interesting Events in his Life, from 1733 to 1749, as

written in his own Diary. Edited by Miss JANE POKTKK. Third Edition, with a New Nau
tical and Geographical Introduction. 2 vols. post Svo. 21s. cloth.

SEWELL AMY HERBERT.
By a LADY. Edited by I he Rev. WILLIAM SKWKLL, l!.D. Fellow and Tutor of Exeter

College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 9s. cloth.

SEWELL. -THE EARL S DAUGHTER.
By the Authoress of &quot; Amy Herbert,&quot;

&quot;

Gertrude,&quot;
&quot; Lancton Parsonage,&quot; &quot;Margaret IVr-

cival,&quot; and &quot;The Child s History of Rome.&quot; Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM SKWKLI.. P.H.

Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. 2 vols. fc;&amp;gt;.sio. !)s. cloth.

SEWELL.-GERTRUDE.
A Tide. 15y the Authoress of&quot; Amy Herbert.&quot; Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM SKWKLL, H.D.

I eKo .v and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. Js. cloth.

SEWELL.-LANETON PARSONAGE :

A Tale for Children, on the Practical Use ot a portion of the Church Catechism. By the

Authoress of &quot;Amy Herbert.&quot; Edited by the; K-v. W. SICWKI.L, H.I). Fell &amp;gt;w and Tutor of

Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. :i vols. fcp. svo. li .s. cioih.

SEWELL. MARGARET PERCIVAL.
B\ the Authoress of &quot;Amy Herbert.&quot; Edited by the Kev. W. SKWKLL, H.I), Fellow and Tutor

of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. &amp;gt; voU. fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth.

SHAKSPEAKE, BY BOAVDLER.
THE FAMILY SHAKSPi AUi:

;
in which nothing is added to the Original Text

;
but those

words and expressionsare uuiittttt wliii li cannot with propriety be readaloud. Hy T HOWDLEII,

Esq. F.K.S. New Edition, .svo. \\ ith iiii E.m ravinu .s on Wood, from designs by Smirke, Howard,

anil other Artists, 21s. cloth; or, in 8 vols. Svo. without Illustrations, jLA. Us. Cd. boards.

SHARP S BRITISH GAZETTEER.
A NEW and COMPLETE BRITISH (JA/ETI EER, or TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
of the UNITED KINlJDoM. Containing a Description of every Place, and the principal

Ob|e&amp;lt;
ts of Note, founded upon the Ordnance Surveys, the best Local and other Authorities,

and the most recent Official Documents connected with Population, Constituencies, Corpo

rate and Ecclesiastical Affairs, Poor Laws, Education, Charitable Trusts, Railways, Trade, &c.

Hy J. A. SiiAiu&amp;gt;. In Two very large Yulutues, Svo. uniform with Johnston s Xcu&amp;gt; General

Gazetteer of the WtirU. (In the press.

SHORT WHIST:
Its Rise, Progress, and L:\ws; with Observations to make any one a Whist Player ; containing

also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecartc -, Cribbage, Uackgammon. By Major A *****.
New Edition. To which are added, Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. H** **. Fcp. 8vo. 3s cloth.

SINCLAIR.-TIIE BUSINESS OF LIFE.
Hy CATHKKINK SINCLAIR, Author of &quot;The Journey of Life,&quot; &quot;Modern Society,&quot; &quot;Jane

liouverie,&quot; &c, 2 vols. fcapSvo. 10s. cloth.

SINCLAIR.-TIIE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
toy CATHERINE SINCLAIU, Author of &quot; The Business of Life,&quot;

&quot; Modern Society,&quot;
&quot; Jane

Boavene,&quot; &c. New Edition, corrected and enlarged. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.
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Sill ROGER DE COVERLET.
From The Spcdntor. With -Votes and Illustrations, by \V. HENRY WILLS; and Twelve

line Wood Engravings, by John Thompson, from Designs by FIIKDEUICK TAYLKII. Crown

8vo. 15s. boards ; or 27s. bound in morocco by llayday.

THE SKETCHES:
Three Talcs, lly the Authors of &quot;-Amy Herbert,&quot; &quot;The Old Man s Home,&quot; and &quot;Hawk-

stone. New Kditioi;. IVp. Svo. with (i Plates, Ss. cloth.

SMEE.-ELEMENTS OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

10s. Gd. cloth.

SMITH.-T1IE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH:
Inchmiiv his Contributions to llie Edinburgh Review. New Edition, complete in One

Volume T with Portrait by E. U. Euuis, engraved in line by W. Greatbach, and \ .ew ot

Combo Florey Rectory, Somerset. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth ;
30s. calf extra, by Mayday :

or in 3 vols. Svo. with Portrait, 3Gs. cloth.

SMITH -ELEMENTARY SKETCHES OF MORAL PIITLO-

SOPHY, delivered at the Royal Institution in the Years 1804, 1805, and KSOo. By the late

Rev. SYDNEY SMITH, M.A.
&quot;

With an Introductory Letter to Mrs. Sydney Smith from the

late Lord Jeffrey. Second Kdition. Svo. 12s. doth.

SMITH-SERMONS PREACHED AT ST. PAUL S CATHE-
PR VI the Foundlii/ Hospital, and several Churches in London; together with others

addressed to a Country Congregation. By the late Rev. SYDNEY SMITH, Canon Residentiary

of St. Paul s Cathedral. Svo. 12s. cloth.

SMITII.-THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHERUBIM :

Bein an Inquiry, Critical, Kxe-ctical, and Practical, into the Symbolical Character and

Design of the Cherubic Figure of Holy Scripture. Hy GEORGE SMITH, F.A.S., &c. Post

Svo. 3s. cloth.

SMITII.-SACRED ANNALS;
Or Researches into the History and Religion of Mankind, from the Creation of the World to

the Death of Isaac : deduced from the Writings of Moses and other Inspired Authors, copiously

illustrated and confirmed by the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen

World. By GEORGE SMITH, F.A.S. Crown Svo. His. cloth.

SM1TII.-THE HEBREW PEOPLE ;

Or the History and Religion of the Israelites, from the Origin of the Nation to the Tune of

Christ- deduced from the Writings of Moses and other Inspired Authors; and illustrated

by copious References to the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen

World. B G HOUGH SMITH, K.A.S &c. Forming the Second Volume of Sacred Annals.

Crown Svo. in Two Parts, 12s. cloth.

SMITH.- THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT BRITAIN IIISTORI-
CALLY CONSIDF.RKD: or, a Succinct Account of the several Religions Systems which have

obtained in this Island from the Earliest Times to the Norman Conquest : including an Inves-

ti-ition into the Early Progress of Error in the Christian Church, the Introduction of the

Gospel into Britain, and the State of Religion in England till Popery had gained the ascen

dancy. By GEORGE SMITH, F.A.S. New Kdition. Svo. 7s. Gd. cloth.

SMITH-PERILOUS TIMES;
Or the V-ressions of Vntichristian Error on Scriptural Christianity, considered in referenc

to the Dangers and Duties of Protestants. By GKO.SGE SMITH, F.A.S. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL:
with Dissertations on the Sources of the Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships ami Navigation

of the Antients. By JAMES SMITH, Esq. of Jordan Hill, I .R.S. Svo. with Views, Charts,

and Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.
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SNOW.-VOYAGE OF Til E PRINCE ALBERT IN SEARCH OF
SIR JOHN FRANKLIN : A Narrative of Every-day Life in theArctic Seas. By XV. PARKKH
SNOW. XVith a Chart, and 4 Illustrations printed in Colours. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE LATE
ROBERT SOUTHEY. Edited by his Son, the Rev. CHARLES CUTHBKRT SOUTHEY M.A.,
Vicar of Ardleigh. \Vitli numerous Portraits, and Six Landscape Illustrations from Designs
by William We^tull, A.R.A. C vols. post 8vo. 63s. cloth.

*** Kach of the Six Volumes may be had separately.price 10s. (id.

SOUTIIEY S COMMONPLACE BOOK-FOURTH SERIES.
FOURTH mill lust Suiirivs; being ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, and comprising Collections,
Ideas, and Studies for Literary Compositions in general ; Collections for a History of English
Literature and Poetry; Characteristic English Anecdotes, and Fragments for Ex/iriella ;

Collections for The Doctor t,-,-. ; Personal ( .hservations and Recollections, with Fragments of
Journals; Miscellaneous Anecdotes and Gleanings; Extracts, Facts, and Opinions relating
to Political and Social Society; Texts for Sermons; Texts for E nforct incut

;
and L Knvoy :

forming a Single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey s Son-in-law, the Rev.
J. A. XX AHTKK. P.. I). Square crown Svo. 2is. cloth.

SOUTHEY S COMMONPLACE BOOK THIRD SERIES.
Being AXAIATICAL READING.-; and comprising Aifilyticnl H. tnHiiKt,; with Illustrations
and copious E.itwttt, of XVorks in English Civil History; English Ecclesiastical History;
Anglo-Irish History; French History; French Literature; Miscellaneous Foreign Civil His
tory; General Ecclesiastical History; Historical Memoirs; Ecclesiastical Biography ;

Mis
cellaneous liioirraphy ; Correspondence; Voyages and Travels; Topography; Natural His
tory; Divinity; Literary History; Miscellaneous Literature ; and .Miscellanies. Forming a
Sinsrle Volume complete in itself. Editeil by Mr. Southey s Son-in-law, the Rev. J. XV.

WARTKR, B.I). Square crown .Svo. Us. doth.

SOUTIIEY S COMMONPLACE BOOK SECOND SERIES.
Comprising SPECIAL COLLECTIONS- vi/.. Ecclcsiasticals, or Notes and Extracts on Theo
logical Subjects (with Collections concerning CromweiFs .Vjei ; Spanish and Portuguese
Literature; Middle Aires, ice. ; Notes for the History of the Religious Orders

; Orientalia, or
Eastern and Mahommedan Collections; American Tribes

; Incidental and Miscellaneous Illus

trations; Plnsica, or Remark.djle Facts in Natural History ; and Curious Facts, quite Mis
cellaneous. Forming a single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey s Son-in-Law,
th&amp;lt;- Rev. .1. XV. XX AKTi;it. B.D. Square crown Svo. 1,-s. cloth.

SOUTIIEY S COMMONPIACE BOOK FIRST SERIES.
Comprising CHOICE PASSAGES, Moral, Religious, Political, Philosophical, Historical, Poeti

cal, and Miscellaneous; and COLLECTIONS for the History of Manners and Literature in

Enirland. Forming a single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey s Son-in-Law,
the llev. J. \V. XX ARIKR, i!.D. New Edition

;
with medallion Portrait of Southey. Square

ciown Svo. IKs. cloth.

SOUTIIEY S THE DOCTOR &,-. COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.
The DOCTOR &c. By the late ROBERT SOUTH KY. Complete in One Volume. p:dited by
Mr. Southey s Sou-in-Law, the He\. JOHN AVoon WAKTKR, B.I). With Portrait, Vignette,
Bust of the Author, and coloured Plate. New Edition. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth.

ROBERT SOUTIIEY S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS;
Containing all the Author s last Introductions and Notes. Complete in One Volume, with
Portrait and View of the Poet s Residence at Keswick

; uniform with Lord Byron s and
M core s Poems. Medium Svo. 21s. cloth

;
42s. bound in morocco. Or, in 10 vols. fcp. Svo.

with Portrait and 19 Plates, .t 2. 10;.. cloth
; morocco, J. 4. 10s.

SOUTHEY -SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Chaucer to Ix)velce, inclusive. With Biographical Sketches by the late ROBERT
SOUTHEY. Medium 8\o. ;!&amp;gt;;s. cloth.
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SOUTIIEY.-THE LIFE OF WESLEY;And Rise and Progress of Methodism. By ROBKRT SOUTH KY, New Edition, with Notes bvthe late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and Remarks on the Life and Character of Join ,

Wesley, by the late Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the Author s Son. the Rev CHAR) i- ,CUTHBERT SOUTHKY, M.A. Vicar of Ardleigh. 2 vols. Svo. with 2 Portraits, 28s cloth

STEEL S SHIPMASTER S ASSISTANT
;

,&quot;&quot;

VILLMORE, Esq. M.A. Barrister-at-Law; GKOROK
CLEMENTS, of the Customs, London; and WILLIAM TATK, Author of &quot; The Modern Cambist
Svo. 28s. cloth

; or, 29s. bound.

STEPHEN-ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHY.
From The Edinburgh Review. By the Right Hon. Sir JAMKS STKPIIFN K C B Professor
if Modern History in tlie University of Cambridge. Second Edition. 2 vols. SVO. MB. cloth.

STOW.-THE TRAINING SYSTEM, THE MORAL TRAINING
SCHOOL, and the NORMAL SEMINARY. By DAVII, STOW, Esq. Honorary Secretary to

ie Glasgow Normal Free Seminary; Author of &quot; Moral Training,&quot; &c 8th Edition co-
reeled and enlarged ; with Plates and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 6s. cloth.

SWAIN -ENGLISH MELODIES.
By CHARLKS SWA ix, Author of &quot; The Mind, and other Poems.&quot; Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth bound
in morocco, 12s.

SYMONS -THE LAW RELATING TO MERCHANT SEAMEN
Arranged chiefly for the use of Masters and Officers in the British Merchant Service. With
an Appendix, containing the Navigation Act

; the Mercantile Marine Act, 1850
; the -eneral

Merchant Seamen s Act
; the Seamen s Protection Act

; the Notice of Examinations of
Masters and M ites

;
and the Scale of Medicines (D*c. 19, 1850) and Medical Stores (Dec

20, 1850) issued by the Board of Trade. By EDWARD WILLIAM SYMOXS, Chief Clerk of
the Thames Police Court. 4th Edition. 12mo. 5s. cloth.

TATE.-ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
;

Containing various original and useful Formulae, specially applied to TubuIarBridges, Wrought
Iron and Cast Iron Beams, &c. ByTnoMAs TATE, of Kneller Training College, Twickenham ;

late Mathematical Professor and Lecturer on Chemistry in the National Society s Training
College, Battersea; Author of &quot;Exercises on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy &quot; Svo
5s. M. cloth.

TAYLER.-MARGARET;
Or, the Pearl. 13 y the Rev. CHARLKS B. TAYLER, M.A. Rector of St. Peter s, Chester, Author
of &quot;Lady Mary, or Not of the World,&quot; &c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER-LADY MARY;
Or, Not of the World. By the Rev. CHARLKS B. TAYLER, Rector of St. Peter s, Chester;
Author of&quot; Margaret, or the Pearl,&quot; &c. New Edition

; with a Frontispiece engraved by J.
ABSOLOX. Fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TAYLOR.-THE VIRGIN WIDOW:
a Play. By UKXRY TAYLOR, Author of &quot; The Statesman,&quot;

&quot;

Philip Van Artevelde,&quot;
&quot; Edwin

the Fair,&quot; &c. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLOR. -LOYOLA: AND JESUITISM IN ITS RUDIMENTS.
By ISAAC TAYLOR, Author of &quot; Natural History of Enthusiasm,&quot; &c. Post Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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THIRLWALL.-THE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Ri.sfht Rev. the LOUD BISHOP of ST. DAVID S (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). A New
Edition, revised

;
with Notes. Yols. I. to V. 8vo. with Maps, 60s. cloth. To be completed

in 8 volume..-., price 12s. each. [Vol. VI. nearly ready.

*** Also, an Edition in S vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 1. 8s. cloth.

A HISTORY OF GREECE, EROM THE EARLIEST TIMES
to the TAKI.\&amp;lt;; of COillNTil bv th- ROMAN S, B.C.

14f&amp;gt;, maiidy based upon Bishop
Thirlwall s History of (Greece. By Dr. LKOMIARD S, IIMIT/O, F.R.S.K., Hector of the Hi^ i

School of Edinburgh. Second J .ditioii. 1 Jmo. 7s. fid. clotli.

THOMAS S INTEREST TAELES. -A NEAY SET OE INTEREST

THOMSON S SEASONS.
Kdited by BOI.TON COKNKY, l

.s&amp;lt;|.
Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn 0,1 Wood,

b\ .Members of the [&quot;.telling Club. Kmrraved by Thompson and other eminent Kmrravers.

S|iiiire cro\Mis\o. uniform v.ith G ililsm t/i s / oerns i/lii -trn/i --!
Inj tin Etc/ling C/ufi, 21s.

cloth; or, bound in morocco, by Ilayday, ;i( s.

THOMSON S SEASONS.
Kdiled, uitli Notes, PhiloMiphiral. Cla-Mcal, Historical, and Biographical, by ANTHONY
To i) i) THOMSON, M.D. F.L.S. 1 cp. 8\o. 7s. Gd. cloth.

THOMSON. THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK
ROOM, necessary, in Aid of .Medical Treatment, for the Cure of Diseases. By ANTHOVV
TIMHI I HOMSON, M.D. 1M..S late Professor of Matrria Medica nnd Therapeutics, and of

Forensic Medicine, in I niversily College, Lohdon. New Kdition. 1 ost Svo. Ids. tid. cloth.

TIIO^ISON.-TARLES OE INTER].
At Three. Four, Foiir-and-a-I lalf. and Fivo per Cent., from One Found to Ten Thousand, and
from One to Three Hundred and .- ixty-tive Days, in u regular progression of single Days;
with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to Ten Years.

Abo, numerous other Tables of F.xchanives, Time, uiul Discounts. Uy JOHN THOMSON,.
Accountant. Ni u lv:i! io::. 12m&quot;. 8s. bound.

THOMSON-SCHOOL CliEMISTRY
;

Or, Practical Rudiments of thn Sci -nce. By Ron MIT I)rxn.\s THOMSON, M.D. Master in

Surgery in the L hiversity of (Jlas^ow. Fcp Svo. with Woodcuts, &quot;s. cloth.

THETJIUMinunLE;
Or, Yeibum Seir.)Mti rnuiii. By ,T. TAYLOR. Bein.sr an Kpitome of the Old and New Testa
ments in KM:; I is! i \ ei se. A New Ivi it ion (I s .d), printed from the Kdition of 1693, by C. Whit-

tinghuin, Chiswick. 0-imo. Is. Cd. bound and clasped.

TOMLINE.- AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OE THE
B1BLK: containiiv. Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures;
a. Summary of the Ili.-tory ot the Jews; a,i Account of the Jewish Sects; and a brief

Statement of the Contents of the several Books of the Old and New Testaments. By GEORGE
TOMLINK, D.I). F.R.S. New Kdiiion. Fcp. Svo. 5s. Gd. cloth.

TOOKE.-TIIE HISTORY OE PRICES :

With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from the year 1792 to the year
1S3S, inclusive. Preceded by a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Cen
turies. By THOMAS TooKii, Esq. F.R.S. 3 vols. Svo. A1. 8s. cloth.
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TOOKE.-TTIE HISTORY OF PRICES, AND OF THE STATE
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the CIKCl I.ATION from 1839 to 1847, inclusive: with a general Review of the Currency
Quest ion, and Remarks on the Operation of the Acts 7 and s Viet. c. 32: being continuation
of Tin History ,,f /Vrs, /,-, 1702 l&amp;lt;&amp;gt; 1S3S. By T. TOOKK, Esq. F.R.S. Svo. 18s. cloth.

TWNSEND.-MODERN STATE TRIALS.
Revised and illustrated with Essays and Notes. By WILLIAM CHARLKS TOWXSEXD, Esq.
M.A., Q.C., late Recorder of Macclesfield

j Author of &quot; Lives ol Twelve Eminent Judges of
the Last and of the Present Century,&quot; &c. 2 vols. Svo. 30s. cloth.

TOWNSEND.-THELIYES OF TWELVE EMINENT JUDGES
ofthe LAST and Of the PRESENT CENTURY. By W. CHARLES TOWXSEXD, Esq. M \ QC
late Recorder of Maccleslield

;
Author of &quot; .Memoirs of the House of Commons &quot; 2 vols

8vo. 28s. cloth.

TURNER.-TIIE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Attempted to be Philosophically considered, in a Series of Letters to a Son. By SHARON
FURNER, F.S.A. and R.A.S.L. New Edition, edited by the Rev. SYDNEY TURXER. 3 vols.
post Svo. 31s. Gd. cloth.

I

DR. TURTON S MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESH- \WATER SHELLS of the BRITISH ISLANDS. A Xew Kditiou, thoroughly revised and with
considerable Additions. By JOHN EDWARD GRAY, Keeper of the Zoological Collection in
the British .Museum. Post Svo. with Woodcuts, and 12 Coloured Plates 15s. cloth.

TWELVE YEARS AGO : A TALE.
By the Authoress of &quot; Letters to my Unknown Friends,&quot;

&quot; Some Passages from Modern His
tory,&quot; &quot;Discipline,&quot; arid &quot; Letters on Happiness.&quot; Fcp. Svo. Gs. Gd. cloth.

TWINING.-ON TEE PHILOSOPHY OF PAINTING :

A Theoretical and Practical Treatise; comprising .Esthetics in reference to Art -the Application of Rules to Painting-andGeneralObservationson Perspective. By H. TWINING Esq
Imperial Svo. with numerous Plates and Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

TWISS.-THE LETTERS APOSTOLIC OF POPE PIUS IX.
Considered with reference to the Law of England and the Law of Europe. With an Appendix
of Documents. By TRAVERS Twiss, D.C.L., of Doctors Commons; Fellow of University
College, Oxford

; and Commissary- General of the Diocese of Canterbury. Svo. 9s. cloth.

URE.-DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, & MINES
;

Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By ANDREW URE, M.I).
F.R.S. M.G.S. Al.A.S. Lond.; M. Acad. N.I,. Philad.

;
S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov.

;
Mulii

&c. &c. New Edition, corrected. Svo. with 1,241 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth. -Also,

SUPPLEMENT of RECENT IMPROVEMENT!;. New Edition. Svo. withWoodcuts, 14s. cloth.

WATERTON.-ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By CHARLES WATERTOX, Esq., Anther of &quot;

Wanderings in South
America.&quot; With an Autobiography of the Author, and Views of Walton Hall. New
Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 14s. Gd. cloth.

V Separately Vol. I. (First Series), 8s.; Vol. II. (Second Series), Gs. Gd.
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ALARIC WATTS S POETRY AND PAINTING.-LYRICS OF
THE HEART, and other Poems. JJy ALAKIC A. WATTS. \Vith Forty-one highly-finished

Line-Engravings, executed expressly for this work by the most eminent Painters anil En

gravers.

In One Volume, sijuare crown 8vo price .ils. Gd. boards, or 4.is. bound in morocco

byllayd:iy; Proof Impressions, Glis. boards. Plain Proofs, 41 Plates, demy 4to. (only

100 copies printed) ,-&quot;2. 2s. in portfolio ;
India Proofs before letters, colombier 4to. (only

50 copies printed), 5. 5s. in portfolio.

WEBSTER. AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY,
Comprising such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping : as, The
Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the modes of Warming, Ventilating, and Lighting
them A description of the various articles of Furniture, with the nature of their Materials

Duties of Servants, &c. &c. &c. By THOMAS WEBSTER, F.G.S.
;

assisted by the late Mrs.

Parkes. New Edition. Svo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50s. cloth.

WESTWOOD. -AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN
CLASSIFICATION&quot; OF INSECTS ; founded cm the Natural Habits and compounding Organi
sation of the different Families. By J. O. WKSTWOOD, F.L S. &c. &c. &c. .! vols. 8vo. with

numerous Illustrations, &amp;lt;t ~1. 7s. cloth.

WHEATLEY.-THE ROD AND LINE;
Or, Practical Hints and Dainty Devices fur the sure taking of Trout, Grayling, &c. By
HEWKTT WHEATLKY, Esq. Senior Angler. Fcp. Svo. with Nine coloured Plates, 10s. Gd. cloth.

WILBERFORCF.-A PRACTICAL VIEW OF THE PREVAIL-
ING RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS of PROFESSED CHRISTIANS, in the Higher and Middle
Classes in this Country, contrasted ith Real Christianity. By WM. WILBERFORCE, Esq.
M.P. New Editions. Svo. 8s. hoards

;
or icp. Svo. 4s. Gd. cloth.

LADY WILLOUGIIBY S DIARY.
So much of the Diary of Lady Willou-jhliy as relates to her Domestic History, and to the

Eventful Reign of King Charles the First, the Protectorate, and the Restoration (1635 to 1GG3).

Printed, ornanr nted, and bound in the st\le of the period to which The Diary refers. New
Edition; in Two Parts. Square I rp. 8vo. 8s. each, boards; or 18s. each, bound in morocco.

YOUATT.-TIIE HORSE.
liy WILLIAM You ATT. With a Treatise of Draught. A New Edition

;
with numerous Wood

Engravings, from Designs by William Harvey. Svo. 10s. cloth.

? Messrs. Longman and Co. s Edition should be ordered.

YOUATT.-TIIE DOG.
By WILLIAM YOUATT. A New Edition; with numerous Wood Engravings, from Designs

by William Harvey. Svo. Cs. cloth.

*** The above works, which were prepared under the superintendence of the Society for

the Diffusion of Knowledge, are now published by Messrs. Longman and Co., by assignment
from Mr. Charles Knight. It is to be observed that the edition of Mr. Youatt s book on the

Horse which Messrs Longman and Co. have purchased from Mr. Knight, is that which was

thoroughly revised by the author, and thereby rendered in many respects a new work. The

engravings, also, were greatly improved. Both works are the most complete treatises in the

language on the History, Structure, Diseases, and Management of the Animals of which

they treat.

ZUMPT S GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
Translated and adapted for the use of English Students, with the Author s sanction and

co-operation, by Dr. L. SCHMITZ, F.R.S.E., Rector of the High School of Edinburgh :

with copious Corrections and Additions communicated to Dr. Schmitz, for the authorised

English Translation, by Professor ZUMPT. New Edition, corrected. Svo. 14s. cloth.

[March SI, 1851.
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